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A bad will is the cause of hacl aaions, but nothing i s  the 
cause of a bad will. Far when the will &andons what is 

h o v e  itself and turns to what is lower, it becomes evil- 
not because that is evil, ta which it turns, but. because the 
turning itself is wicked. 

Sainf Aupstiare: 
The City o f  God 



The death agony was horrible. He literally choked to death as we 

watched. At what seemed the very last moment he suddenly opened 
his eyes and east a gianee over everyone in the m m .  it was a terri- 

ble glance, insane or perhaps angry and full of the fear of death. . . . 
Then something incomprehensible and wesome happened that to 
this day 1 can't forget and don't ug~derstand. He suddenfy Iified his 
left hand as though he were pointing to something above and bring- 
ing down a curse on us all. The gesture was incomprehensible and 
full of menace. 

Stalin's Death as Described by 
His Daughter, Svetlana 

So, after perestroika and all that; they published Svetlanak book. 
lirienb Letten LB G Fhend, and since I'd been in charge of mainte- 
nance at Stalin's dackra and knew the Boss pretty well myself, I 
thougfrt I'd read the book and see what she said about her papa. And 
when I read the part about the Boss dying, I thought to myself, 

maybe he was just pointing up at the ceiling. To make a long story 

short, f used my old cnnxrcctions to get into the dacka and then went 

up to the crawl space. And what did I find there?-Stalin's owl au- 
tobiography. First l said to myself maybe it's a forgery, hut after I 
read it, I said, no, onky the Boss could've written this one. 

Imterview with jtvan N., 
Famer KGB Maintenance Man 



P A R T  
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LEQN TROTBKY IS TRYING TO KILL M E ,  

He has every right and reason. By hook or by crook, I defeated him 
in the power struggle after Lenin's death in '24. I expelled him from 
the Party. I bdshed  him from Moscow; X e ~ l e d  him horn Russia. I 
hounded him across Europe and hove him to seek refuge in Ne;uieo 
earlier this year. 

1 am destroying his organization, ilating his followers. In his 
opinion, X have "betrayed" the Revolution md fouied iLs honor with 

As a communist, it is Trotsky's ~ s s i o n  to rescue Soviet Kussia 
from me. He knows he is the only man in the world capable of the 
task Hitler could invade Russia md Io Moscow to the gram$, but: 
Hitler could never take my place ixt the k e d i n ,  But Trotsky could. 
h d  believes he should. 

The past demands that he kill me. The future de 
me. In a word, history demands that he kill me. And history i s  our 
element, our god, 

But exactly how will Lean Trotsky try to kill me? That's the ques- 
tion. He'd be a fool ta s hopes on a single method. As the for- 
mer leader of the Red Trobky knows that ectory in w d a t  
results from using all possible means at the proper time and in the 

cavalry, infantry. So, to get at me, he'U do 3 



anything and everything-infiltrate the secret police. subvert the 
army, ri le up the working class, corrupt my guards, enlist my cooks 

and food tasters, my doctors and dentists. And I would be twice a 
fool if I did not operate from the assumptiorl that liotsky will strike 

at me in all these different ways. 
But now Trotsky has hit upon yet another way to destroy me and, 

though he may not have fully realized it yet himself, it is the surest 

way of all. Trotsky is writing my biography. 
Yes, the Russians attribute great significance to literature, even ex- 

iling and executing ~ t e r s ,  but isn't this a bit much, the great Stalin 
afraid of a book? No, it is not a bit much at all. 

Though he's barely begun work, it5 already clear that Trotsky's 
book about me will be both character assassination and indictment. 

I can be a touchy man, but I am able to bear his attacks on my per- 

son. And nearly all the crimes he will accuse me of are already a mat- 
ter of public fecord-that E do not fear. h fctct, certain crimes must 
be known if they are to have their proper effect, though I have always 
taken pains to shroud my own responsibility in ambiguity. It wasn't 
Stalin's fault, the secret police were too zealous, that sort of thing. 

But there are also crimes that must remain forever unknom. In 
my case there is one crime that must remain farewer unknom, In- 

stinctively, Trotsky, in the writing of my biography, has to be search- 

ing for that, the one crime whose revelation would destroy the 
mystique of authority by which I rule. After all, what is authoriq but 

a trance of obedience? Cenainly, power does not reside in physical 

strength. I am as easy to kill as anyone else. A touch under five feet 
four, I may be even easier than most. One snong man could throttle 

me in the rzight. Orrcl cmk could slip enaugh poison into my stew to 

stop my heart. VVhy hasnk that happened yet'l Because no word has 

yet been spoken to break the spell. 
Since the very logic of his being and sirnation compel Trotsky to 

kill me, every time he puts pen to paper he is searching for the words 

that can break that spell and bring me down. 



So, even though the year '37 has brought 

chestrating the terror, mming the country, dealing with the threat of 
Adolf Hltler-nothing in all the world is of greater concem to me than 
what Leon Trotsky is s r i h g  &out me, 

Through comrades loyal to my person, I regularly read snippets of 
Trotsky's biography of me, entitled with appropriate simplicity: 

STALIN. 
One of his housekeepers in Mexico, a peasant woman urbanized, 

pmletarlanized, and radicalized by coming to the city, is as goad at 
microfilming as at dusting. I can just see Trotsky looking up from 

his desk as she comes in to empty the wastebaskets. He doesn't 
really see her. She's not important, she's not attractive. Maybe he 

smiles, maybe he nods, but then he goes right back to his writing. 
Once again, Trotsky is making the same fatal mistake he made at 
our first meeting thirty years ago in London in 1907 when, done 
talking with Lenin, he brushed right by me as if I were no more than 
tt coatrack, 

h d  heb still doing it. Because f can see into that room in Mexico 
Ciq  through the eyes of that woman, 1 am still in the room with him 
and he still doesn't see me, 

My suspicions of hostile intent quickly prove well founded. No 
sooner does Trotsky claim that he PGlH be &abje~tive~ and overlook RO 
fact "redounding" to the hero of his book than he begins attacking 
that hero. Great leaders are masters of the "living word," says Trot- 
sky, who puts Lenin and Hitler in that category. But Stalin? 

"In this respect Stalin represents a phenomenon utterly excep- 

tional. We is neither a tlzider, a witer, nor an orator." 
When Trotsky says Stalin is no thinker, what he really means is 

that Trotsky is by far the more brilliant. No matter what they say, 

egotists are always talking about themselves. 
Now if thinking means comparing what one German philosopher 

said about another Geman philosopher and coming up with your 
own independent opinion, then I concede the point, Trotsky is the 5 



better thinker. But if thinking means using your mind to get what 
you want, then Stalin is a better thinker tban Trotsky. We both 
wanted the same thing, the only thing worth wanting in Russia-the 
Kremlin. I've got it and Trotsky's raising rabbi& in Mexico City 

And when Trotsky claims that Starin is no orator, he is really only 

wondering how it could possibly have happened that he, famed as a 
great speaker, could have been hurled so far from Russia that his 
voice is not even a whisper here. 

In the first place, he was not that great a speaker. I admit that dur- 

ing the Revolution and Civil War he was able to stir workers to revolt 
and soldiers to attack. But there were many people with that gift and 

the workers were ready to rise, the soldiers to fight. Otherwise there 
would have been no revolution. As a MarGst, Trotsky knows that. 

h d  even if the workers and sddiers were ready for revolution, 

there would have been no successt"ul revolution if the Communist 
Party had not been prepared to lead it, as demonstrated by the fail- 
ure of previous revolts and revolutions. The critical element was the 
Communist Party, and the true test of any speaker was his ability to 
irrfiuence that critical element .. 

And Trotsky was not a great success with the comrades. 
He had the too-perfect Russian of a Jew and spoke for hours on end, 

saliva when excited, wagging his index finger when ins~uct-  

kg. And after four hours of brilliant oratory, what would Trotsky do? 
He'd walk off the stage and disappear. Like an angel kom heaven who 
delivers a message and then is gone. Angels don't stay and hang 
around with the people, ask after their parents' health, share a smoke. 

The corurades didnk like that. The mmades don't believe in angels. 

Trotsky has the intellectual's wit and irony but he couldn't joke. 
h d  the bays always like a little joking, 

In the days when it was not yet so vital to win my favor, many of 
the comrades told me they much preferred my ability to sum things 
up in a few sharp words that stuck in your mind. Trotsky made 
speeches; I made allies. 



h d  so then, wlro was the "living word" with? 
The "livint;: word" was with Stalin, 

And Trotsky is also wrong about being a more important writer 
than; me, 

nist, Trotsky knows that the significance of literature 

elusively by how well it serves the cause. His own 

writing must be of no significance because, so far at Least, his own 

cause is lost. But the fact that Trotsky is alone in exile surrounded by 
a mere handfut of devoted followers does not reassure me in the least, 

Lenin too was alone in exile surrounded by a mere handful of de- 
voted followers and he ovt;~"t:umed all Russia. 

Impact is what counts. And, by that standard, all of Trotsky's 
tomes are dwarfed by four lines of poew I mote in my youth: 

h w  this, he who fell to earth like ashes, 

and was so very long oppressed, 

dil rise higher than great mountains 

on the aPings of shining hope. 

These lines capture the spirit of that Georgian youth who would rise 
from poverty and obscurity to rule all Russia. The power of that young 
man's aspiration! Who in all the world had ever dared hope that 
much? It would even be no exaggeration for scholars to say that in his 
youth Stalin was a "Poet of Hope." 

Certainly no other poem, nothing by Homer, Shakespeare, 

Pushkin, has ever played a role in h an events like thotje four lines. 
At one of the great low points of my life, when I was lost in doubt 
and despair, those lines gave me the heart to commit the one crime 

that Trotsky must never iCiw to uracovel: 



So, XN M Y  YOUTH X W R O T E  POE-TRY. 

Then, seeking adventure9 I turned to crime, 
Finally, I became a revolutionary because that alone united p o e ~  

and csi-xne. 
That7s the dialmtie of my life. The rest is just detail. But Trotsky 

uses those details as bullets ~ g i l j n s t  me in his attempt at charncter as- 

silssination, More important, he sifts through them searching fbr 
clues to my crimes in my character. h d ,  who knows, some obscure 
fact of my cbildbood could ultimately lead him to that. 

Like any detective, Trc~tsky asks the usual questions: Name? Date 

of birth? Place of birth"? 

But YOU don't have to be a detective to fincl out that I was botn 
Joseph Dzhugasbvili on December 21, 1819, in the part of the Tsar's 
empire known as Georgia, in the town of Gori, high in the Caucasus 
Mauntains, which liotsky calls a ""gga~itic ethnograpfiic museum" 

of Xrkistr, Amerrirzn, and Persim culture. But what Trstsky seems 

not to have found out is the old Persian superstition that male chil- 
dren horn on December 21, the day of the longest night, should be 

killed at birth; when I learned of this at the age of eight or nine, it 

sent a shiver of terror and pleasure right throtlgh me. A sign. 



Trotsky proceeds to peel off the layers of disguise that he says 1 
have built up over the yearsStdin pretends to be a Russian though 

he is really a Georgian. But, no, he is not even really a Georgian! 
Though Trotsky cla to be w a q  of saaying "too fLu' afield into 

the unprofitable region of national metaphysics," he in fact devotes 

whole paragraphs to the question of the Georgian character: &trust- 
ing, impressionable, quick-tempered . . . ," a people marked by "gai- 
ety, sociability, and forthrightness. . . ." Therefore, 1 cannot be a 

Georgian. 
Trotsky quotes various "authorities" to prove that either my 

mother or my father was an Ossete, that is, of a people who are 

"coarse, uncouth." This is the same legend to which the poet Man- 
delstam, another Jew with no sense of proportion, referred in his lines 
about me that, when fie recited them in a small circle of trusted 

f~ends,  resulted in his &nest: 

And eveq killing is a treat 

Far the broad-chested Ossete, 

But redly? as far as Trotsky is coneemed, d l  these ethnic niceties 
are beside the point. mat he wants to prove is that I am an "Asi- 
atic," a "Genghis Khan." He spells it out: 'The frequent bloody raids 
into the Caucasus by Genghis Khan and Tamerlane . . . left their 
&aces . . . on the character of Stdin," 

In Russia even ancient history c m  he dmgerous. It is true that for 

up in the Caucasus, Cenglus was h a d y  ancient his- 
tory Many vdeys still contahed tall, beaulifd stow towers h d t  for 

people to take shelter in, to fight from, and, on top, to send signals with 
g others of invasions by the Golden Horde. Genghis 

Khan has a unique dis~c-tion-he is the only invader ever to conquer 
Russia, proof that Russia, the great prize that eluded Napoleon, could 

be had by someam c out of the dust of Asia. Though Genghis 
Khan was more tolerant &m the Rornw when it c m e  to local reEi- 8 



 an^, to rt pbm-nezed, goateed "Ewoparr" intellectual like Tro~ky, 
Genghis Khan i s  above all a symbol of utter ruthlessness. Genghis 
nm wrts capable of . Stalin is like Cenghis Khan. 7llerefore 

ven that. Though what 'that" means, 

Tmtsky goes on to say of Stalin: 'Even in his physical type he 
hardly represents a happy example of his people, who are h o w  to 

be the handsomest in the Caucasus." I find that in bad taste. Tmtsky 
takes an entirely unhealthy pleasure in describing my body-the 

traces of smallpox, the withering of my left and the two webbed 
toes on the left foot. Speaking of my nume mests by the Tsarist 

'In the amera t ion  of StalinS distirtdve mwks by 
was not listed, but the aaering 

toes were recorded once, in 1903." 
The withered a m  was from one terrible illness, blood poisoning. I 

lay in bed listening to my heart, excited by the poison, p-ping poi- 
son faster m d  faster through my system. By breathing slowly m d  
counting backward, I tried to slow my heart down, but nothing 
helped. Voison could even turn your o n  heart into your enerary, 

As X lay there in my sweaty bed, I could smell a ~ ~ n s  being fried. 
I wanted to tell my mother that the smell was making me feel worse 
but I couldn't make my lips form words, even when she was right be- 

side my bed. Seeing me try to speak, she fell to her knees, kissed the 
cross around her neck, and prayed over me: "Please, God, spare my 
only son, Joseph, whom f named after the earthly father of Your only 
Son, and I will @live my son to Your church as a priest to praise Your 

Holy Name? 
My mother and I were close, if only because my father was rarely 

home. I played alone and spent a lot of time looking at the moun- 

tains. As soon as X stepped out my front door I could see those moun- 
tains, dark and mighty, flanking the town on every side. On the slope 
of one mowlain was a ruined castle, I eoulh't wait until 1 was big 

enough and strong enough to climb up to where the great lord had 



once lived. 1 would make up stories about what would happen when 
I reached the castle, most of them based on the folktales my mother 
taught me. I had a head full of legends. 

Some days I forgot the momta;ins md the castle and oaly warded 
Eor m o u n t ~ n  eqles so g with their supreme confidence above the 
mountains, higher than the most high. 

X would come out in the m with a piece of flat bread and 
some tea. Smelling of soap and steam, my mother would stop doing 
the laundry she took in to make ends meet, come out onto the porch, 
and put her hands on my shoulders. 1 could tell just by the way she 
touched me what she was feeling. If she was remembering her three 
children who had been born before me and all died, her fingers would 
tighten on my shoulders. Or if she was being proud of me and want- 
ing me to think of God who made the sky and mountains, she'd hold 
me 6mly. But if she was just &em for the morning air, her hands 
would rest as easily on me as they would on the porch rail. 

Sometimes she'd sing. Not loudly, just to me, but with voice. 
Her fingers always tightened when she heard the sound of the 

IhooBeat-s. PTre lived at Number 10 Cathekal Street in rhe part of 
town known as the Russian Quarter because of the Tsarist coops gar- 
risoned there. 1 would frcrm her to watch them thunder lay on 
their horses, a blur of boots, swards, musactrres. 

They had the power ta kill anyaxle the Tsar wanted killed. The 
Tsar lived in a peat castle caUd the b e d i n .  But castles can be ru- 

ined--&~ I saw every day, stepping from my front door into the cool 
mountain &re 

After watching the last soldier pass, I'd run back to the house. My 
mother would be distant, offended. I'd sweep the floor so she would 
love me again. 

But these childhood memories have been spoiled for me. Now, over 
the mountains appears the gigantic face of Trotsky peering down at 
me through a magnifying glass, snooping for hints of the murderer- 
to-be. I g 



Nut 1 m glad to see Trotsky overlook one hpofirznt clue, Perhaps 
the most hportmt clue to my childbmd md character, and the one 

ing most directly to that. Speaking of our in wkch 1 was 
bath the last and only cMd, he sqs: "The first three children died in 

infancy." Then he goes on to something else without even pausing to 
wonder what effect that might have had on a child. Trotsky lacks in- 
sight, just as he lacks humor and poetry, because he is too far from his 
own cbilaood, if he ever even redly had one and was not barn a small 

adult. 
But a child who hears his mother lament about her thee c&ldren 

dead in infancy has to think certain thoughts. He says to himself--if 
aU three had lived I would be the fourth child, barely noticed, ne- 
glected. And if two had lived I would be the third child who some- 

times does well but never goes fa. h d  if even one had lived, i would 
forever be the little brother, but since they all died I am the one and 
ody. Another sign. 

Sometimes my mother lamented for her dead children in w 
singsong voice as if she were just talking to herself. But other times 
she'd suddedy remeder  what she was really sinl;;son@ng about and 
begin sobbing, her face contorted by suffering and sorrow. Maybe it 
was the clownish distortions of her face, the tearful hiccups, but, 

though one slap taught me to hide it, the sight and sound of grief has, 
ever since childhood, always made me laugh. 

But I had grief of my own and at that 1 could never laugh. I was 
six the first time that it happened. My mother had fed me and put me 
to bed, making the sign of the cross over me. I did not even have the 

strength to beg for a s toq  I was so tired from a day of running the 
slopes and building dams in streams. 

I was in a sleep deeper than dreams when the devil's hands 
reached inside my soul and yanked me awake so I could see his 

bloodshot eyes and smell his reek of wine and leather. My father was 

home. 

My mother was in the cloomq on her knees, weeping. 



"Let's sec your fat face, the face 1 slave to feed,'%e said. 
His hands under my ampits, he was holcting me up in the air. 1 

hung there limply, afraid he would bite my face. But he only hurled 
nze against the wall like a cat. 

The next thing I knew it was light and my mother was wiping my 
face with a damp cloth. And he was gone. 

h shoemaker, poor and bilter, n1y Eather did nor just vent his rage 
with life on me, no. He bated me in particular. fie hated me because 

he knew I would escape his fate, that I wwld be bettes. Not only that, 
I already was better and he knew it and he hated &at, t was singled 
out-by the webbed toes and by the death of his three children who 

preceded me. In his drunken rages, he blamed me for those deaths. 
And I could never think him completely wrong. 

Trotsky quotes the reminiscences of one of my childhood friends 
who says that the beatings Stalin's father gave him drove Yout of his 
heart the love of God and people. . . . Undeserved, frightful beatings 
made the boy as grim and heartless as his father." 

That's not so. My father wanted to beat the superiority out of me 
so that I wotlld be a failure like him, a broken, a n m  mm. But he 
failed at: that as well. 

And it was not my father who drove the love of Cod and people 
from my heart. That, step by step, I did myself. 

But the fact that Trotsky does not understand this is not irnpor- 
tant. What is inlportarlt is the picture he is assembling of me in his 

own mind---a deformed Asiatic monster, a Genghis Khan, a son 

beaten mercilessly by his father, a man without love in his heart for 

God or people. My chilaood becomes his assumption. h d  that as- 
sumption closes off no possibilities. In fact, it points hinr in exactly 

the right direction. 



AS I S U P P O S E  I S  T R U E  OF M A N Y  PEOPLE,  S O M E T I M E S  W H E N  1 
wake up in the morning there's a moment when I don't know where 
X am, Or even who. 

Then 1 remember: f am in the Kremlin, X am Stalin. 
But who was I in that interval b e ~ e e n  waking and remembering? 
Some foreign commentators have remarked &at f will at times 

refer to myself in the third person as Stalin and this they consider a 
symptom of megalomania. A natural mistake on their part. They just 

can" iimagne what it's like to actually &ben Stalin, It% not the same 

as being anybody else. 
But I am not and was not always Stalin. Once I was simply Joseph 

Dzhugashvili, nicknamed Soso as a boy and Koba as a youth. And of 
course, since I was constantly sought by the Tsar's police, I had any 

er of aliases, Of dl of them, 1 chose to become "Stdinan Stalin is 

a destination, an achievement, and yet in a way also something 
hished and ready that was always waiting for me. 

And still waits. If Stalin is the person who avenges every insult and 

enemy, I enn, never tmXy be Stalin as long as Trotsky is alive. Like 
everyone else, 1 fail my best self. 

But X can only give a few seconds to the riddle of who I was be- 
14 tween waking and remembering. 



Then I get right on my feet and do my morning calisthenics unless 

my little daughter, Svetlana, who thinks her daddy works too hard, 
has snuck into my room and stolen my alarm clock and it's later than 
I thought. Still, I do t ry  never to miss my calisthenics. They clear the 
blood and tone the nenres. 

Stripped to the waist, I splash my face and body ai th cold water 

after I shave. I don" read at breakfast and I don't like to .talk first 
thing in the morning. I llsualty have some bouillon or a light meat 

dish, tea, and a glass of milk, preferably goatb milk, which in Geor- 

gia is believed to promote longevi* a subject in which I have more 

&an a passing interest. 
Then I have my first cigarette or pipe, depending on how I feel; 

sometimes I crumble a Herzegovina fior cigarette into a pipe, some- 
times I smoke it straight. The first smoke of the day is important for 
setting your mood. If a pipe draws hard or leaves bitter juices in the 
bowl, if a cigarette is harsh and seers your windpipe, it can get you 

started wrong. 
To some this might seem egotistical absorption in my own minutiae, 

which it wodd be if those dnutiae did not affec.t so many other pea- 
ple. After a good smoke, if I am brought a list of Enemies of the Peo- 
ple scfie.4de.d for execu~on and spot a liar name, I rnight easily 
write, i,n my own hand, that the person in question is to be sent to the 
camps, whefeaii if a bad pipe has saured my mood, I'll s i p  the list 
~.t .hout even fwking. 

Those and olber papers are brought by Posk~olsyshev, the only 
man allowed to enter my office unannounced. Chances are that he 
will be forgotten by history and yet in some ways he is a remarkable 

man-after all he has xny complete trust, a rare achiewcment. He 
even has blanks signed with my name. 

Bald and dumpy? he looks terrible in n mi'litar)i tunic. But it is his 

characteristics that matter, the soul of the man. He is like a perfect 
waiter who has refitled your glass before your thirst has even sur- 

faced. You can haw a corlversation with someone in his presence and I 



feel you am alone. By nature loyal as a dog, he seems to have no ca- 

pacity for resentment, though in time that too will have to be tested. 

But most important is that he i s  completely satisfied with his position 

in life. He could imagine nothing more perfect than what he does and 

would not jeopardize it for anything in the world. In choosing him, 1 
chose well. Personnel is everything. 

This moming, Poskryobyshev has set three files on my desk: the 

list of those sentenced to the Highest Measure of Punishment; a spe- 
cially prepared information bulletin marked World and Domestic: 
Situatian, Aprit 2, 1932; and a report: on Trotsky's latest activities, 
his witings included. 

Breakfast was good and the pipe drew well. So, on the list of those 

to be exesuted, next to the name of Yuri Gishin, who always knew 
the latest jokes, I write: "Ten years." 

This 1 do as an allusinn to a joke: 
A new prisoner comes into a cell and is asked, What sentence did 

they give you? 
Fifteen years, he says. 
For what? they ask. 
For nothing! he says. 
Couldn't be, they say, for nothing they give ten, 

I hope Grishin will appreciate the allusion, along with being 

spared his life. 
I nlake sure I hear the latest jokes because I know how important 

they are in gauging the narional mood. And I get nervous when sud- 
denly, as sometimes happens, there are no new jokes. In Russia jokes 
are the only rebellions. 

Still, it's no joking matter to see the names of so many men I was 

once close to on the list of Trotskyite traitors. I am filled with disap- 

pointment. If they were incapable of loyalt3 they should at least have 
been intelligent enough to know the future lay with me. The thought 

sours my mood and I am tempted to scratch out the change of sen- 

r 6  tence in the margin. but, since it is writtm, let it stand. I hand the 



list to Poskqobyshev in such a way as to dismiss him at the same 

time. Then he's gone as if he'd never been here, another of his at- 

tractive features. 
Whether I look east or west from the Kremlin, I see only one thing 

on the horizon-war. There is no question that Trotsky sees the same 

from Mexico. There is no question that Trotsky realizes that his 

chances of destroying me will increase dramatically in the event of 

war. Trotsky knows that in Russia wars have a way of leading to the 
downfall of rulers--that's what happened to Tsar Niekie of late mem- 

ory And so there can be no question that war will @m Trotsky yet 
another opportunity to destroy me. Trotsky and I are at war, and war 

wilt be the wapm of that war. 

But which war? Who with? The war in Spain has proved a disap- 
pointment. At first, I operated on the principle, if there's going to be 
a war, let it be as far from here as possible. I hoped Spain would be 
the next Balkans, that the situation there would flare up into a world 
war; the imperialists, fascists, and always hard-to-control foreign 

communists would all just devour each other m d  that'd be that. 
That's not how it w e d  out. Hitler and Mussolini helped Franco 

plerrty but the Amelicirns, English, and French didnit lift a Gngcr to 
aid the Republicans. It became hshionable fof .the Westem intelli- 
gentsia to go fight in Spain-Herningwag went, that sort-but it 
never hecame fashionable for their governments. Spain would be a 

dodle  loss--not only would them be xto peat war far from Russia 
but the Fascists will win the day. 

1 had to get something out of it. So I've t ed rhe Spanl:sh C i d  W a  
into a little civil war of my own. Needless to say, the best and bravest 

of the Tmtskyites abroad flocked to Spain to fight. And that must be 
viewed as a bit of luck--your enemies willfully congregating in a place 

where it w i U  be relaevely eaq to &spse of them, h the midst of a ww 

~4th buUets f6+g e v e ~ h e r e ,  God only knows what c m  happen. 
$0 I can confidentEy predict that: the ers in Spain's double civil 

raneo and Stalin. i t l "  



In his effort to defeat me, Trotsky will have to look elsewtlem far 
partners. The capitalists are in a depression and not in the mood to 

fight another war with people whose names they can't even pro- 

nounce, So who does that leave? 
The Second Moscow Trial proved beyond any shadow of a doubt 

that Trotsky has stmck a hmd dtiance with Hitler and the Em- 
peror of Japan. Trotsky had agreed to work with these monsters for 

the military defeat of the USSR and, after its &Year, to cede the 
Ukraine to Hitler. In addition, specific cases of sabotage toward 

achieving those greater aims were documented and all the needed 

caazf"essions were obained. 
Nevertheless, there were some problems. It was essential to the pros- 

ecution that one of the main defendants had held a secret meeting with 
Trotsky in Oslo in December 1935. But two days after the trial started, 

the Norwegian press reporred that no civilian aircraft had landed in 
Oslo's KKjelfer Ilil-fidd at any b e  in the month of Decembcm: Sloppy 
work. And in time it will cost the current head of the secret police, 
Vagoda, his job. mough I have other md better reasons for r ic ihg 
myself al: b. 

OtheMse, the Second Moscow Trid was a bit dull, There were no 
major 6 w e s  in the dock, rta memor&b lines as there'd been in the 

lirst trial, in w&ch Le&$ comade-h- s Zinoviev had co~dessed 
in a statement that managed to be both concise and slobbering: "My 
defective Bolshevism became transfomed into anti-Bolshevism and 

tjhrough Trotsk9snn I afived at fmcism," 
hnd Zinaviev's dea& was hilarious. When he was being led our to 

the execution cellars, Zhoviev had dragged his feet and moaned, his 
eyes wild wit21 fear* At one point he fell ta his knees, ed raeed  a 

guard's boot, and cried: "For the love of Cod, will you please call 
Stalin!" Then, seeing all hope was lost, the old Bolshevik began pray- 
ing: "Hear, O Israel, the Lord our God, the Lord is One." Then, his 

ternor at i t s  zenith, Zinoviev even s ~ t c h e d  to Hebrew: "Shema Kg- 
8 8 mel Adonai Eluhenu Adonai Ehud " When I was told this story at; a 



banquet by the head of the guards I laughed so hard my ribs hurt. 
Again, I said, tell it again. From the s to the Shema. Pficeless, 

S~U,  on the whole, the Second Moscow Trial must be counted a 
success. All the defendants were found guilty as charged and sen- 

tenced to death. Trotsky was sentenced to death in absentia. His two 

sons were also implicated in his treacheries, both Lyova, the son who 

fi is affairs in PaPis, and the son he left behind in the USSR. who 
ed a mass poisoning of factory workers. As a father my- 

anderstmd how Trotsky could poss&Iy have a son be- 

hind in Stinbn's Russia. 
Needless to say, ?'rotsky was incensed at being sentenced to dea& 

in absentia, which has for the time being at least diverted him from 

any further research into my life. He's been too busy convoking an 

ission headed by an American professor of phi- 

losophy by the name of John Dewey to look into the question of his 
guilt. Trotsky has also released a public statement: 

I am ready to appear before a public and h p ~ i a l  C 
of hq~ry with. documents, facts, tesljmanies . . . m d  to disclose 

the truth to the very end. X declare: If &is C 

&at X m p i l v  in the sli$test. depee of the c ~ e s  S t d h  

imputes to me, I pledge in advance to place myseu vofm 

the b a d s  of StaXim's eexeeutiomrs. . . . But, if the Commission es- 

tdlishes . . . that the MOSG~W tsids are a conscious and pre- 

meditated frame-up, I wiU not ask my accusers to place 

themselves volunarily before a %ng squad. No, the eternat dis- 

@ace in the rnemoq of the h m m  generaljons will be sufficient 

for them1 Do the accusers in: the Kredin hear me? X throw my 

defimce in their faces, and X await &eir reply! 

We hear you. h d  we're laug&ng out bud. Nineteenth-centur). 

Russian provincial theater at its worst-"I will deliver myself volun- 
tadly into the hands, . . . Etemd cJisgracefm liS 



But Trotsky's inhuman purity won't play well with the public, even 
over there. The intelligentsia in the West is used to a balanced, mod- 
erate point of view, and so will think that no one is as evil as Trotsky 

paints Stalin. 

No less a person than George Bernard Shaw has mitten to the Sec- 
retary of the British Committee for the Defence of Leon Trotsky: 
"The strength of Trotsky's case was the incredibility of the accusa- 

tions against him. . . . But Trotsky spoils it all by making the same 
sort of attacks on Stalin. Now I have spent nearly three hours in 

Stalinb presence and obserrved him with a keen curiosity, and I h d  

it just as hard to believe that he is a wlgar gangster as that Trotsky 

is an assassin." 

Of course, there's a terrible flaw in the logic of people like Shaw. 
They see that the accusations made against Trotsky are wild and 
grotesque. Therefore, they can't possibly be true. So far, correct. 
'Then they see that the accusations made by Trotsky against Stalin 
are also vvild and gxotesque, Logic dictates that T'sotsky's accusations 
against Stalin must also be way off the mark. No longer correct. 
What I have already done and what I am now doing far exceeds any- 
thing their irnagirlatioa's capable of. They just don" have Ihe rmge. 

So I am pleased that the Second Moscow Trial has forced Trotsky 

into spasms of theanical rhetoric and wasted days of self-defense. But 

1 can't rest easy. I can't help but t Could the very wildness of my 
accusations have caused Trotsbb mind to start mo+g toward the 

~ l d e s t  awusaition af them all? 



Cort WAS THE TSAR O F  T H E  UNIVERSE WHO R U L E D  FROM THE 

Kremlin of Heaven, 
As a bay, I would look up from the nlountains to the million stars 

and sometimes for a second I could even feel God squinting back 
down at me. As if to say, What's that down there? 

I did nut believe God was all-merciful and neither did the priests, 
nor anyone else for that matter except a few old ladies. The sweet- 
ness in the priests' voices when they talked about Cod the M-Merci- 
ful could not have been more spthetie. 

But I believed in Cod the Almighw Especially during l i gh~ ing  
storms and earthquakes. That God was stern and wrathful and had 
His awl ways, His awn justice. He alone was free. All the people on 

earth were His serfs. But God had His representatives on earth-the 

Tsar, the little father, and the big father, your own. 

I didn't need the synthetic sweetness of the priests to know that 

God was not all-merciful-no mercy was reaching me. I was older 

now ~ ~ t d  hea\rier, It was not so easy for my father to hurl me agahsr 
the wall like a pesky cat and so he had taken to beating me with fists 
and belts. 

I looked ljke my father. The red-black hair, the complexion both 

swarthy and ruddy. He was bf medium height, wiry, dangerously 21 



strong. Black mustache and beard, dark bloodshot eyes. f-Ie smelled 
of leaher and cheap tobacco. 

One day he was sitting on the front steps smoking and he patted 

the space beside him for me to come over and sit down. I was always 

watchful of his rnoods but didn't think there was anything to fear this 
time. 

'It would be wong," he said, "if you never heard anything about 

your great-grandfather Zma. He was a serf, like everybody else after 

the Russims took over* One day there was s m e  new ruling that was 

of course good for the Russians and nothing but another insult to us. 

So your great-grandfather Zaza led a revolt. For miles around every- 

body rose up in rebellion. Throats were cut, Joseph," he said, lifting 
his chin and drawing a finger across his own throat. "But the Rus- 

sians never caught him. Zaza gave them the dodge." 
Then X understood why be hated me. Because the blood of Zeza 

had only passed through him to me. He had a miserable life aith a 
weak-womhed chumhy .wornan who had gven him three dead sons 
before delivering me. He could not have helped hating me; his out- 

bwsts of violence were only natural, In his position, f am sum sny- 
ane would have done tlae same. 

In fact, he had another good reason for hating me. Not only did I 
act superior, I was superior. I was outstanding as a boy. The best 

swimmer, the best wrestler, the best student. People looked smilingly 

on me the way they always do when they think a boy is destined to 

go places. My father saw that. No one had ever looked at him that 

way as a child because they could see that he wasn't going anywhere 

and would end up as the kind of miserable drunken cobbler who 
beats his wife and son. 

Still, I am grateful to my father because he taught me that people 

hate it when you flaunt your superiority. That he knocked out of me, 

once and for all. Nothing could be more valuable. Trotsky should 

2Z  have had a father like that. 



Wberr l was five, my ftrther left home to live and work h XBis at 

the Adelkbanov shoe factory on Erevan Square, the same square 
where many years later I would stage the most successful bank rob- 
bery in Russian history. My father would come home from time to 

o rest, to drink, to beat uebu-t: mostxy f spent those years 
with my mother, who was always singing. Sometimes she would in- 

vite me to sing along. I sang in the choir as long as I was in school. 

When I had fallen ill, my mother had prayed over me, making her 
deal with God. God kept Wis half of the bargain. And my mother did 
everything in her power to keep her half. She was constantly lectur- 

ing me on the greatness of the priesthood, that there was nothing 

higher than to sewe the Lord. But I had Zaza's blood in my veins and 
deep down I did not want to serve any lord. 

Still, I did not argue when she insisted I anend the Cori Theolog- 

ical Elementary School, which could lead on to the Tiflis Theological 
Senlinary, 

Trotsky thinlrs in st categories and, as a Jew, he has no feel 
for the allure of the priesthood. 

"Tke dream itself," "says Trotsky, ""to see her son in priestly robes, 
indicates how little the family . . . was pemeated with the 'prale~ar- 
ian spirit.' A het-cer future was conceived, not in consequence of the 
class stmggle but as the result of breaking with one's own class." 

Trotsky is always accuslng me of falsifying histar?;, but here that's 
exactly what he's demanding I do. Nobody's family was imbued with 

a "proletarian spirit" in those days. Not mine, not Trotsky's, whose 
own father engaged in the m-Jewish profession of farmer and ex- 

ploited the labor of hired hands. 

What does he want-some socialist realist aovel by Gorky with the 

mother sending her son off to defend the working class against the 
capitalists and the bourgeoisie? 

That% not how it was. She wanted me to be a psi=* and worrld do 

anything to make that dream come true, even if it meant working her 
fingers to the bone sewing and sweeping at the Gori Theological 21 



Elemttntaq- School? where she emolled me on September 1, 1888, 

four months shy of my ninth birthday. 

Trotsky's problem is that he was always too much of a co 

He seems to have keen militandy atheistic from birth, But the err& 

is that the question of God never really interested him. He was too 

interested in other things--politics, literature, himself. 

For me the question of God was very real and very important. I 
thought of God often. I used to make up conundrums about God- 

Could He create a stone that was too heavy. for He Himself to Xift? Tf 
there was a God, why did Ile let my father beat my face? 

And I struggled with those questions mightily. These are the heav- 

iest of weights, the tons of God, and you gain strength every time you 

try to budge them. 

Trotsky never deigned to. He slighted God as well as Stalin. 

No~v, like a pervert, Trotsky is prowlkg tile schoolyard tooking for 
me ammg the mass of other Hack-haired boys. 

School is always the same, school is etemat. There is always the fat 

boy, the smetrl boy7 the bad boy: 

In school there are always groups. A few boys go their own way, 

but usually only after failing to be taken into one group or another. 

Children will make it clear i f  they want ygu and if they dank, 
There can be no group without B leader. A group may begin to 

fbrm witflout one: but in the end can only take shape around a leader. 

At that age, when everything you do is sincere and instinctive, I 
knew X had to be the leader. Qthem+se the shame would have been 

too Feat. 

When one boy sees another, the first thing he thinks is, Can I take 

him in a fight? 
How you act and talk is impmant, but sooner ar later the: point is 

4 1  proved hsts, 



One of the boys in the neighborhood who had the same nickname 

as me, Soso, challenged me when our group was just forming. I 
could tell just by the way the talk started that he wasn't going to 

back down. h$ d e n  the talk is like that9 the other boys come 

I sized him up again, He was a strong &d. By then I bad already 

suffered from smallpox and blood poisoning. If X wasn't careful, I 
muld start to doubt my o m  s-ngh. 

Then the shoving started, the shouting. All the boys crowded 

around, but making sure to give us room to fight. They were peering 

for any sign of weaknes very blink,  eve^ gulp. 

There -was plenty of noise. Some cheered for me: some cheered for 
him, some cheered for the sake of cheering. 

Then the shoving stopped and the first punch was thrown. The 

first few punches and counterpunches mean a lot, but they don't 

mean everything. Even if you lose the exchange and the crowd is now 

cheering for your opponent, you can still win if you don't lose heart 
and presence of mind. 

I was glad to lose the first flurry. It got my mger up and hot m d  

&at always helps, h d  in the next exchmge my punches were s k q  

and fast, and his punches &dnk slow me dam. Now the crowd was 

cfieefing for me, 

They wem cheeeng for us by last name since we had the asme 

nickname, though of course there were a couple of idiots shouting, 

"Come on, S o ~ o , ~  but they were really just there for the fight. 

The third exchange was more even. By some unspoken agreement, 

we had now switched from body blows to face punches. The boys 

loved it: blood could be dram, s tooth knocfred out, even an eye, 

X remember how the black hair over the other Soso's forehead 

bobbed up and doan. I looked right into his eyes, answering their de- 

termination with mine. You can lose a fight with your eyes before you 

lose it vvith yaur fists, ZL5i 



The last exchange was +ck, I faked a Iefc to his face and with a 
right to the solar plexus I knocked Soso to the eomd,  so he was out 

of breah for a second. 
But he was going to come back quickly, I saw. I circled around in 

back of him so that it looked like I was only pacing while waiting for 
him to get up. 

Usually, how you're fight lem or &*-has to be deciared 
right from the start. But there is no law against switching if that's 
what you want and if you're Mlling to pay the price. 

The other Soso was on one knee and dusting himself off when I 
rabbit-punched him at the back of his neck under the ear, He went 
down, shocked and dazed by the ~reaehey. I kicked his hmd, a h -  

ing for the corner of his eye with the tip of my shoe. I didn't stop 
kicking the first time he shouted, "I give up!" It wasn't loud enough 
for everyone: to hear. 

Then X stood back up and faced the crowd. Some of them were 
booing but their voices faded when my eyes fell on them. There were 
a few more catcalls but no one stepped fomard. 

The other Soso looked up and in that moment everfihing was 

clear b e ~ e e n  us. He w u l d  s d d t .  

I looked from him back out to the boys to see if they had seen. 
They had, 

If the British are right about the playing fields of Eton, then the 
fate of a dozen nations was decided that day. 



]; WAS T H E  B E S T  NOT ONLY I N  T H E  SCHOOLYARD B U T  I N  T H E  

schoolroom as well, 
This irritates Trotsky no end. He quotes a classmate of mine: 

"During the first years, in the preparatory grades, Josepb studied su- 

perbly, and with time . . . he became one of the best pupils.n Then 
Trotsky goes on to say: "The circumspect expression 'one of the best' 
indicates too obviously that Joseph was not the best, was not supe- 

rior to the entire class, was not an extraordinary pupil. Identical in 
nature are the recollections of another sehoalmate, who says Soseph 
"as one of the mast . . . gifted.' in other words, not the most gifted." 

NcJ doubt Lean Rotsky? or Leon konstein as he was known then, 
was the best, most ex&aordinar?r, and most giEled pupil in his school. 
Even this late in the game it's irnpoaant for Trotsky to prove that he 
was a better studellt than Stalin! But this is d l  to the good. Tbr; mure 

Trotsky's blinded by his own vanity, the less he'll see of the real 
Stalin. 

Whether Trotsky likes it or not, the facts are on record. 1 received 
straight Ks in all my years at Gori Theological Elementary and grad- 
uated at: the head of my class. 

I have a phenomenal memory. Throughout my life peopie have 
ented on it. X cm  memorize inslantly. wasn't a aka shmedl 

by our neighbors, the Charkviani brothers, who couldn't le 

~g d e s s  they sbou*d it out loud. ney 'd  go outside their hause %.J 



and holler out the day's readings. I'd stand by our door and listen; 
when they were dme I'd be ready for tomornow's lesson. But one time 
they misread something and when I was cded  on the next day it was 

one of the rare occasions when I gave the wrong answer. I could have 

MXed them, 

Trotsky quotes several of my teachers and classmates as to my "phe- 
nomenal" memory, but feels compelled to add: "As a matter of fact, 

Stalink memoq-at least, his memory for theories-is quite 
mediocre." Isn't there even a whiff of heresy here, since for M 
there is only one theov that needs reme& 

"He was dways p o k g  over a book," e classmate. Tme. I 
was and remain a great reader. 

Three books innuenced me most: a novel, a history book, and a 

work of science. In that order. And that order has a certain logic of 
i t s  own. 

The novet was called The Parricih. The hero, Koba, is an outlaw 
Georgian who revolts against the Russians and avenges the wrongs 
done to his people. Koba is a swordsman, a dead shot, dashing, 
&age, brave; that was something to be, aot a priest, ~QI a cobbler. 

I made all the boys call me "Koba," and they were all smart 
enough to do it. Besides, they had all read the hook too and liked the 
idea of having their own Koba, and who else could it he but me? I 

was good at reading books but even better at reading the boys: The 
type who wants to follow, glad not to have to think of what to do, 

glad to leave that up to me. The type who wants my friendship and 

protection. The type I could bully into a n ~ h k g .  The type who loves 

praise. And the type who bears me secret hatred, thinking himself 
beger, 

But just seeing who each one is isn't enough. You also have to le 
how to play on them and to play them off against each other. You 
must experiment with combinations, see what happens. But in this 

sort of thing science can only hone an instine you've either got or 

28 you don't. It's a gift. 



I was always praetial. And my idea of reatling was, What good is 
a book if it can't help you in life? And so it wasn't long before I put 
the inspration I got from the novel about Koba to the test. In 1890, 
two years after 1 eaered school, Russian was made the official Im- 
p a g e  of instruction and Georgiall was given two hours a week as a 

foreign language. That hurt our pride. Of course we were all touchy 

patriots, as red-blaodecl boys always are, especially if itb an excuse 
to cause trahle. 

So, one day after school, I told a couple of the boys to round up 

the others. Some are good at rounding up, but there's also the sort 
you send out and they get involved in something else and never come 
ha& The boys liked it that I always picked fight. A leader has to 
keep earning his slot. 

When they were all rounded up, X told them: "Tomorrow at lunch, 
we at1 stand up and start shoutin 
@an is our Language. First we shout it in Georgian, then in Russian." 

I told them I'd go first and made each of them agree in front of the 

others to jump up after me. 
The next day when we sat dawn at the dark brown benches, X 

could feel all their eyes on me. I had maybe ten seconds. Monks were 
scuqing mund ,  slapping boys for mishehavisr. The walls suddenly 
seemd especially thick. Even the air felt heay? pinning me to my 
bench, 

12: was one of those very clear mments, With my will 1 whipped 

myself to my feet, shouting with excitenlent and hatred: "Georgian is 

our language ! " 
Some of the boys were faster to their feet than others, but it wasn't: 

long before they were all up and shouting. The first tin mug went 

flying through the air. 
f was punished bat not expelled, 

Koba aiso iaspictld me in m y  war with my father, No sooner had X 
b e ~  to excel in school and prove a natural leader than he decided 

I must follow in his footsteps as a cobbler. 28 



Perhaps he was affected by the mmors that I was not in fact his son 
but that my mother had been up to no good with a pfiest or s prince, 

depending on who you listened to. Three times be had failed to father 
a son who lived, axld so she went boking elsepvhere. 

I don't buy it. She wasn't that kind. The blood of Zaza 
Dzhugashvili flows in my veins. That son of a bitch was my father. 

So he dragged me off with him to Tiflis to work alongside him in 

the Adelkhanov shoe factory. 
That was my first time in the capital or any big city. And what a 

city Tifiis was! Palaces, cathedrals, stores, banks-including the 
mah one that X was later to rah amels, street magicians, women of 

fashion, booksellers, parrots, dervishes from Turkey, 

chants, sacks of pistachio nuts, honey, halvah. 
And I saw who my father was to the other men at work. Nobody 

special. A few other losers liked him. Some were afraid of his tem- 
per-and a drunken cobbler always has plenv of sharp tools at hand 
in the event of an altercation. But most of them grinned at hian, a 

grin of toleration and contempt. 
He was mostly sober then and, when sober, he was a good worker. 

Though I resented it at the time, he did instill good work habits 
in me. 

And ss I learned a little bit about the shoe business: the smell of 

glue and ieather, the rattle of the stitching machines, the dizziness 

that comes from breathing factory fumes all day. It was valuable ex- 

perience-it gave me a taste of working-class life. Rut I was a quick 
study; after a couple of weeks I knew I'd rather die than do that kind 
of work. 

Zaza would never be a cobbler, Koba would never be a cobbler, 

and neither would l. I knew that if I did not rise against my father's 

will, 1 would never return to school, would rrever have the life that 
was supposed to be mine. 

The simplest solution would he if my father just died. The prob- 
%D lern would disappear along with him. I had wished him dead in the 



past but never as I wished it now. Now he was not just going to beat 

me with his knuckles, now he was going to steal my Life. 

I prayed: God, please let my father be run over by horses, let him 
k in h n t  of a &&in, let him suffer from blood poisoning as 

I had but let the poison take his life. 
I even tried to kill him myself. 
He and my mother were arguing. For once in her life, my mother 

stood up to him. For her son Joseph's soul and for her dream of the 
priesthood she would fight. 

"So he's too good to do the same work his father does to feed him 

and feed you!'? 
"All his teachers say he's smart enough to get a scholarship to the 

seminary in Tiflis. They never said that of you. " 
"How the hell do you know what they said about me in my youth? 

And who says a priest is any beeer than a shoemaker? A shoemaker 
at least does something, makes something.'' 

"Both are good, both are good. I'm not saying that. All I'm saying 

is that I promised God that if He'd make Joseph well when he was so 
sick that 1 would do eveqhing in my power to make fiim a: priest." 

""But nobocXy- asked me about that." 
"You were away when. he was sick." 
"That's right, I was away, earning a living, that% what a man does- 

And what a man does is run his family. And it's not going to be mn 

by any woman. '' 
He slapped her face. He stank of wine, but this time it wasn't just 

the wi~le. It was something else. It was everything. 

My mother had been cutting bread when he came in and the knife 

was still on the table, 
At first, I picked up the knife thinking only to get it out of his 

sight, afrrtSd he might use it on her, on us. 

But he saw me. &What are you doing, you fucking mama's boy!" 
I threw the knife right at him. It went over his shoulder and into 

the wail. where ir hung for a momerit before lslling on the bed. 31 



In those few secor.rds, time came to a co~nplete stop, then be: lunged 

for me. I raced by him and out the duor, rxever once looking hack. I 
hid with neighhors for a few days until I heard that he had left again. 

After that, there was no more talk about my working in a shoe fac- 

tory. In a day or two T was back in school. 

I never knew what had really happened. My mother probably 

pulled some strings with the local authorities-church, gendarmes, 

school. The church doesn't give up its best student without a fight. 
Especially to a drllnken cobbler with no power, except the power to 

beat women and children. 

And then as i f  the whole thing-the shoe factory, the knife, hid- 

ing-had been just another nightmare, 1 was hack where I belonged, 

in school, poring over books. Of course, sometimes I'd lift my head 

and think of my father. Then it was the school and the book that 

seemed like a dremrl. 

Maybe it was because I had now ridden on a nain and seen the 

great city of Tiflis that my interest turned to history. The next great 

book in my life was Thr H i s t o ~  ofRussia. In fact I devoured several 

histories of Russia, Russia, only Russia, f did not care about foreign- 

ers and foreign lands. I only wanted to know what had happened in 

Russia, where the most unbelievable events constantly took place. 

My view of Russian histor). was childish, extremely simple, and, 

ultimately, comeet. 

Ever). schoolchild learns the myth of the origin of the Russian 

state. The Vikings are invited to assume control of Russia. A chroni- 

cle of the time has the Rtlssians saying: "Our whole land is great and 

rich, h t  there is no order in it. (Jorne ru rule and reign over 

I was errltztzrrassed for Russia for not having tflc, pride and sense to 

suppress the record of this shameful event. 

X liked Grand Prince Vladin~ir of Kiev, who forced the Russians to 

accept Christianity and ordered the pagan idols smashed, burned, 

and hurled into the river. 



And 1 admired Gengl~is Khan's Mongols, who arrived in 1240. 
'men Russia had a taste of tile whip for more than two centuries. 

They wanted to be ruledr they'd be ruled, 
The Mongals took no interest in the religion and internal politics 

of their subjects. All they wanted was money and obedience, and for 
250 years they got what they wanted. Then their empire fell apart 

from within and the Mongols withdrew. 

Then came my hero, my model, my rival-fvan the 'T'grdle. Ivan's 
task was to reunite Russia, shattered into a hllndred petty principal- 
ities by the Mongols. The only problem was that the princes were in 

no huny to surrender their power. 
But Ivan understood the great secret: Cmelty is the cutting edge of 

history. The deciding factor is always the greatest degree of cruelty 
most intelligently applied. 

So Ivan created the first secret police. Six thousend of them. 
Dmsed in bfack, riding black horses. Tfieir saddles edlazoned with 

iron emblems of a dog's head and a broom, symbolizing their mission 
to sniff out treason and sweep it away. 

Ivan had inwnted Terror. He even took a 'very modern m d  "sci- 

entific" interest in it. Ivan was often accompanied by his son to the 
mass tofiures and executions, They did what they could with the 
technology of the: time-~aitors were whipped, castrated, slit open, 
roasted on slow fires, then th row under the ice 06 rivers, mes w ~ i t -  
ing for anyone who bobbed up to the surface. 

For Ivan these were also practical experiments under conditions of 
unique extrerniq and control. Exaetly bow long does d i g n i ~  enduse? 
Exactly how many minutes can courage last? 

In my boyish fantasies sometimes I was Xvan, sometimes Xvm7s 
son. But that changed when I le ed that ivan, suspecting his son of 

treason, had struck him in the head with the sharp iron staff he al- 
ways carried. The son died in Ivan's arms, saying, "I die as your de- 

voted son and the most submissive of your subjeds." lvan went mad 

with gn'ef and guilt, going from one monastery to another, beseech- 33 



ing God for fssg.it.eness. After all, ha&%. God let His o m  Son bie m 
the cross? 

The lvan I preferred to remember was the one with the poetic au- 
dacity to blind the architect whom he commissioned to build St. 
Basil's Church on Red Square, so that the man could never create 
anything so beautiful for anyone else. 

But I: did not learn history miy horn books. I ~ m e s e d  it in the 
~om svare: of Gori, where a gallows was built over the course of a 

few days, and finally the Russians hanged two Georgians for all 
to see. 

Standing toward the back of the crowd, I spoke directly to God, is- 
suing my first challenge: If You want me to believe You exist, make 
axle rope snap. 

Needless to say, nothing of the sort happened. The two men kicked 
and *tched for a few minutes, then it was over, 

But I" be lyhg if X said my faith died there on the spot. No, if my- 
thing, that was only the sharpening of the struggle. 

1 was eleven when my father was murdered in a barnmm brawl. I 
wasn't surprised. My father was a very murderable man. Even his 
o m  son had &ram a knife at him. 

Now the great philosophical questions, what Dostoevsky calls the 
"accursed questions," became pointed and vivid for me. 

Where was my father now? Was he in Heaven? Or HeUZ Some- 
place where he could still see what was happening in this life? 

If there truly was a God, there'd truly be an afterlife. If there was 
tmly an afterlife, my father was somewhere in it. And hrom there he 

could see into his son's heart. 
h d  in my heart was the ce f l a in~  that there was a line, a straight, 

magic line, between my own desire for my father's death and his 
murder by a stranger in a brawl. It was not that I felt guilt. Not at 
all, I feft wonder. 

And fear that my father could somehow strike back at me, even 

94 from there, 



But if &ere was no God, there was no afterlife, and my father 
would be notbng. 

So now my greatest wish was that there be no God. 
To look up into empty sky. 
1 had dedared war on Gad and I waited for Him to s ~ i k e  me down 

as any enemy should be struck down. But He did not strike me down. 
And the more of His power over me I shed, the better I felt, the 
lighter, the freer. 

My new faith in myself was growing, but God was my doubt. 
When I sang in the choir at services, I looked around at the faces 

of the other boys and of the priests for signs of faith, while mocking 

Cod in my thoughts and singing like an angel. 
To have those kinds of thoughts and feelings is one thing, but to 

bring them to a head is another. One afternoon I went for a long walk 

alone in the mountains, up past the ruined castle. It was a clear day. 

Eagles were flying. I sat down by a tree on some pine needles the 
color of iadine. 

I looked up and, using the high-flown language I'd learned from 
the priests and my mother, I said to God: Right- now, right here, 1 
offer up myself to l"ou m d  if You are there to take me as I've been 
taught, then You will take a soul sincerely offered. If You exist, it isn't 
worth bekg myself, and so X will die in l"ou and be what my mother 
has always wanted me to be, Your semant and Vow priest. Take me, 

Lord f 

And 1 was untaken by the Lard. 
Just as I had hoped. 

I had ~ c k e d  Cod. 
Into revealing his nothingness. 
Yet there was something lacking. 

Compellkg comobaration. 
And. I found it. 
In my thlrd p a t  book, 
Damin. 



I looked at the pictures of monkeys* hands and human hands. 
E v e v h g  was clear. Peaple wren't created by Cod. They came from 

the apes. Science said rfnar Cod wasxr3 necessary, And what could be 
more rrmecessasy than an umecessaq Cod? 

My joy was boundless, f bubbled over. I ran to tell everyone. Trot- 

sky quotes one of my classmates who remembers me saying: "You 

know, rhey're deceiving us, There is no God . . . it's all pmved in Dar- 
win . . . read it right away." 

Here Trotsky makes s double e m ,  He says: "A thirteen-yearmold 

boy in a backward town could hardly have read Darwin and derived 

atheistic eonGctions from him." 
Gori waf not a backward tom. By tile end of the ~ e t e e n t f i  cm- 

tury, it had sidew&sl s~eetli&ts, a: tele~apfn oftice, and was dircctly 
connected with Tiflis by rail. There was nothing to prevent a volume 

by &h. Not only that, in Gori there was a 
of Arsen Kalandadze who took pleasum in 

f e e h g  yowg rninds with various sorts of ineendiarly. litemmre. 
"". . . could hardy bave mad Ra and d e ~ v e d  atheistic convic- 

~ o n s  from h." Not could but did. L &er kirid codd you derive'! 
As I later learned from passing the time of day with comrades from 

the workkg clash mmy of them had read D a o m d  that s m e  

age and it had exactly the same effect on them as it did on me. Didn't 
maser what their refiaon was befu Mst-iaxr, Jew, MosIem, They 

had seen the marlkqs' llands. 
Reading Darwin had an enormous impact on me. It corroborated 

my defiance of God and inspired me to systematically break all the 

Ten Commandments, which f now realized were only chains. Thougl~ 

I had stolen and lied befare, f now stole and lied with a higher pur- 
pose--freedom of self. And the effects on my political philosophy 

were equally lasting. Historians of the future may even conclude that 
Daknism, -I- Leninism -. Stalinism, 

Trotsky hates the idea of the young Stalin reading Damin: and not 
only reading him but understanding him more profoundly than Trot- 



sky ever could. For Trotsky. Darwin had not been pan of any inner 

struggle but just another inlportant theory. And Trotsky of course did 

not have a "mediocrt" mernoq for theories. 

Trotsky had never wrestled with Cod-he'd snubbed him just as 

he had snubbed me that day in London in 1907. And he ignored 

both at his peril. 

If he had struggled more with God instead of just spitting on his 
Judaism w d  walking away, Trotsky would have been a better man. 
And what Rotsky of course can never adrrrit to himself is that 1 rtrn 

his superior in spiritual depth. You do not become Joseph Stalin 

with011t first settling accounts with &d. 



HITLER HAS fUST D O N E  M E  A NXGE FAVBR: PIIS LATEST SPEEGII WAS 

so inflamed Trotsky that he again set aside his research into my life 

to fire off his own reply. 

I too read all of Hitler's speeches, and agree with him on certain 
points. The harmfulness of Jews, for example. But he focuses too nar- 
rowly on that. There are always many harmful influences at work 
and it pays to keep your eye on all of them. Still, the Jews are par- 
ticulmly harmful. 

I know from possessing the state archives that the anti-Semitic 
tract The Protocols o f the  Eldem ofTZbn was a Tsarist secret police 

forgery. Hitler believes in the Protocols because his enemies don't and 

because he wants them to be real. 
But just because the Protocols were a forgery doesn't mean that 

the most brilliant Jews don't meet somewhere in secret and plot their 
stratee. To people like Hitler and me who came up through secret 

organizations that dreamed of seizing power, there is nothing un- 

usual or exotic &out such an idea, If the Bolsbettiks and the Nazis 
were smart erlough to have a secret organization, why shouldn't the 

Jews? 
The number of Jews is so insignificant that their presence should 

afrnost not even be felt. But what do we see"2ea.s cveyhere .  Sta- 
$8 tistically spesking, there shouldn't have been a single Jew in the inner 



circle of the Revolution, but there were several, Trotsb chief arnong 
them. 

?"he Jews are great insisters, They insist on their survival, they in- 
sist on being hearcit. And notsky continues to insist that he is the 
rightful leader of Soviet Russia and the world co 

And so, if he is a man of his word, a man of integrity, Trotsky must 

bend his every effort to a single goal--my downfall, my death. 
asking my one secret crime, Trotsky has two othei 

main routes to my undoing: he could strike at my person by infiltrat- 
ing my entourage or strike massively at my rule by gaining political 
con~o l  of the army, 

I have infiltrated his entourage; why shouldn't he try to infiltrate 
mine? For the time being I have only a cleaning woman and, of late, 
a seere tq  (Maria de la Siersa, code name: Africa) in his howsefiold. 
Who could he have in mine? The smafiest move would be to enlht 

my cooks and food tasters. A little poison goes a long way. 
But that's not Trotsky's style. He likes the big stage, the grand ges- 

ture. He feels out of his element in the back corridors of intrigue. 
h, Trotsky as the '%ercator" of the Red A m y  would have to ma- 

son like this: It created that a m p  and the a m y  rerneders me be- 
cause the a m y  is a eaditiorraf orgmizatian with a livbg sense of its 
past. Officers aren't fools. They've had a chance to see what Stalin is 
like, md now they know: They control the amy, the weapons, they 

have the means to seize power, 
The ofieers and %orsky may not have realized this yet, but sooner 

or tater they will, shp ly  because it is so. 

And Eor that reason it would he suicidal an my part not to act. 

while I still have the jump. 
I call in Poskryobyshev. His expression is both impassive m$ alert, 

He displays no curiosity, but I know he always enjoys learning what 
the next thunderbolt will be, By the tone f eh~ose X! let him know how 

he is to react to my instructions. With what speed. With what degree 

of security. The level of satisfaction required. 3aP 



So, letting him know that this is still ltreliminar); yet of the utmost 

secrecy, l say: "If 'Trotsky warlted to rnove against me with the army, 

what generals could he enlist? And if some generals would have no 

part in it. then exactly why not?" 

Poskqobyshev leaves at once as he knows he is supposed to. The 
whole thing couldn't have been clearer to him-Stalin will decimate 

the leadership of the Red Army. And f could sense his approval, 
though he (3rd not allow it to surface. 

And I value his response. He has sense and taste iri these matters- 
he had a hand in the assassiriation of the royal family. I wouldn't 
have taken it as a good sign if I couldn't sense his approval as he 
shufaed out the door. 

It will be all to the good. The army will cease to be a potential 

weapon for Trotsky, and the new generals will owe their loyalty to 

me. There should also be a relatively light comb-out of the lower 
officers and the ranks. The generals should be held for a decent in- 
temai, tried in secret, then execured at once, 

This will of course be made public. Russia will know Hitler will 
know. The whole world will know. 

Could there be any more positive proof that Stalin is interested 
only in peace than the fact that he has beheaded his own army? It is 

only Trotsky who can benefit from war, not Stalin. Trotsky is the real 

threat to htemational peace. 
It is 11evrr adGsable to fight a war on two fronts, and Stalin is al- 

ready engaged in a war on the domestic front. Stalin has unleashed 

a ternor that makes the excesses of fvan the Terrible seem antiquated. 
Russia has never known nor will ever know again a year like the year 

'31. Tmncheons. Conhssions, Trials. Canle cars by the tens of tbou- 
sands haul prisoners to Siberia. The brick execution cellars reverber- 

ate with gurifire night and day. 
Engineering all this, coordinating it, manipulating all the levers 

and pedals and pulleys, is an enormous task. 

40 Stalin needs peace for terror 



TWO TURNS FOB THE WORSE. TROTSKY ES BACK ON MY CASE, AND 

my mother died yesterday, July 9, 1937. 
She bad three viisbes in this life: that her s m  became a priest, that 

her son attend her fmeral, arzd that a cross be placed over her grave. 
StaIh e l f  not aaend the fmeral, 
Stalin would not be Stdin if he mended. XfalccticaUy speakhg, 

his absence is his presenm. 
On her eightieth birthday, the one occasion when I returned to 

Gori, my mother gave me a frank look as only Georgians can, then 
said: "I still wouldke rathered you became a priest." 

I burst out laughing, I couldn't help it. That angered her a hit but 
the anger didn't last long either. 

I was, in the end, a disappointment to her. I didn't live out her 
&earn for me. 

For a time, it looked like her wish for me would come true, w&eh 
must have made it even harder for her later on, In Septeder 1894, 
I, the founeen-year-old atheist, was enrolled-with a full scholar- 
ship--in the Tiflis Theological Seminary. 

And that scholarship must have been her doing; she pulled every 
s ~ n g  she had for her Straight-Ks Josqh,  

The seminary smelled of candle wax and mice, and had that same 
swange combination of dankness and ess that f would later ex- 4 1  



perience in a dozen prisons. And essentially we were prisoners, let out 

h e  only two hours a $ay, from thee to five. 
Trotsky now zeroes in on the true training I received in the semi- 

nary--duplicity, not theology: "His every step was taken before the 
eyes of monks. In order to endure this regime for seven years or even 

five, extraordinary cautiousness and an exceptional aptitude for dis- 
simda.tion were needed. . . . His hostilir-y was resemed, mderbanded, 
watchful. " 

But duplicity was in fact a healthy response. It was the only way 
to keep something of yourself alive in that regimented world of 

classes, services, prayer, meager meals, sudden inspections for 
wfldly literature or nationalist propaganda, which they were also 
afraid of. That ot" course only made those authors and sdjects more 
amactive. I devoured novels--Hugo, Dostoevsky, Gogol. The nation- 
alist propaganda didn't attract me as much as the novels. Partly that 
was because I was in my "Literary" phase and pmly because I could 
see that even if Georgia became free again, it would never be more 
than a little kingdom of vineyards and vendettas. Russia was the land 
of greatness. That was clear from its literature. Pushkin, Dostoevsky, 
Tolstoy, the nmes  went off &c: cannons. 

It was in those years at the s e f i n q  that 1 hied my hmd at poeq. 

Namdy,  I dreamed only of becoming a p a t  poet. The problem was 

that even though I was fluent in Russian, it was still easier for me to 

write in my native language. But to be a great Georgian poet was small 

potatoes. I'd have to truly master Russian to write great poetry in it. I 
applied myself to the task. 

After a time, I made an appoinment to see Arkady Vdsky, the lit- 
erary editor of the local Russian-language newspaper, h a ~ n g  dropped 
off my poems a few days earlier, d the thee-.l;o-Gve break. 

When I got to the door of the building, which was in the Renais- 

sance style favored by the Russian ruling class and had a brass plate 
with the paper's name ellgraved in script, I was suddenly paralyzed 

42 and couldn't bring myself to go in. But after talking to myself, I 



finally regained my self-control and walked up the smooth stone 
s t & ~  to his office* 

"Ah, the seminarian," said Volsky, who was heavy and thick- 
boned but had a f i d l e  mind. "Sit down. Teal'" 

f shook. my head, 
"So you want the verdict right away. Fine. I have a better chance 

of becoming a famous ballerina than you do of writing deathless 

verse in Russim, Period." 

I withdrew into myself for days, weeks. I would never be a great 

poet in a p a t  literature. Pen'od. 
But then I saw that I didn't really want to be a poet anyway. Most 

of them had miserable lives-if they weren't exiled by the Tsar, they 
were killed in frivolous duels or died penniless. That was no life. 

And, oddly enough, I realized this while reading a poem. It was a 

trmsfation of Witman-l"We are alive. Our blood boils with the fire 

of unexpended strength. " 
That was it! 7Cb livel Ttt maUy live! Poetv had done its job and 

pointed me back to Ijfe. 
And, for me at that time, life meant the Feat city of 'Tifiis, a name 

the Russian Tsar had imposed and which I would later change hack 
to its true name of Tbilisi. 

Trotsky has dug up a good traveler$ account. of the city from the 
y e a  1902, though he uses it to stress my Asiatic background as 

much as to provide some local color: 

Mongside of streets t h e  bear a mntempar- European eharac- 

ter nesa a llahyhtkr of narrow, crooked, and di* purely Asiatic 

Imes, sqarerets and bazaars, h m e d  by open stalls of the Eat-  
ern type, by stmds, coffee houses, barber shops, md filled with 

a clilnlorous throng of porters, water carriers, errand boys, 

horsemen, lines of pack mules and rtadeys, caravarzs of camels, 

m d  the like. 43 



1 did ego): wandering the side streets and nrbbing shoulders with 

an amazing array of humanity--Georgians, Russians, Armenians, 

Persims, Greeks, and Jews-to loiter at markets that sold melons and 
old carpets, to talk with camel drivers who were forever complaining 

about the nastiness of camels, especially when they're in heat. 

ekms  X liked, the Jews I &Mt.  The enians were good 
at bushess because they kept their greed ttnder canml. the Jews 

you always had the feeling you were being taken. 
What seems like a digression on Trotsky's part into the labyrinth 

of back lanes in fact proves a direct avenue to my life of 
Hanging around the backstreets of Tifiis, it was inevitable that I'd 

get into trouble. First with the crooks, then with the communists. 
Crooks isn't quite the right word; back then in TiDis they were 

called kintos, and in fact 'rrotsky is now sketching out a chapter on 

me called "Kinto in. P o ~ e r . ~  
For him kin& is a term of abuse, for me it's one of nostal@a and 

praise. But that's not what matters. What matters is that Trotsky has 
once again caught hold of a thread which, if he pulls at it carefully 
enough, could unravel everythirlg I've woven together over the years. 
The tangled backstreets of Tiflis are where I was initiated into the 
craft af crime, Xtls ane thing to call me a Gengfris Khan, another to 

begin cornpiling a case file of my crimes, starting with the pettiest 

and leadirlg inevitably to that. 
Trotsky defines kirttos as "heroes of the street, fast talkers, singers 

and hooligans. . . . From them Stalin acquired his crude ways and his 

virtuosity at swearing. " 
For Russians swearing is a sport and an art. Performed at the mo- 

ment, on the spot. Instinctively, Russians rank each other on their 
ability to swear. Nothing is quite so pathetic as a man who can't get 

his swears right. I would rank Trotsky low as a swearer. He curses 
like an htellec'tual, satifically, always a little too awwe of breaking a 

tabu. No art to it, not something you just stand and listen to for the 

I I  sheer pleasure of seeing what comes next, one curse topping the 



other, shooting off into side curses hut then roaring back to the main 

curse and blasting it with such ferocious inventions you can't help 

laughing out loud in sheer admiration. 
h s ,  it was from the kintos that I acqired my "virt.uosity at sweas- 

ing" and it was with the kintos that I learned the thrill of burglaq 
To be by stealth in someone else's apartment somehow makes you 
feel fantastically alive. Your heafing becomes ten times mare sensi- 
tive. Every creak of a staircase, every bark of a yard dog, every 

cough. AImost d e a r a b l e  sometimes. 

Our leader was called "Monkeyn because of his long, hairy arms 
that were covered with homemade green tattoos and because he 
could climb up anything. He'd shi y up a drainpipe to a third- 

Boor ~ n c i , ~ i ,  then let us aII in the front door. We'd take money and 
small things that might not be missed right away. Rut if there was 

good food around we could never resist. 

Once in a while we'd take something large-a candelabra, a silver 
box. And sometimes, if he felt like it, Monkey would shit on the fEoor. 

There are three reasons why burglars do this. First, it's of course 
the ultimate contempt-l shit in your house, Second, it's an assertion 
of freedom-if I want, 1'11 even shit bere. Tbird, it's a way of making 
light of the whole business--l took your shit and left you some of 

mine. 
But the bintas hrrd one kta l  failing: in the end they really &dr17t 

give a shit about anything. The most they could imagine was a rob- 

bery they could live of6 of for the rest of their life. 

They were small-time. 

But how else could it be? 1f they cased &out anfimg, they rn1llcla71 
be kktos. 

The communists at least thought big. They knew what they 
wmted-kill the 'War, take power, 

That was the third great idea of my life: 

There is no Cad, 
Man comes from the apes. 



Kill the Tsar. 
Then, for a time, I gave up burglary for the reading of revolution- 

ary literature. Each day I would smuggle a pamphlet or two back 
into the seminary, taking satisfaction in passing a monk in the corri- 

dor and letting his fierce eye look right into mine and see only a 
chaste, shcere seminarian. 

Revolutionaq pamphlets were read by cmdlelight? discussed in 

whispers. It was ine\.itable that a group formed to discuss these ideas. 
Since the monks were always patrolling the conidors and listening in 
at doors, most of the discussions took place in the free period be- 

meen thee  and five and were all the more intense for that. 

At first, our group famed around Sergo, one of the older boys, who 
was best at explaining ideas like capital and the exploitation of the 
working class. Sergo was tall and lean and so excited by these new 

ideas that made sense of the world that he could barely sbep at fright. 
For a time I was content to l e m  from Sergo. 

But then 1 got rctstless. Even if l: couldn7t explain the ideas as well 
as Sergo, I'd understood them well enough; he had nothing left to 
teach me. 

Within any group there are various degrees of loyalty to the leader. 
As ~ t h .  a woman whose faithfulness to her husband can be sensed at 

once, some were unshakable, but some were not. I found those. X 
spent time with them. Told them how I saw things. But 1 knew it 
wasn't my presentation of the ideas that madered to them so much 
as a certain something else about me. Though I told absolutely no 
one about my escapades with the kintos, still all that had given me 

an aura af seriousness and experience. 
I was itlstinctively experimenting with one of the principles that 

would guide my career--the art of forming the breakamray group. 
One cool spring day, a bunch of us went walking in the park, away 

from people, where our discussion could not be overheard. I was 

waiting for Sergo to colne u p  with the first point I could challenge 

rs  him on. I wanted the showdown to come as early as possible during 



those two hours, but I didn't want to challenge him on just any 

point--it had to be one where I could inflict some real damage. 
Finally, he said: "There are some actions a revolutionary must 

never take. " 
"Like whatFB I said. 

"Like . . . slaughtering the innocents." 

"Wrong. Because the revolution's enemies have already proved a 

thousand times they are not afraid to slaughter the innocent. As long 
as that power is exclusively in their hands, they will always win!- 

A p a t  argument erupted. Everybody had something to say and 

nobody could wait. Everybody talked at once; some shoving even 

stitreed, 
At one point, saying nothing, I made my move. I turned my hack 

and walked away. The message w ~ s  clear-I was lcavirlg ;-he g-ronp 
and anybody who wanted to could follow me. A couple came right 
away, a few others only af:clr we'd put some distance between our- 

selves md those who would stay with Sergo. 
I had reached a new stage in my development-leader of a gang 

with m idea. I gave them all rry time and energy My ma&s taak s 
nosedive. And now I kept being sent to the punishment cell for being 
fowlcl with subversive literature; Z could no longer resrraia myself. I 
was breaking the mask and the mold of seminarian, 

To a e ~ a t l g  graduate, to actually become a priest, even for one sec- 

ond, was now anatktema to me. 
I had found a dream of my own stronger than my mother's dream 

for me. It pias an act of &erneadous faith in myself not to stay on until 
graduation. Of course, breaking with the seminary mearlt breaking my 
mo&er"s hem,  Only I had the pwer  to make her &earn come true. 

But only one dream can run a life, only one. I had to break her heart; 
what would 1 be if I ha&"? 

Breaking with the seminary also meant great personal sacrifice. I 
had to give up my gang. But so tlre boys would stay bound to the 
cause and to me by suffering, 1 hid revolrttionaq literature under 47 



their martresses, then had the authorities infomed. 1 managed to im- 

plicate all the boys in my own group and in Sergo's, while at the same 

time "slaughtering" a few "innocents." 

And then I was gone. 
It was 1899, the last year of the century of railroads and factories, 

Darwin and Marx, when that young man set out on the path that 

would lead him to the Kremlin. 
And here in the Kremlin today I met with the committee in charge 

of my mother's funeral, instructing them that, while she might be 
given a traditional Christian burial, no cross should ever mark her 

grave. 



P A R T  
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AFTER LEAVING T H E  S E M X N A R Y ,  I @ K I N T " O E B ~  A B O U N D  F O R  A 

while. Then, in 1900, at age twenty. I found a small job at the Tinis 

Geophysical Observatory that provided room, board, and plenty of 
time for stirring up the masses, known then as &agitation." The un- 
derground was my natural element; I rose so fast that within four 

years I was disputing policy with Lenin in person. 
Oddly enough, it is easier for Tmtsky to track me through the 

twists and shadows of the underground than in my two decades 
"above ground." Now he can make use of police records, the recol- 
lections of my comrades, Amesses ta my acts and nature. 

Those earliest days, determining as they do the angle of my rise, 
are of particular interest to Tmtsky. Noting that I was drawn to the 
Yhard-line, violent" left, Trotsky says, referring to me by my child- 

hood name: &Because of his early environment as well as his personal 

character, it was natura! that: Soso should instinctively incline toward 

the Left Wkg, A plebeian demoeral: of the provimial type, 

with a rather primitive 'Marxist' doctrine-it was such that entered 
the revolutionary movement, and such in essence he remained to the 

very end despite the fantastic orbit of his personal fate." 
l'hougb &at last sentence is mostly a spueer of insults, it does, 

however, end nicely, Trotsky's his own worst enemy. He lets his vision 
be cbuded by e n v  and wounded pride, He is ou&aged that my fate 



avexlt into a '"fantastic orbit" while his took ir; fantastic decIine. To 
have been bested by the "primitive" Stalin violates his sense of jus- 

tice and meaning. That impels him to destroy me, yet it also throws 
him off -the track. But he always gets back on. 

My work in those years was straightforward. First you had to 

prove yourself in the field. 
I was part of a small group of Social Democratic revolutionaries 

nrho wariced the train yards in Tiflis. b. good place to break into or- 
ganizing. I was still young enough to enjoy watching the locomotives 

chug by, all black steel and rivets in clouds of steam. But there were 

good, hard reasons for working the yards. It was those thousands of 
miles of track that stitctted huge Russia together. Putl out the stitches 

and she falls apart. 
I sit in a shed with a half dozen workers ing tea and smoking. 

I've posted a loyal worker, Danko. outside to keep an eye out for yard 
Cticks. And &side, one of the workers keeps W&& throu$ a little 
dow s~eaked with frost and coal dust, 

1 am wondering which of the six is a police informant, or has just 
about decided ta hecome one. 

It's time to stafi. T h e  trick is always to find the righ tone, the Pight 
lingo, 

"lust go look how the bosses live compared to you, that's all you 

got to do," I say. *Go look at their fucking houses, their hospitals, 
their selrools, b e  your own eyes," 

I pause to let that sink in and check for reactions. Did my language 

offend any good family men? 

"The authorities don't c m  if you hit the bottle and beat your wife 

or go to church and pray, all they care about is that you slave for them 
f o ~ e e n  hours a day and then at the end of the week you put out your 
hand for a few lousy Nbles and bow your head in thanks to them." 

"But they've got all the guns,n says one worker, a man in his late 

thirties, railroad grime embedded in the creases on his face. I can tell 

S 2  he thinks 1" too young. 



""Not all," 1 say-? patting my d.Lirt. 

"Nearly all, '' 

"But who's got those guns? The soldiers. And who are the soldiers? 

The soldiers are the sons of workers and peasants And they are ruled 

by the officers just like you're ruled by your bosses. 

"Vou know what the word reuolution means? The word revolution 

means to turn something all the way around," I say, making an 

abrupt switching motion with my right hand. "If the soldiers tumed 

their gurls f m  the people to the officers, now that would be a revo- 

lution, wouildnk it? 

"You'll never convince the Cossacks," objects another, a dark-eyed 

man whose high cheekbones glisten with machine oil. 

"Not even all Cossacks are stupid," I say, and they laugh. 
"But we're not soldiers and you're asking us to terke .to the streets 

and protest when there'll be plenty of stupid Cossacks waiting for us." 

"That's why we got to bring out big numbers. There's safety in 

numbers. Four hundred people going against a couple of hundred 

Cossncks is one thing hut two, three lhorlsand people is an 

avalanche. " 
"You mean you don't think the Cossacks will attack if the crowd 

is large enough?" 

"It's nat up to the Cossacks. It% a political decision. The Cossacks 

will just do what they're told. The officials making the political deci- 

sion might decide that: it's just better to wait out the demonstration 

until people are tired and go home. Or Lhep may decide that you rep- 

resent a serious force and sit down and negotiate. Or they might send 

in the Cossacks," 

which case we lose some." 

"7%atTs true of any war," Z say, 

There was a moment of silence. 

"You going to be there?" asks the man with the grimy creases. 

" 117i1X be there. " 



Suddenly we all hear the clang of metal on metal. Everyone 
freezes; I paste on a grin. The rnan watching the window says, "It's 

nothing. Danko dropped a wrench." 

I expected to be arrested at any moment, but couldn't let that show 

here. Every action I took was dictated by eluding arrest-how I 
slipped away through the boxcars at the end of the meeting, leaving 
the train yard so that I reentered Tiflis through the crooked lanes at 

the edge of tom.  My eyes were always scanning the street to see who 
was up ahead, but in some way my back was also able to sense hos- 
tile attention. 

unists in Russia and abroad, m d  ce&ain. anni- 

communists in the West, clairn that Stalin. went to work flor the 
Tsarist secret pdiee in order to get money from them, They reason: 

In those years Stalin had no means of support. His few anicles could 
have paid only a few kopecks at hest. Stalin had no cover position 
like printer or railroad man that would have given him access to the 
working class while earning him a living. The Party had no money to 
pay orgmizers. T'he secret police, on the other hand, bad plenty of 
money earnarked to recruit infamers. Stalin had moneq., therefore 
it could only have come fram the secret police. 

The Ingic is Oawed. Stalin had been trained in the one trade that 

diminates aff the steps between the need for maey and the mmey 
itself. StaXin was a kinto, Stalin was a thief. 

And so at that time I was in fact eluding arrest by the Tsar's secret 
police for organizing workers and by the regular police for theft. The 

odds -were greater for being arsested as an organizer-more people 
involved. Which was unfortunate. Thieves were punished less se- 

verely. Stealing money was considered less important than stealing 
power. 

I stde both. To me there wits no difference. fifcrth were attacks on 
society. The money I stole freed me to go on assaulting the existing 
order, A juster codination eouid not be ima@ned. At least not by a 

8 r "primitive Marist , " 



THE DEMONSTRATION TOOK PLACE, AND X WAS T H E R E .  QN MAY 
Daq; 1901, more than two thousand workers gathered in the Ssl- 
diers' Bazaar in the center of Tiflis* 

It was an early spring day, cool, the sky blue gray. Some of the 
workers were solemn and wearing church clothes hut most of them 

were cheerfullS. defiant and wore their  work clothes so there could be 
no mistake about who they were. They were there to show how many 
of them &ere were and that they were conscious of themselves as a 

class. X noticed that some of them had hammers, knives, or lengths 
of chain tucked inside their jackets or shirts. I had instructed the 
ones marching in front to wear heavy elotkting, two ~ljerewts, since 
they'd have to act as "shock absorbers" if the Cossacks charged. 

My job was to nip at the demonstrators' heels and get them into 
some sort of rank and order. But they didn't need too much nipping. 

Something magnetic was happening. Groupings formed naturally. 

W h m  there had been ten dark jackets? now there were forty, I looked 
like everyone else, just another mustached guy with a cap pulled low. 

I'd stay at the edges, pointing people to their friends: "There's Lalo 
and them, over there on the left, they were looking for you." Or: "H 
you want the guys from the lathe shop, they're up at the front." 

That was my idea. I went around the train yards and asked every- 

one, Who're the toughest guys? A few said themselves of course, but S s  



most everyone else said the boys at the latlie shop. Arid who5 tl-te 

head guy there? I asked. Shosra, they said. So, I went to the lathe 

shop and found Shosta. I said, "'Most everyone says that the guys at 

the lathe shop are the toughest. Want to prove it by walking up 
fro11t ? 

t ctafied to the front to make sure the lathe boys were still all to- 
gether and hadn't drifted off into little groups around a bottle. There 
was some of that, but they were holding together well as a group. 

Shosta was out front, movi~~g arowd, yelling. If nnfiing, the lathe 

bays seemed impatient to get going. 
h ome- I ran back, passing a few of the other organizers on the way. 5 

times we gave each other a quick nod, but usually we didn't. By then 
things were speeding up. Still, I'd take a second to watch the other 

organizers work, see if I could pick up a trick or if I was already bet- 

ter than them. 
I saw Vano, one of the workers who, when XI asked who was the 

toughest, said t h y  were. I ran over to him. 
""1_1ave a smoke on me," 1 said, offering h h  same good eigsre~es f 

had lifted horn an ap ent along with a gold medal &at9$ pmbahty 
already been melted d n m  and made into rings. 

"'fhanksqn be said, always glad for a bee smoke and a good one at 

that. 
"Lbw guys a11 show?" 
"Except for Nika." 
"What's with bim?" 

"Got a new wife.'' 

""l he does show* tell me, maybe EYl slip by his house," 

He laughed and I faded back to the sidelines, 
Then for a second something strange happened. I don't even know 

how to describe it. I just stood there and watched as all those dark 
jackets and dark caps began to meqe until all the thousands had be- 

come a single living thing. A long, huge, dark creatum that moved 
close to the ground. Suddenly everything I had been taught, every- 



thing I had read, everything I had preached, was there before my 
eyes, the word made fiesh. 

And I saw that it was true: strong, united, armed, the working 
class could bring down the regime of the Tsars. And that cool spring 
day they were united, by a song, the Marseillaise, which started up 
at the front and gradually spread back. 

Even though I couldn't see the people in front from where I was, I 
could still feel them start moving; a sort of enerm came crashing 
back through the crowd as it does through a freight train when the 
en+e is csblpled on. 

People began shifting from foot to foot, waiting for the ones ahead 
of them to move so they could start walking. 

Then suddenly dozens of red banners were unfurled, like fighting 
plumage, 

The song was reverberating off the buildings. Everybody was 
moving now and that made us feel even stronger, to have all of us 
moving at once. I sang too. 

We marched along a street lined with evergreens whose fresh 
artsrna was bracing and gave us heart. 

I ran to the fsmt of the crowd, sfiaking a hmd or two on rhe way, 
making sure people saw me. 

I signaled to Shosta, the leader of the tcrthe bays, t 
quick salute. But 1 always kept m o ~ n g  in a way &at said, Youke got 
yaur jab, I've got ~ n e .  

I wanted a taste of battle. I was young, I wanted to know what it 
would feel like, how I'd do, But I certain1y didn't want my arm 
lopped off. 

I had brought a smaU revolver with me. The tnlgger was light and 
quick. But 1 had only three bullets, Bullets were always hard to 
come by. 

Nohing could be seen up ahead yet. Just empty street and the 
start of a long gray wall. But I'd been over the route and knew that 
a turn was coming up ahead. I stayed with the lathe boys. They were 5 1  



sh@g the V a s h a ~ m k a  now. Bonles were pztssixlg. I had one p o d  
nip of cold vodka. 

The crowd was moving faster now, everybody wanted to see if 
they'd be there momd the bend. 

And there they were, still a good ways from us, blocking the street 
that led to the central square. A gray-brown cloud, two hundred Cos- 
sacks, mounted, their horses stomping and stea ' 

I could feel the hair on my fore 

men in front sent an electric signal back through the rest of the 
mow$, The Cossacks had been seen. 

h d  we had been seen by the Cossacks. 
The plan was sinnple. Show them we came in peaceM protest, but, 

if they charge, fight back. 
We were moving slowly now. "Keep it slow!" I kept yelling. 

The distance between us was evaporating. A breeze picked up, 
em. The air beearne very clear as it does just be- 

fare it s t a ~ s  to snow. 
They .would have ta charge in the next thiay secoods if they 

wmted their horses to buiid up a head. I kept workkg the crowd, 
telling people to p slowy at the s m e  time m&hg my way back. I 
tried to figure how many men it would take to ahsorb the first im- 

pact. But still I wanted to be right up there close enough to feel the 

shock of it pass through me. 
And to fight. My right hand was inside my jacket, my fingers tight- 

ening by themselves on the handle of the revolver. 
"They're charging!n shouted someone in the front, and a second 

later I could hear the clatter of hoomeats on cobblestone. The singing 
turned to cursing, everyone working himself into a rage. 

For one long moment the demonstrators hesitated, unsure whether 
to absorb the blow or to charge, but then a p a t  cheer mse h the 

front and everyone mshed forward. I pulled out my revolver to urge 
on the men around me with the sight of it, letting a few more ranks 

SiB past me. 



Then it hit, two locomotives head-on. For maybe five seconds it 
was just pure clash, then you could feel us give as they broke through 
our outer m e d r m e .  

Now the air was slashed by hooves, whips, sabres, and erissaossed 
by jets of blood. 

The Cossacks were less than ten feet ahead of me now. I'd judged 
it n'ght. The Cossacks were still surging but in several places they had 
been tom from their mounts to the ground, where they were beaten 
with wrenches and lead pipe. I leveled my gun and fired, shging a 
Cossaek on the side. of his am.  Pure joy. But, josded fmxn behkd, 
my seeond shot dssed, 

Exci~cf as I asas, I: was still aware I bad only one ktuEet left. The 
whips were close, one flicked my neck. A severed hand went skidding 
on a patch of ice. Everyone was howling. Time to get out of there. I'd 
done my job. Now history would have to play itself out. 

I had been over the route several times m d  knew there was a side 
street a little off to the left. But for the moment the way was blocked 
by Cossack sabres threshing shoulders and heads. 

Then 1 saw my chant few Cossacks hsd gotten bunched ~zp to- 
geher and were being mackedl. I slipped in with the attackem but 

ays moving tmard the left. When f saw the street 
d off doubled-over to the edge of the crowd and 

into the side street, cufsing with, the pain of the wounded but still 
able to notice three onlookers grab barrel staves and join in. 

I didn't look back again until I'd covered a few hundred yards. I 
saw a Cossack on horseback chasing a man on foot who had a good 
start but one that wouldn't last long. 

I ducked into a gatmay, 
Even fram a distance I could make out the Cossack's face-a 

wedge of blond beard, light blue eyes like a pig's, and fleshy red lips 
that looked raw, as if the outer layer of skin had been peeled off. 
That mouth kept opening wide as he gave one Cossack war cry after 
another. SS 



The worker and the Cossack were going to pass me at the same 
time and l pulled farther back into the gateway. All I saw was the 

worker and the side of the horse and the whip catching the back of 

his head and hurling him to the ground. 
The Cossack% moment c a r ~ e d  him on m d  I knew he would 

have to slow, wheel, and turn. I moved to the front of the gateway. 

The worker was to get to his hands and knees but could barely 

Cossack had wheeled and turrled m d  was 

building up a charge, his mouth opening wide ss he shouted, 

Those raw red lips made a perfect target against the gray of his 

uniform and the blue gray of the sky. When he saw me aiming at 
him, he looked astonished, amused, angered. He charged harder and 

made the mistake of cheering even more loudly. 
The bullet went out the back of his t h a t  and he grabbed his own 

neck as if t*ng to strangle'himsetf. We was stuck smight up in the 
stimps and the horse kept c h a r e g  up the street, hack toward the 
crowd where it could still do some damag nnotteat people tram- 
pled by dead Cossack on hors&attk, good propagmda. 

I picked up the wounded a-orker and slung his arm. over my shoul- 
der. I d i h k  say a n ~ h i n g  to him until f had &agged him well into 
the crooked side streets of Tiflis. Letting him stop for breath, I wiped 
the blood off his face and told him what I'd been taught: 'Head 

wounds bleed easy, they look worse than they are, Don't let the blood 

scare you.% 

Though still dazed, he was able to tell me where he lived. 
There were practically no people on the streets. Evevone was 

either at the demonstration or locked up tight in their homes. We did 
pass an old woman with a donke); the kind of old woman who 
doesn't even know what century it is; she looked at us with simple 
scared ir;tteresr. 

He lived on the second floor. By then he could just about walk up 
80 the stairs himself. 



Iljs wife opened the door and gasped 
"I'll be all right," he said in a soft voice, 

She looked at me with eyes full of seam and ~al . i tude,  
I tstd them my name, so credit would be @ven where credit$ due. 



AFTER BELPXnG L E A D  T H E  D E M O I Y S T R A T X O N  A N D  K I L L I N G  A 

Cossack, X had to vanish from Tinis like steam into air, Yet X could 
not help but think that half of the apartments in the city were empty 
and all the police were down at the square. 

So, with a pocketful of easy rubles, I fled back to my hometown of 
Gori, but not to my mother's, of course; she never knew I was there. 
I had places to stay until things died down a little, as they always do 
sooner or later. 

I had plenty of time to reflect on what I'd seen, and wrote one of 

my best early articles. I hadn't studied the science of dialectics yet 
and d ibk  know &out the laws that d w q s  cause things to turn into 
their exact opposite. But I must have been a born dialectician be- 

cause even at that age I was able to see that the Cossack's whip was 

not a weapon against the revolution, butfor it. The whip turned "cu- 
rious onfookersn into rioters: 

"The 'curious onlookers' no longer run away on hearing the swish 

of the whips; on the contrary, they draw neafer, and the whips can 
no longer distinguish between the 'curious onlookers' and the 'riot- 

ers.' Now, conforming to 'complete democratic equality,' the whips 

play on the backs of all, irrespective of sex, age, and even class. 
82 Thereby, the whiplash is rendering us a great service. . . ." 



Mostly I stayed indoors, especially for the first couple of weeks. And 
yet I had never felt freer or happier. Now I truly was Koba, the rebel, 

the avenger. I had become what I imagined. 
Then, after another week or ten days, word got ammd that if you 

wanted to make a move, you probably could but you'd still have to 

be on your toes. 
I was ready to get going. Tiflis was out for two reasons. Number 

one, the police of course, but number two, my standing with certain 

party workers was low. They accused me of forming splinter goups, 
discourtesy in clashes. And I had also co itted the heresy of speak- 

ing out against having workers on the commi-ttee, saying that, 

politically, they were only half-conscious at hest and who wants a 
half-awake engineer in the locomotive of history? 

The high-minded ones hated this; they couldn't bear to say any- 

thing bad about the people and the workers, which of course made 
them fools to the people and the workers, who had a healthy con- 
tempt for themselves and everyone else. 

The nearest place that made sense was Baturn, a Black Sea town just 
a hale nofib of the Twkish border. It had a popula~on of about t 
bousmd, more &m a third of them workers. Most of them were em- 

ployed at oil refineries where they put in a fourteen-hour day and 
never saw the sun. One of the rehenes was owned hy a Rotbsckld, 

Back organizing, I told the workers: "Not only is your refinery 
omed hy a JW; he's not even one of our Rabhoviehes, but a foreip 
one! You're killing yourself fourteen hours a day to make a rich for- 

eign Jew even richer, could you think of anything worse?" 
They ate it up. Even less sophisticated than the workers of Tiflis, 

the workers of Batum were angrier and easier to rile. 

f also wrote some inflammatory proclamations, The operation 

couldn't have been simpler. I'd sit at a table with a pen and paper 
and when X was done with a sheet I'd hard it to the pfinters, who had 
a little handpress on their table. The print was kept in lettered 
matchboxes and inked with a shoe brush. 83 



I organized at both refineries in Baturn, but I always had the feel- 

ing that the Rothschild would go up the easiest if there was the right 

incident. And the spark came on February 25,1902, when the Roth- 

schild refinery posted a notice announcing the dismissal of 389 work- 
ers. Immediately there were strikes, clashes with the police, and 

arrests followed by protest demonstrations in front of the prison 

where the workers were being held. Finally on March 7, 1902, two 

thousand workers marched to the police barracks and demanded 

that the prisoners be released or that ail two thousand of them be ar- 
rested. There were no Cossacks in Ba tm,  sa this time it wasrr7t the 

whip that proved h e  secret friend of revolution, but t h  rifle, First, 
the police tried to clear away the workers with their rifle butts, but 
when the workers began hurling cobblestones at them, the police 
turned their rifles around and opened fire, killing fifteen, wounding 

fifty- four. 
My o m  rote was p m t ~  much the same as in 'lT'iEis, except that I 

fired no shots and was in a good position to flee, as most people did 
when the shots rang out. These sorts of thirtgs never last long. Vio- 

lence i s  quick. 
But I wasnk. 
A little more than a month later, on Aprif 18, 1902, a date I will 

never forget, all the anticipation of arrest was dispelled by the fact. 
I've since discussed the art and science of arrest with many pro- 

fessionals in the field and almost to a rrlan they agree that the first 
arrest is like no other. The shock to a man's nervous system is so 

great that for a certain period of tirne he5 in your control. It's like the 

work of a diamond cutter except that here the idea is to shatter the 
jewel. 

I knew this instinctively back then. I was constantly engaged in a 

strarlge contradictov activity, doing evevhirrg I could to elude ar- 
rest while at the same time doing everything I could to prepare my- 
self for it. 

a4 



But in the end there3 no eluding it and no preparing for it either. 
It was a Friday. Some of the younger organizers had gotten to- 

gether to drink a little Georgian red wine, smoke, and talk things 
over. The atmosphere was still heavy, the wounds of the slaughter 
still fresh. But those who agreed with me that whips and rifles were 
the friends of revolution were in good spirits. 

Someone was just proposing a toast to the memory of the fifteen 
killed by police bullets, when the lookout suddenly shouted: 
"They've got the building surrounded! " 

It had to come. And here it .t.Tas, 

My nerves were jangled, my blood speeded up. But I fought to 
keep a clear head. I told myself I was lucky they weren't snatching 
me alone off the street and that 1 bad a last few moments to get ready 
for it. The only question now was whether they'd come in firing. 

"The Tsar fucks his mother 1 " mmeone shouted. 
&In the ass and in the ear,n added someone else, and everyone 

roared, 
We beard their boots in the hall, then their rifle b u ~ s  at the door; 

which fell in front of them like a gmgplmk. They came in with rifles 
leveled, bayone@ fixed. 

I slowly raised my hands, dropping my cigarette on the way. They 
werenk gooing to shoot. 

Then came my initiation into what in time would become an all too 
Eamiliar pmedur 

Last name, first name, date and place of birth. Against the wall. 
Face to the side. Face front. Left thumb, right t h u d ,  press hard, 

They made you strip, looking for identifying marks-tattoos, 
arks. They noticed my webbed toes, but I'm not sure if 

they wrote it down that time or in '03 as Trotsky says. They talk 
about you like you're not even there, another one of their tn'cks. 



Baturn's prison stank of lye and & a d e a .  X would be in mon fa- 
mous and more interesting prisons later on; their memories have 
blurred but my first prison remains fresh in my mind. 

If you haven't experienced at least once that moment when you 
first stride into your cell and face your cellmates, then you haven't re- 
ally lived. An electric moment, the nervous system can barely with- 
stand the charge. The presence you generate in that instant 
dekmines your fate in the cell, 

I came in strong, ready to ciash. 
ediate challengers from among my three cell- 

mates--Abdumanov, a worker, an Uzbek with pale golden skin and 
a black skullcap, in for taking part in the demonstration that t 
bloody; Sasha, a party worker, a tall, light-haired Russian, picked up 
in the same sweep as me; and Benno, the only one to smile at me 
when 1 walked into the cell, and who was, as he put it, "suspected of 
counterfeiting. "" 

S a s h  the party worker m d  X took an instant disliXre to each other, 
He was the pure party intellectual type. To him I was just a street or- 
ghzer ,  a thug who'd mad a few pamphlets. Abdumanov the worker 
was still stumed by his arrest and w o ~ e d  about his wife and chil- 
dren. Mostly f talked with Benno in the cell, not that we said much 

there, just for the company. 
I immediately established a routine alisthenics in the moming. 

Eveqone respected the fact that a cert. portion of the cell Boor was 
mine at that time of the day Benno was mused, Abduananov indig 
ferent, and Sasha was resentful, though he masked it with purpose- 

communicating with other cells by means of the 
e even played chess that way, using bits of bread for 

pieces, a sheet of paper for a board. 
Exercise in prison is a science in itself. You want to keep your mus- 

cle tone, your spring, you want to feel your blood circulating. This 

keeps your strengh and spirits up. But you don't want to feel too good 
r e  either. The more vitaliq you have, the thicker the stone w d s  seem. 



Prison was the seminary all over again. Gloom. Regimentation. 
Study. And the reading of inflammatory underground literature 
smuggled by visitors past lax guards. 

X read some MWX but was more hterested in the Russians who 
were adapting Marxist theory to revolutionary acdon. I kept reading 
all hose different g to find the one book that said it best 

and clearest to me. And that one was Russian State Capitalism by V. 
Ilyin, whose mind soared like a mountain eagle. 

X asked aiomd about him. Ml I could h d  out was that Ilyin was 
the pen n a q  of a Russian exile named Ulyanov, who some people 
said was the tme leader of the revofudon, or wodd be, I also learned 
that his brother had been hanged as a terrorist. It would be three 
years before I encountered the author himself, who by then was using 
the name Lenin. 

And so my first bond with Lenin came from reading him in prison, 
a pure meeting of the minds. 

& m a t  is it &is Mamism shitln said Bemo the countedeiter 
when we were out in the yard and they had us shuffle around in one 
long circle, 

"You fike the guys who put you here?" I said, answering a y e s -  
tisn with a question. 

"NO. But w b  s q s  a bwch of p1 ers and bookwoms arc: going 
to be, any better?" 

I laughed, even slapped my leg. Benno liked that. 

Then I said, *But at least we're more like you." 
"You maybe," he said, *but not that other one in our 
"Sasha wants to make the world better so it'll be as good as him," 

I said m d  this time it was Bemo's 
1 always pictured counterfeiters as thin, but Benno was built like 

a bulldog. He kept his hair very short; his eyes seemed a little too 
close to his nose. His hands looked small in proportion to the rest of 
his body, but he had great hgers, so alive they were always moving 
aaund in the air when he talked. 87 



"So w h ~  notes were yam speeialt?;?" f asked him. 
"Except for value, my hundred was as good as the mint's." 

""and what do you sell them for on the ruble?" 

"Thirty kopecks on the ruble. You pull in thirty percent of what 
you print, minus expenses. Why do you ask? Interested?'" 

""Smething to think about. The p m y  always needs money And 

as you and I both know, there are more ways than one to get money." 
Benno grinned and made a little whisking gesture with his hand. 
aSie were close after that. 
Which made trouble for me. The strict party types had a tabu on 

associating with the professional criminals. Word got around that I 
was spending time with Benno in the yard and with other c 
I met through Benno. Some of the politicos now made a point of 
shunning me. 

That xorn spread to Sasha. He still only showed it in small ways. 
He" spend tinre with Abdumanov, t g to improve his class con- 
sciousness. Rbdmimov was g e h g  mare bitter, harder. He was turn- 

ing from a rioter into a revolutionary, just as I had said in my article. 
0 1  course, Sasha could always say he was only doing what a good 

party organizer is supposed to do, but I knew this was really a chal- 
lenge to my authoriv in the cetl. 

Now in the prison yard the strict party types made a point of walk- 
ing together, to show their numbers. And I made a point of waking 
with Benno. 

"Benno, look, one of these days I'm going to have it out with 

Sasha. And soon. You may not give a shit about the revolution, but 
what I'm asking is, when it comes down to it, are you going to be 
with me?'' 

"I'm a good neighbor, I'll lend a hand. You want a little noise, a 

couple of quick ones to the head, just give me the high sign. He's a 
boring fucker anyway. " 

But I also spent a littie time walking with Abdwnanov. USashaS all 

(18 right," I said to him, "but he's really not one of us. Sure he'll go to 



prison, that's expected, but they spend most of their time arguing 

and witing b ~ s k s . ~  
""That's true too," said Ahdumanov. 
"I'll tell you something. The working class can win. You've the 

numbers, But you can only win if you've got the right people in 
charge. So the questioll is, Who do you want up front fighting for 

you, people with guns in their hands or books?" 
"A good quesdon,'? said Abdurnanov. 

A couple of days later, I was lying on my bunk, pretending to doze. 
Bemo was doing push-ups on his fingertips. Sasha was conversing 

with Abdumanov in a fairly low voice. Maybe he wasn't just being 
polite, maybe he didnk want me to hear what he was saying, 
"k," Sasha was saying, "here will be more dernonstrafions and 

more violence. There's no way around that. But that doesn't mean 
that the workin; class has to go to war against the system to get fair 

pay rrrzd social jwtiw, Enough general strikes paralyzing the covntry 
and you'll get what you want." 

"That's pure shit," I said, coming out from my bunk. "They're 
never going to @vc you anphing, You21 squeeze them, theyYi lull- 
shit you, you21 go back to work only ta wake up in a couple of 

months and have to start all over again. And then thq'XX throw in 
some extra Cossacks and dice up so mmy people that everybody- 
loses his appetite for demonstrations for a good long time to come. 
That's what's going to happen." 

"No, it isn't!" said Sasha. "The working class doesn't need to seize 
power. All it has to do is realize that it already has the power." 

;'1211 prove that's bullshit," I said to Abdumanov. "1'11 prove it right 

~ Q W ,  

Benno hished his push-ups and was standing in the back dusting 
off his hands. 

"Nobody gives up power without a smggle," I said. "If you want 
their power, youke got to take it from them. And that goes fbr any- 
bo* who tries to take power horn me.?' 86 



"'fhar's perfectly qpical of your criminal mentality to tfihrrk I'm 

internsred in taking power &am you," said Sasha. ""l'm interested in 

liberating the power in the working class, which doesnk sseern to be 
your number-one concern. You'd rather talk with cmoks and thieves 

in the yard. They probably all have adolescent nickname; from 

cheap novels like you, Koba." 
"I didn't think intellectuals would stoop to personal insults in 

something so important as showing a representative of the working 

class the truth--that power must be seized by violence because it will 
always be defended by vi~lence,~ I said, looking Sasha in the eye, 

then past him to Benno. 
Benno shoved Sssba hard from in back, shouting, "Wfio the fuck 

are you giving shit to him! " 
Sasha stumbled toward me. l kneed him in the stomach and he 

toppled to the Boor like a dropped sack. Benno kicked him five times 
in the kidneys, shouting, ""X'Il crack your head you pull that again." 

That was alI. Sasha slouched off to his bunk. 
I said to Ahdumanov: "So there it is.?' 
L'Ve~,'' he said. 
A week later I turned tsvenq-three, 



a X ~  IS  S U R P R I S I N G  THAT T H E  R E C O R D S  OF KOBA'S POLICE IN- 

terrogations pertaining to that first arrest . . . have not yet been pub- 
lished," says Trotsky, assuming the reason to be that I relied more on 
my own "cunning" than on the "standard bebavior obligatory for 

all." A revolutionary was honor-bound to protest--I repudiate and 

deny the accusations against me; I refuse to give testimony or to take 

part in any secret investigation. That sort of thing. 
I'm relieved by Trotsky's "sufprise." It indicates that he has not 

found any other documents pertaining to my first interrogation, 
which took a few surprising twists of its own. 

A few days after Bemo and I had put Sasha in his place, a guard 
&ad a warder came to our ceU. The warder had a list in his hand, the 
p a r d  was c a v k g  chaSns and irons. 

My name was called. I rose. 
"This one goes to Special Cell Six," said the warder to the guard, 

who began handcuffing me. 

1 didn't like the sound of it. I looked over at my cdlmates. Sasha 

was smirking, Abdumanov looked scared, Beno shrugged. We had all 

heard &out the special cells; but none of us had been there yet. 

Shackles were placed on my feet and connected by chain to the 
hmdeuffs so &at f was hunched wer and had to take short, rapid 
steps. 71 



The walk was long; we kept tunling corner after clclrrler; the corri- 

dors were dimly lit. I paid close attention to the route, as if that could 

have any meaning. 

A few rnen who had gone mad were screaming in their cells. But 1 
had gotten used to that, just one of the sounds of the place, like 

squealing brakes in the train yard. 
The guard halted me by putting a meaty hand on my shoulder. I 

could feel that hmd ready to strike my head if I hesitated in obeying. 

But that hand couldn't have been more deferentiai when knocking 
on the door of Special Cell 6. The door looked the same as any 
other-timber and steel, a slot for hod, a spy P1.indow covered with 

a metal shield that could be slid aside, 
h voice from inside gave pemission to enter: 

The guard held the door open for me. 
My eyes went first to the man at the desk. Maybe forty, brown hair 

brushed straight back, an open, affable face but the gray eyes were 
s h v  md man.  f could see no ins e in Cell 6. In fact, 

it was larger and more comfortable than most, with a real bed instead 
of a plank. I didn't get it-maybe the interrogators slept there when- 
ever there were mass amests and they had to work l& md start early 
the next momkg, 

With a slight motion of his head, the man at the desk indicated the 
chair, where I sat down. 

To the guard he said: "Remove the cuffs. Leave the shackles." 

When the guard had left, he said: "I am your investigator, Major 

Boris Filippovich Antonov, and you are here to answer my questions. 

Last name?" 

" DzhugashGli. '" 
"First name? " 
"Joseph. " 
"Date of birth?" 

"December 21, 1819." 
1 2  CLf)~ofe~~ion? 



For a se~ond I &&'t know what to say. X couldn't say organizer, I 
couldn't say thief. And so I said, "Poet." 

htonov looked right into my eyes, de+g me to hold his gaze. 
For a second it seemed be half bekeved me, Revolutionsries and 
poets did look alike in those da ong hair, beards, shabby clothes, 

a checked bmdma aromd the neck. 
&So," he said, holding his pen up in the air, 'I should add poet to 

organizer and thiefTn 
For a second I had the uncanny feeling that he was inside of me, 

reading my mind. But then I realized of course they know I'm an or- 
ganizer, and thief might just be t h o r n  in for an insult or they might 
even have their suspicions, why not? 

"Poet," I =pealed. 
He smiled, as if genuinely happy, then joaed som 
"I like poetry myself," he said. "Especially Pushkin's poems about 

Petersburg, which, as you know, he c d s  'stately and severe.' I'm fmm 
Petersburg and I hate it here. Too hot and sticky. No 

that poem where Pushkin tries to foresee his death, you know- 
'Wenever I wmder the PO seeets, Qr enter in a honged cathe- 
dral, Or sit among the madcap young, I give myself to reverie. . . .' But 

ushkin like yourself shoulb't be si&g in a 
g of death. A poet like yourself should be in a 

one, with a real bed and cable, -with pen and ink, books, hot tea." 
I nodded to h&cate f mderstood. 
"So," he continued, "say a poet like yourself receives a sentence of 

thee years' exile to Siberia. But where will he be exiled? To a village 
where you can live like a human being, or to some disease-ridden, 
godforsaken settlement above the Arctic Circle? " 

htonov sat back in his chair and spread his hands apart as if to 

say how could one even be weighed against the other? 
But I weighed them. I didn't need the nice cell. I could take a year 

in prison. In a youthful, romantic way, I even wanted to be tested hy 
tough conditions. And if they could get you into the Arctic Circle, i r  



then there was a way you could get out. The Party had people in 
every province. You le that right away in Party work. 

And what were those better conditions to be weighed against? The 

betrayal of my comrades, actively helping the Tsarist secret police. 

""One of the nice about poetry," 1 said, "is that you don't 

even need pen and paper. You can do it aU in your head. And they 

say your favorite, Pushkin, did his best work in exile." 

Antonov jerked slightly in his chair, then said sharply: "Pus 

was exiled to his estate, not to someplace where half the convicts 
s t m e  to dea* every er." m e n  tsis tone became fiea~er:  " h d  

don't forget people were killed in that riot. Capital crimes are in- 

volved. The leaders will hang. We haven't identified all the leaders 

yet, hut you'd only expect them to act defiant when being questioned, 
now wouldn't you?% 

Suddenly the chains on my feet felt very heavy. Antonov was a 

representative of a state that had the power to kill and I had just been 
reminded of that. If I really believed it was a choice between betray- 
ing my comrades and my own life, I wouldn't have any hesitation 
about saving my skin. But I didn't buy it. 

"Having a few drinks on a Friday night still isn't a capital 

not even in Ru8~l.a.~ 

"Listen closely, now, Mr. Poet, because I'm going to tell you some- 

thing you didn't expect to hear. A lot of people have sat in front of 

me on the same chair you're sitting on. And there are just a few basic 

types-the weak ones who break easy, the true believers who are a 

lot of work, like your cellmate Sasha, who's apparently better at 

standing up to us than he is at standing up to you." 

That stung me. Stunned me. He knew everything that had gone on 

in the cell. Who'd squealed? Sasha, to get back at me? Abdumanov, 

to get his sentence reduced? Or Benno, who was capable of anything? 
I looked over at Antonov, who had a satisfied, indulgent look on 

711 his face as if he knew exactb what I was t h a i n g .  



it's just a matter of chance, who ends up in a cell 
with who," said Antsnov. KAnd w u d k  it is. But not d w a ) ~ ~ .  Same- 

times we perfom little experiments. Throw a worker in with two 
paii~cos and see W&& one is the seriaus one, the red a ~ & G s t . ~  

"mere% a wedness in your expe 

Urnat's 
"You're depending on reliable reports from a counterfeiter." 

Antonov grinned, but didn't take the bait. "So," he continued, 
"there are those who break easy, the believers who me tougher, and 

then there are a ys like you. Not W& but not true believer8 

either. Up to so else. And what it is, they don't know them- 

selves. Not yet, anyway. But they'll figure it out. They only want to 
be on top and what they're on top of comes in second. That's you, 

Mr. Poet, and that's the reason I'm certain that you and I speak the 

At that moment, I had the most unexpected feeling toward 
htoaov: Cratiwde, 

But that only lasted a second. He was still asking me to betray my 
comrades. Some had taught me things or sided with me. Others had 
made no seeret of ltaeir scorrr fof. me; Saska was hardly the hrst. But 
1 would not betray my eomades except to save my o w  Bfe or far 
some other purpose that I considered just as important. But I could 
not see what that more imponmt p q o s e  ~ g h t  be, 

Oddly, the flash of tactical insight came first. If I were to betray 

any comades, it shouldsl't just be those who had ac~ed insultingly 
toward me, because someone might spot the paaern. Besides, anyone 

c m  destroy enemies. It takes a special freedom to destroy friends. 

For a few seconds, I withdrew, absented myself from the room, no 
longer aware of Antonov. 

Quick, what /S it you want? I asked myself. To be head of the 
Georgian revolutionary organization. 

Could the police aid me in this? They could certainly hinder me, 

that was clear. But if 1 was cooperating with them, they wuldn" t a r -  7 s  



rest and exile me, at least not so often and not for ss long, And of 
course there was nothing to prevent me from feeding them infoma- 

tion selectively so that I got rid of precisely those people whose posi- 
tions I wmted to fill or assume. 

Yes, but only at the risk of my own life: death was the penalty 
when revoiutionafies exposed a double agent. 

At the very least it was an int~guing possibility--not that I work 

for the Tsar's secret police, but that they work for me. 
Then I refocused my eyes on Antonov, who was rubbing his thumb 

against his hgers in impatience. 
"I'm a 1iat"tXe fish," X said. 
"Fish vow." 



NOSING ABOUND MU OLD POLICE, R E C O R D S ,  TROTSKY HAS D X S -  

covered that I preferred to associate with criminals in prison, but all 
he can document is that some of my behavior wasn't exactly 

"heroic," That in itself doesn't bother me. What bothers me is that 

Trotsky is working on material concerning my criminal proclivities 
just ss the Third Moscow Trial is about to begin. Scheduled to open 
in early March '38, the trial could well spark a whole series of un- 
fortunate associations in Trotsky's mind. In a way, I too will be on 

triid, with Trotsky sittbg in judgment on me. 

So why not just kill Trotsky now? Who knows, maybe 1 should 
have done it when Trotsky was still in Russia, not frir away in Mex- 
ico in a well-fortified compound. 

But kiUing Trotsky in Russia would only have made a m a w  of 

him. His grave could have become a symbol, a clandestine meeting 

place. Anyay, killing Trotsky before destroying his followers might 
result in his organization splitting into factions, all the more difficult 
to track and elirrzhate. 

No, there's a certain logic and order to these things. Trotsky can be 
killed only after his followers and organization are gone. The first 
shall be last. PT 



But that also mems mmhg a certain risk, m a t  if Trotsky has al- 
ready guessed something about that? For all I care, he can accuse me 

baking children in the Kremlin, but without proof, hard ev- 

idence, it's just more of the shrill hysteria that so puts off Western in- 
tellecmals I&e Sham 

But what if Trotsky has in fact begun gathering euidence about 
that? 

There too f b v e  a certain advantage. 
firam P&s, TrotstEy7s son Lrywa s the European wing of his fa- 

ther's affairs and publishes the Bulletin ofthe Opposition, in which I 
am consistently anacked. For the past four years, beginning some- 
time in 1934, Lyovak sght-fiand man has been Mark Zborowski, a 
charming Polish Jew who writes fiery articles for the Bulletin under 
the pen name of Etieme. He also writes very succinct reports that go 

snaight to me. 
nough  Etieme puts his literary @fLs in the s e ~ c e  of Trotsky% 

organizadon, he does not disdain the humbler tasks like handling the 
mail, mftring the correspondence. Which means fie has access to the 
leaers that pass bemeen Trotsky and his son. 

Etienne's repons to me always include interesting excerpts from that 
correspondence, and I trust him to separate the wheat from the chaff. 

Relalions b e ~ e e n  father and son have been strained lately. Trot- 

sky demands too much of the young man, requiring him to chase 
down eveIy last document that could refute the charges brought 

against Trotsky in the Moscow trials. Recently he wrote to the poor 
boy: "After all the experiences of recent months, I must say that I 
have not yet had a day as black as this me, when I opened your en- 

velope, confident I would find the affidavits in it and instead found 
only apologies and assurances. . . . It is difficult to say which are the 
worst blows, those that come from Moscow or those from Paris." 

That is simply inaccurate and uzrjust. 
Our security and intelligence people hold Lyova in higher esteem 

8 than his own father does. Our people are always saying, &The young- 



ster is working well; without him the Old Man would find the going 
much tougher. 

Feeling hurt by his father, Lyova has naturally grown closer to 
Etienne. Etiewe himself is, however, still in Tmtskyb good graces 
because of his success in assisting Trotsky in his work on Stalin's biog- 

cenms. 1 herefore b o w  wkch pefiod of my He is of cment hterest to 
Trotsky even before he has the material to begin working on it. 

But even though having Etienne inside Trotskyb Peris operation is 

a great advantage, it has its limits. While I can instruct Etieme to 
alert me if Trotsky begins requesting documents relating to the pe- 

riod in which the most sensitke events occurred, 1 cannot be any 
more specific with Etieme. He has no need to know. The other prob- 
fexn is that T r ~ s k y  may have secretly created a task force to researeh 
all the weightier issues relating to Stalin. He seems to have lost faith 
in his son and may not wish to entrust him with anything so crucial. 

History can get devilishly complicated. You think you see what's 

happening, but then it turns out that something else was going on all 
the t h e .  

Look at Sukhmov, who mote a vivid aecomt of the Revolution 
that he no doubt &ought reflected reality. But the name of laseph 
S t a b  is scarcely mentioned in h a t  tome. So then bow did Stdin end 
up OT1 top? 

Oddly enough, the one who saw me coming in those hectic days 
was a naive yomg Amesican? John Reed, who in his book %n Day$ 
That Shook the World said af Stakn: "He" slat an intellectual like the 
o&er people you oi-ill meet. He$ not even particularly well informed, 
but he knows what be wants. He's got will power, and he's going to 

be on top of the pile someday." 

On the other hand, Sukhanov? .who saw me often, only rt;mern- 
bered me as a &gray blur." Sukhanov, who was executed in '31, prob- 
ably believed that my anger at this "insult" was behind all the formal 
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I was a "gay blur"' by design. No me saw me coming. Thatms only 

logical. Given who I am, I could not show myself. 

No one reauy saw Hitler c o ~ n g  either. Now it's too late. Now every- 
one's s a t c b g  h, and he's start-ing to move. Just a few days ago, on 
F e b m q  4, 1938, Hitler nmed  himself Supreme Cornmiurder of the 

ed Forces. There$ nothing wrong with a grand title or 

two, but exereishg power is always the point. So the only quesdon is 
when and where he'll do it first. I made a ten-die bet with my for- 

eign minister, Molotov. He thinks Hitler will annex the Sudetenland 
Grsr because it's smitHer and no one cares about it. h d  I said, "No, 

Hider really believes all that Yolk shit m d  &ill take Aus t~a  first." For 
a moment MoXotw looked won?ied about wiming a het with me, but 
then got over it, shook my hand, and said: "All night, ten rubles.'' 

"That way,'" said, "even if there's a world war it wm't be a total 
loss; one of us'llf win a few mbles.'" 

And yet another good wason .For eliminating ?Potsky is that he 
takes so much of my time when I should really be pa@ng more at- 
.lention to Hitler, who does after ail have a real army of which he is 
now the Supreme Commander. 

Just days after Hitler named himself commander, Etienne in- 
formed me directly from Paris that Trotsky's son Lvva  was sueEer- 
ing from a severe attack of appendicitis. Lyova had been delaying 
treatment in order to carry out his father's unending demands, but 

now could do so no longer and would tomorrow check in to a Kus- 

sian hospital in Paris. Etienne would personally oversee his treat- 
ment. I sent Etieme the necessary signal, 

Etienne is very sensitive7 an excellent operative; ire never does 

anphing himself but always knows just who to get, as he proved in 
his first successkl venture, the theft of notsky\ entire Paris archives 
two years ago. Still, I was very tense the next few days and smoked 
more than usual. 

But that mood broke when 1 received Etiennek next rclpofi-con- 

B @  cise, to the point, without a wasted word: 



Registered as Monsieur Maain, a French engimer, Lyova under- 

went surgery on Feb. 9 for appendicitis, The operation was ct 

complete success. However, after thee days of successful recu- 
peration, the patient sudderrly lapsed into detirium. Further 
swgeq and transfusions failed to save him and he died on Feb. 

16, 1938. His wife31 demand for an autopsy-she suspects he 
was poisoned-yielded no e~denct: of foul play. The hospitd7s 

doctors maintain the cause of death to be intestinal occlusion, 

heafi faifure, and IOW powers of resistance. h 
cian, a friend of the Trotsky family, accepts that opir3ion. Situa- 

tion mcleiul and likely to remain so. 

m o %  to b l m e  here? On the histoficrrll sczt 

tension into the international atmosphere by 
mder of Gemanyvs Amed Forees. 

sary that Russia pay more aaention to Hitler. But that couldn't be done 

while Tmtsky was still alive. And Tmtsky could not be killed until the 

last trial of Trotskyite traitors was held in Moscow and until his orga- 
~ z a t i o n  had been smashed both here at home and &road, 

And Lyova. hhself is .to blme. He should have made a l& for h- 
self and not been his father's little helper. Not that it would have mat- 

tered much. What son would ever be good enough for Leon Trotsky? 
And Lyova is also to blame for playing a game for which he had 

not the sli&test talent. 731 cross swords with Stalin and then let him 
place Etieme at your right hand is simply shameful. But ultimately 
the heaviest load of blame must fall on Trotsky's own shoulders. We 
is the father, after all, and should know m m  than his earnest, sen- 

sitive thirty-two-year-old son. He should have seen that the boy was 

not cut out for this kind of life, this kind of work. He should have let 

him go, should have told him, Go do what makes you happy. 
But, no, he preferred to exploit the boy's energy and talent in the 

name of a doomed cause. Trotsky himself shouldn't even be in the 

g m e .  He's as taken in by Etieme as his son was. 81 



And what Tmtsky should have been doing was constantly testing 

security. It's almost insulting. I do it for him. 
Tmtsky should not have been working his son to the bone and ac- 

cusing him of being worse than Moseow. He should have been con- 
g his son of Moscow, which always aims for your head 

and attacks your blind spot so that at most all you see coming is a 
sort of "gay blur. 



THOUGH LYQVA TROTSKY'S A P P E N D I C I T I S  WAS A MATTER 0 F  

pure chance, there was good reason to end his life in February 1938. 
1 want Tmtsky distracted by grief on the eve of the last great Moscow 

trial, which will co nce: in early Mmch if all the defendmts have 
been persuaded to cooperate. Of the twenty-one defendants, two are 
of special importan the 'dmbg of the party" as Lenin 
called h, everyan ; arad Yagoda, fanner head of the se- 
cret police, a man no one Xiked, 

Even though Trotsky should m e  himself enthely in @ e a g  
for his son, he will stiU no doubt be paying close attention to the trial. 
Trotsky b o w s  this must be rbe last of the @eat show trids for the 
simple reason that there's no one of any significance left. And he 
must also realize that, once Stalin has convicted these last important 
figures, he will be free to move against Trotsky himself. 

My hope is that Trdtsky3s grief will distract him from the trial. But 
the trial might dismct him from his grief. And the trial could give 

fib ideas. And that could send him back ta his resewcb ~ t h .  fresh 
will. Especially since with the death of his son, Tmtsky has yet an- 
oher mo~ive to des~oy  me. 

Tn his obi,iluary for Lyova, Tfotsky mote: "The Lirst md namrd as- 
sumpban: he was poisoned. To g& acmss to Lyova, to his dothes, 85 



his food, presented no great difficulty for Stalin's agents. . . . The art 

of poisoning has been developed to an exceptional degree. . . . It is 

fully possible that there now exists a poison that cannot be traced 

after death, even by the most thorough analysis." 

For someone who should be distracted by grief, the old man is 

thinking all too clearly. 

?Itre trial of the Twenty-One is also very important to me on the in- 

ternational front. The world will be watching. Foreigners will attend. 

I want no hesitations, no edamaissments, 

1 receive daily written reports, ~mscripts ,  copies of signed confes- 

sions. There are always some who confess, then recant. And there are 

even a few who seem so caught up in cycles of confessing and re- 

canting that you can't be sure how they'll act at a public trial. 

lntemogations of special interest to me are conducted in a room 

that is wired for sound and connected dimctiy to my office In. the 
bernlin so that I can listen in, either by phone or by speaker. 

In some ways this is the art of listening at its highest. You must be 

sensitive to every numcc of parric and cantempt. 

How sincere was that confession? Was it only to buy a respite from 

torture or had the man been broken? 

The foreign press has been invited to the trial. Everything must be 

done right. With decorum. 

If the defendants' crimes are properly presented, Western politi- 

cians and journalists will say, Of course, Stalin had enemies; how 

could a man like that not have enemies? h d  the fact .that he dealt 

with them harshly isn't surprising, what do you expect, it's Russia, 

not S~tzerland. 

And the Russians will say, How did a Jew like Yagoda get to be 

head of the secret police in the first place? And there's something 

fishy about that Bukharin too, darling or no darling. 
But that's only iftheir crimes are properly presented, without hes- 

B4 itations or embmassments. And s k c e  h i s  is so impaaant to me, 1 



don't confine myself to written reports and listening in. If need be, I 
conduct internogations myself. 

Logistically, it couldn't be simpler. Late at night it's less than a 
five-minute drive from the Kremlin to Lubyanka, TvXliclt not only is 
security police headquarters and a prison for especially important 
suspects, but also has execution cellars w d  a small crematorium-- 
everything under one roof. 

Still, it's not just a matter of jumping in a car and & ~ n g  over. 
Certain preparations are required. 

Last night I listened in on the interrogation of Yagoda for about 

utes and was not in the least satisfied with the way it was 
going. After all, the man had been head of the secret police; he knew 
all the tricks arild the dodges. 

Yagoda could cause more trouble at a public trial than Bukh ' 

could. Bukharin might appeal to Lenin and honor and the ideas of 

the Bolshevik cause, But Yagoda actually h e w  things. 

Yagoda had of course taken a solemn oath of secrecy, but that will 
lose meaning for him when facing death. He is not a man of espe- 
cially strong character. 

He's also something of a fool. Shortly before his arrest, he was 
busy designing all sorts of fancy uniforms for himself and his men- 
gold braid, little naval swords, that sort of thing. Rut fools are dan- 
gerous too; who knows what they'll do next? 

And who knows about the men intemgating Yagoda? Maybe they 
have some feeling left for their old boss. Or maybe they're asking 

themselves, If it can happen to him, why can't it happen to me? 
Though that should only make them work all the harder. 

I called Lubyanka on a line only I can use. "I will interrogate 
Yagoda tomorrow night at two o'clock in the comer room." 

"Yes, Comrade Stalin,n said the duty officer, a salute in his voice. 
But as the hour approached, X began to get newous, superstitious. 

Yes, it's only a five-minute drive from the Kremlin to Lubyanka, and 
it's ~ n t q 7  late February--there won't be anyone out. Yes, the car is 85 



amor-plated and bulletproof, yes, I wilt be w d  gusrded. But n Iimo 

is not a tank. A sufficient explosive charge, especially from below. can 

tear a vehicle apart. The charge could he concealed under a manhole. 

Someone could reason, and reason correctly, that Stalin is very inter- 

ested in the outcome of the Trial of the Twenty-One. Defendants as 
important as these would surely be held in Lubyanka. Given Stalin's 

nature, he might just take it into his head to go over to Lubyanka 

and crack the whip on the spot. And there are only so many possible 

routes from the Kremlin to Lubyanka. 
If I could think that, why coddn't somebody else? 
Besides, murdering leaders is a Russian tradition. We killed the 

Tsar. A woman tried to shoot Lenin, In all of Russia there still must 
be a few people as brave as that woman. 

The logic of self-preservation dictates that I exert extra precaution 

at this  me. 
At around midnight, I buzz for the chief of the guards. "Su 

Boss Twa at once,n 1 say- 
Boss Two enters my offitice about t h i q  minutes later, still looking 

freshly woken and flushed by the frosty air. Otherwise, he couldn't 
look more like me, right down to the curl at the end of the mustacbe. 

"You've been we11 3 " f ask, 
"Can't comptain," he says. 

I" &out to s d e  at this b e ,  which is wfta be alwslys says, but 

then I think, my couldn't Kremlin inhiguers loyal to Trotsky just qui- 
etly do me in and use one of my doubles lic appearilnces until 

the new power amagemen& were made memt &at the m m  

standing before me represented a serious potential threat. But then, on 

refiection, I considered that unlikely and so did smile a little. 
"At twenty to two, you'll go over to Lubyanka. You'll wait there. 

The car will come back for me. You stay at Lubyanka until I'm ready 

to leave. Clefear?" 
"Couldn't be etemer. " 

86 "The u.ife, the family?" 



"Evevone's fine. "' 

Though I'm direct with them- I'm usually fairly polite to my dou- 
bles. There is an etiquette with doubles that's like nothing else. Some- 

theu they sfrike you as mrnial, somethes they cause a flash of hate. 
But still there's a tendency to treat them a little betrer because they 
help you live your life and might even die your death for you. 

""Cll me on the direct line as soon as Boss Two is inside 

Lubyanka," 1 order the head of the guards. 
I decide to have a pipe or two before leaving for the interrogation, 

but not to smoke there, 

"Boss Two has amived," " m e  the cafE. 
LiSend the ear." 
The driver and bodyguard seemed in good humor, glad for some 

night action--driving Stalin to Lubymka beats tea and talk. 
It was either snowing lightly or a light wind was picking up the 

loose snow on the ground. As we drove across the cobblestones of Red 

Square, I could not help but glance over at St. Basil's, whose archi- 
tect Ivan the Terrible bad blinded? but this time the histor)- I was m- 
membering was my oan. It was there in front of St. Basil's quite a 
few years ago that I'd reached the decision to proceed with that and 
to involve Yagoda, 

The night was black and Moscow was deserted. But a few people 
were out even at this lrour, the usual dmnks, doctors, shift workers, 
But I do not like to glimpse even a single person when I'm on the way 

to Lubyanka. 
We pull up. Gates open, salutes. 

This is a high-security operation and the only people aware of it 

are the driver, the bodyguard, Boss Two, the officer I spoke to on the 

phone who Feets me there, and the two prards who will bring the 
prisoner in to be interrogated. Anything further rqlresents a breach 
of security. 

"And where is Boss Two??' f ask the officer as he escorts me to the 

corner room, SI 



""Atone. Irr a room. Reading." 

"KO one else saw him?'' 

U N ~  one, 

The corner room is of nkedium size, the bottom third of the tight 

blue walls are painted dark blue. The room contains only a desk and 

two chairs, one behind the desk, one in front, Behind the desk are 

also two stands mounted with large spotlights and reflectors. 

I sit: down at the desk and test the buzzer. A guard is in the room 

with weapon drawn in two seconds. Not that f need to worq about 

Yagoda. After a rman has been woken every ten minutes all night for 

a few weeks, the fight pretty much goes out of him. 

Then we test the lights. One of the two guards is an expert at light- 

ing. The officer plays Yagoda walking from the door to the chair, 

waiting to be told to sit, blinking all the while from the blinding light. 

"f couf&k get a glimpse of who% bbehirtd the desk on the way from 

the door md f still can't," h says. 

"AM right, now start tunzing the lights dawn stowly,'" ssay to the 

guard and then to the officer: L"Tell me the second you see my fctce!"" 
"Now f '" 
"COQ~. * 

"Shall we bring the prisoner in?n 

"You have mops and pails?'" 

"Outside the door." 

"Get the prisoner. " 
Sometimes people ushered into my presence lose control of their 

bodily functions and though there is some tribute in this, I do like it 

cleaned up right away. 

1 heard them coming. The guard was tapping his keys against his 

belt buckle to alert other guards that the prisoner being escorted 

though the corridors was not to he seen. 

Yagoda7s face was a bit washed out, but 0 t h  se he looked prett)* 

111 much the sam the same hound-dog jowls, the same postage-stamp 



mustache, something I could never quite understand; if you're going 
to grow a mustache, then grow one. 

I could see how painful that light must be to eyes just woken from 
sleep. He moved slowly, mechanicaliy, as if by rote. 

"You may sit down," said the guard who had escorted Yagoda and 
who remained behhd him. 

The other guard was at the control switch for the lights. 

Yagoda's eyes could not blink fast enough. After a while, I gently 

touched the sleeve of the guard, who then slowly began di 
lights, 

I almost laughed at Yagoda's startled expression when he saw my 
face emerge from the darkness into the s ing circle of light. 

"You?" he said, 
"Me. " 
"my?, 
"he& you fiattered? '' 
"h that the word?" 

""Why not? "" 
"Look, I know the game. So what do 1 have left? Very little." 
"Next to nothhg," 
U Y e ~ ,  And SO . . 
"One moment," I said. "The wards are dismissed." 
When the guards had left, I said: "And so?" 
"And so there are some things I don" t m t  heaped on my nanze." 

""But your name is already ruined." 

"LAIl the more reason not to m&e it worse." 
" h d  what makes it worse?'? 
"Having to say I did it all for Tmtsky when I did it all for you." 

"And you will say you did it all for Tmtsky for me too.* 

"I know this organization can always get results,n he said. ""But 1 
also know thereb a fine line to be walked. It takes a whiie to get a 
prisoner back in shape after torture; you don't want me collapsing in 

the dock." a9 



""ke  you threatening to cauapse?"" 

"Collapsing's the only thing 1 can threaten.* 

&Don't even theaten thaten 

"M right, but why couldn't I be a traitor for other reasons?" 

"Let's say you could. Let's say you, a Jew, had been reached by 

Jewish capital and paid to assassinate me. How's that?" 

&Better, 

""Beaer? h ~ e r  for who? Not JFor the Jews of Russia, And not for the 

Russian people either. Why should they have to suffer and w o w  that 
Jewish bmciers had even infiltrated the Soviet security organs? What 

wodd that do to their sense of security when m y  fool h o w s  the c m -  

try is on the eve of war? To damage your counq  on the eve of war is 

the worst possible treason." 

Yagoda d u p e d  a little in his chair, but then a second fater he sat 

back up and said: 93ut, look, Xet's you aad X cut the crap-we both. 
know that all this talk &out Trotskyite saboteurs and traitors is 

Mom ~ v a y  out of proportion. Yes, tlrere's same, but you could shoot 

them d in a shgle ~ g h t . *  
"Tro~ky is not the enenny because he has so many followers. Trot- 

sky is the enemy because he is the only m m  an earth who c m  take 

my place in the Kremlin. Hitler could invade and take Russia and 
take my life hut he could never take my place in the G e d i n ,  my 

place as the leader of Soviet Russia. Trotsky will still be the enemy 

even when his org ation is smashed and here's ody Trotsky left. 

To refuse to say you served Trotsky in the past is to serve Trotsky in 

the present, Which is even worse." 

Yagoda withdrew into himself. Prisoners under intermgation will 

do that. h d  you must let them. This is the rnoment w$hen they come 

to some final decision. Sometimes it is followed by an emotional out- 

burst, tears, wailing. 

But prisoners undergoing interrogation must not be allowed to 

ra withdraw for too long either. They must not be allowed time to 



harden a position, they must always be kept off balance. It's a deli- 
cate art to know just when to break the spell with one sharp word. 

"Yagoda! " 
aYef3 ? 
LNo sleeping. " 
&I wasn't . . 
'No sleeping. " 
"What do you want, I've already signed the confession." 
"I won't be happy until I am certain that you will perform well at 

the trial," 

"Worried that I might say so g I shouldn't? Worried that I 
might jump up and tell them about that?" 

LNo. Because how much could you say about that in the few sec- 
onds before the spectators shouted you down and the judge was 

banging his gavel so loud no one could hem you? So not only will you 

fail to make any startling revelations but if you so much as try, I 

promise you that, just as I ducting your interrogation now, I'll 
personally conduct your d I don't think you wmt that." 

"But I &ways hated Trotsky." 
""S onow do him h 
UYe~,l' he said, &X c m  see thatem 
But had he? He knew what to cto. A person. in that psiltim b s  

what to do. Slowly Yagoda raised his eyes to mine so that I could look 
into them, into him. He had to open himself so that I could pace the 
floor of his soul and look into every earner. 

But people are such liars, they can fake anything. 
Still, he was probahly sincere because the next moment, his eyes 

wide and his lips barely moving, he said, "I see. . . . You're the 
devil. . . ." 

He had gone mad for a moment. That happens too. 
"Yqoda! " 
U ~ s 1 7 3  
"You're dreaming again. " 



&I 
"Yes, now listen to me. h u  will learn your lines and play your 

part. You will get up in the dock and ssy the lines you learned so that 
you can bring harm to the enemy and not bring more harm down on 
yourself. You will l e m  your lines and play your part. Say it!" 

"1 will Xeam my lines, X will play my part." 
"And who did you work for unceasingly, day and night?" 
"For Trotsky, for Trotsky, only for Trotsky." 
"And not a word &out &at?" 

&r\iot a word." 
Then there was the question of what to do with Boss Two. I could 

send him ahead to the Kremlin or go first myself and have him 
brought after. But by then it was three-thirty in the morning and 1 
figured there was no h in both of us riding back together. 

Though I wasn't really one hundred percent sure about Yagoda, I 
was still in good spirits. And so when I spotted a drunk reeling down 
the street, I couldn't resist telling the driver to slow down. The car 

pulled alongside the drunk, who slowed his pace at seeing the blue- 
black limousine. T lowemd the window. 1 can't even begin to descsibe 
the expression on the drunk's face when he looked inside and saw- 
two Stalins! 

" D ~ k  a little less," f said, and we roared away. 



TODAY, MARCH 2, 1938, SHOULD WAVE BEEPI A GOOD DAY. 

It started auspiciously. The trial of Yagoda, Bukharin, and the 

other defendants opened in Moscow's House of Columns, all marble 

and pillars, solemn and grand. And lighting effects were put to good 
use. Vyshinsky the prosecutor was spotlit in an otherwise darkened 
courtroom when he made his opening speech, and his voice lashed 
the defendants with indict men^ after indictment. Eveqthing from 
plotting Lenin's death to acts of industrial sabotage like slipping 
ground glass into foodstuffs, particularly butter. 

I attended. Great pains were taken to conceal my comings and 
goings-a corridor for my use only, a private box with dark tinted 

&iadows. 

There was plenty else I could have been dealing with. Ten days ago, 
on February 20, 1938, Hitler had dernanded self-dete 

Germans in Austria and Czechoslovakia. First he names himself 

Supreme Commmder, then he's demanding self-determination. The 
use of force can7t be far beknd. 

I reminded Molotov of our bet. 
But the trial was more impoflant to me because, dead son or no 

dead son, Trotsky would be wrttching. 83 



As the lights calne back up, I switched my attentiol~ to the defm- 
dants, especially Bukharin and Yagoda. Bukharin was stting up 
straight, but not defiantly straight. The good intellectual, he was 

paying attention. Though his eyes seemed to be darting, Yagoda was 
slumped a little in his chair. I couldn't read him. Was it exhaustion? 
Indifference? Or was he saving his strength for something? 

The boys at Lubyanka like to say, Give us a man, we'll build a 

case. I approve of their optimism and readiness to work. But this is a 

more important matter than most. It$ not enough that the crime fits 
the man. The man mtrst rise to fit the crime. 

Are the defendants guilty as charged? The answer is a no that di- 
itteetically becomes a yes. 

In a certain higWy literal sense of the word, most of these men are 

not guilty of most of these c es. They may, however, be guilty of 
many other crimes, cn'mes for which the state has decided to spare 
itself the expenses of a trial but wki& would have cost them their 
head in any case. 

Yagoda's a perfect example. A ph acist before the RevduGon, at 
L u b y d a  be sct up his own l& kn s the &kameram where he per- 
formed highly sophisticated experiments with poison. Many people 
died from those poisons. But let us say for the sake of argument that 

Gorky, the grand old man of Soviet literature, was not one of 

them. Let's say that Gorky died a natural death and Stalin wants to 
the Eailwe of some hem valve into a pojihcaf assassination. 

Yagoda is already stained with the blood of ten thousand deaths. 

No justice could ever be adequate for a hyena like him. But if his con- 

fession can serve some higher cause, his life will be partially re- 

deemed. But of course thatb a type of argument that would appeal 
more to the "theoretician" EIZukhhn than to a fomer head of tbe se- 
cret police. Yagoda's much trickier to deal with. You can promise to 
spare his life, but he's told that same lie too many times himself. You 

car1 promise to spare his loved ones, but who does a man like that re- 
84 ally fove? 



"Itwe A U T B B X O G R A P ~ # Y  OF. J I I S E P R  STALIN 

Things got off to a bumpy start. One of the nlinor defendants 
pleaded "not @l.ty," Corsrt was adjo ed. The next day the: man ac- 

howtedged that he had pleaded "not glrilv7' by xnisde. 

Maybe the defendant shp ly  s h e s  my iSialecf cd  view of guilt and 

had just momentarily confused the literal with the real. 

But I was displeased. 

And I was even more displeased when Trotsky fired off his latest 

blast at me in his Bugetin ofthe Opposition, which Etienne was now 

editing. Of course he couldn't stop Trotsky from publishing; the best 

he could do was supply me with a copy of the text before the type 

was set. 

It seems I" not the o d y  one who refers to himself in the third per- 
son. Trotsky h t e s :  

Trotsky has ady  to blink an eye for veterans of the revolution to 

become agents for Hitler and the Mikado. On Trotsky" 

structions" . . . the teaders sE indusq, agriedtwe, and trmsport 

destroy the eountryk productive resources. On the orders of 

"Public Enemy No. 'l ," whether from Norway or Mexico, the 

railwaymen destroy military transports in the Far East, while 

highly respected doctors poison their patients in the Kremlin, 

This is the a m ~ i n g  picture painted in the Moscow trials, but 

here a difficulq as;ises, Under a tstalita~an regime it is the ap- 

pmatus that implements the dictatorship. But if my hiretings are 

occupying alX the key posts in the apparatus, bow is it that Salin 

is in the Kremtin and Xh in exile'? 

I read that bulletin on the very morning that Yagoda was sched- 

uled to take the stand, and so was in ill hurnor when I amived at  

nny bm. 
And Yagoda's testimony did nothing to improve my mood. 

Willing to admit to poisoning Gorky, which he did not do, all of a 

sudden he had scmples about a h i t t i n g  to rnurdeiing his prtdeces- 
sor at the secret police, Menzhinsky, which he did. 85 



VAGQXIA: X did not bring &our the death of Menzhinsky, 

V ~ s s x ~ i s ~ v :  But &dn2 you a h i t  it in your deposition'? 

YAGODA: f did, but it is not true. 

V~sr-rwsw: W y  did you m&e a false deposi.lioxr? 

UAGQDA: P e ~ t  me not ta answer this vestion. 

Vysknsk y kept ering away at him. Just as Yagoda seemed 

about to da someth ly irrational, a rather dramatic little inci- 

dent oecumed. 
Among the foreign guests whose reactions mattered to me was Sir 

Fitzroy Maciem of the British Emhassy. In a cabled report that was 
intercepted, he reported the incident as follows: "At one moment 
during the trial a clumsily directed arc lamp clearly revealed to at- 
tentive members of the audience a drooping mustache and yellowish 

face peering out from behind the black glass of one of the private 
boxes that commmded a view of the co 

The description is accurate enough, though my mustache is still 
bristly, And he's swrong about the are I m p .  Any clumsiness was 
solely apparent. The point was to remind Yagoda of our evening to- 
gether in Lubyanka and of the promise I had made him. The same 
man who ran the lights during the interrogation was in charge of 

them in the coumoom. 
But even that d i h k  seem to work. 

Yagoda said, as if speaking to the prosecutor, but no doubt ad- 

dressing me as well: "You can drive me, but not too far. 1'11 say what 

I want to say . . . but . . . do not drive me too far." 
aying it just right, admitting enough to prevent any 

ents, but giving himself one last vain hour of free- 
dom. And there wasn't a goddamn thing I could do about it but sit 

there and smoke one bitter cigarette after the other. 

After Yagoda's testimony, I went out to Zubalovo, one of the two 

country houses where I spend most of my time. I ate lightly; the food 
91 gave me no pleasure and the wine no peace. 



That night 1 dreamed I was in prison, a horrible dream. I kept pac- 
ing back and forth in the cell, panicked like a dog lurching at his 
chain. It was a very small cell, only three bunks. On one a man was 

sleeping with his face to the wall, on the other sat Yagoda wearing a 

~ f o m ,  f a c y  but dirty. 
He kept yelling: "Stalin put the glass in Lenink butterin 
Then the man on the bunk turned his face from the wall and f 

could see it was Trotsky's son. He said: "I was young." 



EVEN THOUGH IT L Q ~ K S  LIKE HITLER MEEXIT INVADE AUSTRIA AT ANY 

moment, I am still giving my full aaention to the trial, at least while 

LCukha~ is on the stand. 
Though he did not know any great secrets like Yagoda, 

was a problem too. He was not the type that would respond we11 to se- 
vere Lntemogation. He might easily go out of his mind. He has an &S- 

tic tempermat, emotjond, hpetuous. 
Bukharin was the sort everyone liked. But there was contempt be- 

hind that affection. Trotsky called Bukharin "semi-hysterical, semi- 
infantile, lachrymose." And Lenin, though terming Bukharin the 

"Party's most eminent and most valuable theoretician," also called 

him usoft wax. a? 

And that soft wax might just melt away into nothing under the 
hest of torture. So a special thee-pronged strategy was devised for 

Bukha~n .  
Bukhan'n, at forty-five, had recently fallen in love with a beautiful 

young woman and had a child with her. Needless to say, as is com- 
mon in such cases, he was filled with tenderness, excitement, joy, 
Prong One: Promise that no harm will come to those he loves. 

Prong Two: Promise that he will he imprisoned, not executed. To 
feed that false hope, he was given what investigators 

r 8 "rubber dt." A meeting was arranged in prison between 



a defendmt in the First Moseaw Tkid whose death serztena had been 
uted to ten years7 imprisonment. Proof that a deal was a deal. 

rong Three: Work on the communist and theoretician in 
Bukharin, convince him that ultimately the charges against him 
served the only idea and cause that give his life meaning. For a man 
of his inner consistency not to render this last senice would be spir- 
itual suicide, 

l had already tested Bukharin and knew how he would behave. 
Three years ago, I sent him to Western Europe to purchase some of 

the archives of Marx and Engels. All he had to do was stay there. He 
knew the risks of return. He said it hi~nself: "We all rush into his 

jaws, knowing he'll devour 
g to Russia was his first mistake. Why did he do it? He 
e a seal life outside of Soviet Russia, ft's one &g to fie 

a Marxist ernip6 before the revolution, something else entirely after 
it. Trotsky could do it because he has the steam and self-importance, 

t the risks were sky-high, Bukharin re 
whieh m e a t  that at the most basic Ievd he was mled by hi8 sense of 
Bolshevik loyalty; 

But, &alectically, Bubarin's re to Stdh's Russia was also an 
implicit be~rayal off Stalin% RUBS 
he was loyal to Stalin's Russia, but to his own Bolshevilr values, 
W&& by &eir very namre bad to oppose Stalin. Bofshevk m e s  like 
B&ha& could never work well with a Stalin. And a Stalin could 

certainly never work well with them. Those Bolsheviks could make a 
revolution but they could not keep it. 

In any case, Bukharin's the last of Lenin5 crew, the last of the old 
Bolsheviks. In recent months so many of the old guard have van- 
ished, a new joke's even making the rounds: 

Knock, knock. 
rno"  &ere? 
Seeret police. 



You want the commurrists; one floor up. 
Actually, the first mistake Rukharirl made was not returning to 

Russia, but what he said of me while still in Europe: "Stalin is actu- 

ally unhappy at not bei~lg able to convince everyone, including him- 
self, that he is greater than everyone; this unhappiness of his may be 
his most human trait, indeed his only human trait, but what is no 

longer human, but something devilish. is that because of this unhap- 

piness of his he can't help revenging himself on people, on e v e q b o d ~  
but especially on those who are superior to him or better at some- 

thing. I f  anyone speaks better than he does, he is doomed! Stalin will 
not let him live-since such a man wouSd be an eternal rernhder that 
Stalin is not supreme. Ef anyone writes better than fie does, he's 

finished, because only Stalin, only he has the right to be the premier 
Russian witer, " 

It could be Trotsky speaking! That derision of me as a writer is an- 
other link b e ~ e e n  3ukh and Trotsky. As men of intellec~ they 
cannot help but fed superSor to me, Vet they hate it when I act su- 

perior towasd them. And caninat bear it when I prove superior, 
h d  though Bukharh's return to S o ~ e t  Russia was for me almost 

a foregone conclusion-he could no more live Piitbotxt it than a polar 
bear could live in a desefi-still, what a risk E ran. While out of the 
country, Bukharin could have linked up with Trotsky; the two of 
them together would have made for a formidable opponent. But if I 
c d h ' t  read Bukharin, I couldn't read anyone. 

So he came back. To reward him and make good use of his "the- 

oretical" abilities, 1 made him principal architect: of the 1936 StaLin 

Constitution. 

He came back and now he's in the dock, not lookirlg bad, his hair, 
goatee, and eyes stil1 a dark brawn, slightly resembling Lenin but 

~ t h o u t  his vivid hardness. 
Bukharin splits hairs, arping every little point as he responds to 

the accusation concerning Trotsky7s negotiations aith Hitler to cede 

X Q8 him the S o ~ e t  Ukraine. 



V.us w xnss~: Bid you endorse these negotiations? 

BFIKHARXN: Or disavow? 1 did not disavow them: conse- 

quently I endorsed them, 

Vusr-rr~s~u: I ask you, did you endorse thern, or not? 

BUKEIARIN : f repeat, Citizen Proswutor: since 1 did not 

disavow them, I consc=quez;tdy endorsed them. 

VYSWE?JSKV: Consequently you endorsed them? 

BUKEIARIN: if I did nat disavow thern, consequently 1 en- 

dorsed them. 

V~swr~1.s~~:  But you say that you Xe-arned of the negotia- 

tions post hcturxx, 

BUKHARXN: Yes, the one does not contradict the other in 

the slightest. 

You could scream. 

And Bukharin also refuses to accept responsibility for ploning to 

assassinate Lenin, tqing to wriggle out of it with subtleties and com- 

pliments: 

'We rase up against the joy of new life, using highly criminal 

melhads, X reject the accusation of haGng attempted to kilt Lenin, 

but I led s band of counterrevolutionar)r accomplices who attempted 

to mwder L e ~ n S  work, c a ~ e d  foward with such tremendous suc- 

cess by Comade Stalin."" 

But true to hirr~self as a Bolshevik theoretician, in the end 

Bukharin, despite all his ironies and reservations, did say the one 

thing he had to say: "I plead guilq to being one of the outstanding 

leaders of the Trotskyite bloc. I plead guilty to what directly follows 

from this, the sum total of crimes committed by the countemevolu- 

tionary organization, irrespective of whether or not I knew of, 

whether or not I took direct part in, any particular act." 

This will all be mush too fan9  for the man in the seeet, who only 
wmts to know: &Did Bukharin admit it or not?'" X O X  



Rrlkharin sits dawn a k r  bi?i cfusixrg words, looking flushed, de- 

fetlsetess. Too terlder fof all this, ise was wrong to have come back. 
He forgot Esenin7s great line: To the brute is given joy, and to the ten- 

der-sorrow 
And Bukharin was wrong about my supposed one human trait of 

unhappiness. I am a happy man. 
I'm happy to be sitting alone with a glass of wine now that the trial 

is over and all twenty-one defendants have confessed and been exe- 

cuted. I'm happy that ail the Trotskyites in the campesome of whom 

even had the nerve to organize strikes, demanding a shorter work 

day--are also being shot as fast as manpower permits. I'm happy to be 
free aE aXI e n e ~ e s  in hssia.  

And I am happy that, though it will take some time and some 
doing, nothing on earth can now prevent Trotsky's assassination, ex- 

cept for an accident or his oan natural death. And so for that reason, 
here and now, I drink to your health, Leon Trotsky! 
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S O M E O N E  LACKING F I N E S S E  A N D  EXPERTISE,  FALL 

might seem the pedect time to ehminate Trotsky. The Moscow trials 

are over. Yagoda, Bukharin, and all the rest of Trotsky's people have 
been tried in the dock and shot in the head.. But 1 can't da it ~ g h t  
now, for three reasons, one international, one domestic, one personal. 

The international situation is getting hellishly complicated. In 

March 338 Hitler took Aus~ ia  and I collected the ten rubles from 
Mdotov. In August Hitler caned up a million resems, in Qetober he 
grabbed the Sudetenland of Czechoslovakia. 

I look at the West md camot Em the life of me 

going on over there. England's Prime Minister C 
Hitler, gives away the Sudeten in exchange for @peace in our time," 
then goes home to drink tea. The American aviation hero Charles 
Lindbergh is personally decorated by Hitler in Berlin with the Gemm 
Selvice Cross. The French and the Germans are discussing a "Friend- 
ship Pact." The only thing I do know is that any deal is possible if only 
because every c o m m  will follow its own interests. America would Line 
lip with us if that served its interests, and, if with us, why not with 
Hider? 

The American press is full of propaganda against both Hitler and 
me, But lately the Ame~can press is ting a bit more favorably 

about us, especially since we introduced our new Constitution and 



began the wind-down of the Terror. The Western newspapers are 
owned by rich men-I never heard of a poor man who owned a news- 
paper. The rich men will support their country's policies and will 

order their newspapers to ~ t e  well of us if need be. If Hitler be- 
comes their enemy, 1 will be their enemy's enemy. 

But if Trotsky were suddenly killed in Mexico, a scandal would 

erupt. There'd be no burying the story. Reaching into a sovereign na- 
tion and assassinating someone as pr ent as Trotsky would pro- 

duce all the wrong sorts of headlines. 

For the time being, Tmtskyk rema g alive serves the foreign pol- 

icy interests of So+t Russiii until tfi li-tial sirnation is c l ~ f i e d ,  

The11 &ere's the domeshc fmnt, The Terror is 

of mopping up to do. But that's not the 

is that the secret police must be 
cesses of the secret police. That means that the current team has got to 

that mems &at I have to create my own secret org 
secret organization so that at the proper moment they can 

do what I want done and be ready to take the places that wiu suddenly 
become vacmt. 

For that reason in July I appointed a new depuq chief of the se- 

curity organs---lawenty Beria, a fellow Georgian and distant rela- 

tive. There are some advantages to being able to speak with him in 
Georgian: no Russians ever bothered to le ow lmpage, not even 

the revolutionaries, who as a matter of principle had been opposed to 

the Tsarist policy of stamping out Georgian and making us all speak 
ed out to be one of the best things that ever hap- 

pened to me. 
Beria was well qualified for the job because of his skills, looks, and 

vices. 

Of skill what can you say? Some hunters bring home more ducks 
than others. And Beria bagged quite a few. 

He forged an effective security organization in Georgia, knew how 

1 I@ to reward his men, win their loyalty and admiration, was, in a word, 



a true leader. This is both good and bad. Good because the security 

organs will need to feel they have an intelligent, capable, concerned 

e k s e  that imporlanr organization will take too long to 

recover from the purlJes now bamoeng it. h d  bad bemuse pevile 
with leadership abilities are by definition potential rivals. 

A master in the use of the blackjack, Beria is also adept at what 

could he called the diplomacy of h m a n  relations. He took good care 

of my mother while she was alive and stood in for me at the funeral 

when she died. My c&l&en b e e m  dose to Beria when they m n t  to 

Georgia to visit their grandmother. And I remember that when I my- 

self went to Georgia on the occasion of my mother's eightieth birth- 
day, she was always refe to Ber"ia as &our Lawenqn 

"h L a w e n ~ "  is al lled in flattering me. We made sure no 

issue of any Georgian paper appeared without photographs of the 

"Great Stalin" or quotations from the "Great Stalin" or praise for the 

"Great S b h . "  Beria ssioned and put his name as au&or to a 

book (later executing the ghostwriters) entitled On the History of 

Rolsheuik Organizations in Tranlscaucasia, highlighbnf: the central 

role of the "Great Stalin." In addition, he presided over the opening 

of a monument--the two-room brick hovel where I grew up was en- 

cased in a huge, magnificent marble structure resembling a Greek 

temple supported by four classical colunms, which, as Beria said, 

stressed both the humble working-class origins and awe-inspiring 

achievements of the "Great Stalin. " 
Foreign commentators, including Trotsky, make the case that 

Stalin has an immense appetite for flattery and adulation. They say 

his likeness is sculpted into mountains and worn in lockets aromd 

widows' necks, and so on and so forth. Then some of them analyze 
t h i s  in psychological terns, at times making reference even to Freud, 

whose works I have both read and banned-they simply have noth- 

ing to do with real Life as we know it, though some of his ideas like 

the death wish do seem to apply to some people. 107 



1 am. only humaa and must admit that the sound of a million 

throats roaring my name with wild joy produces a cenain pleasant 

effect. But, like everything else, you get used to it. 

My critics are simply wrong in thinking that I have m unnatural 

appetite for praise. All the adulation and Battery does, however, serve 

two other purposes, both much more important to me than the 

gratifications of the personality. First and foremost, adulation is a 

s i p ,  symbol, and measure of power. If your face and words are in 
peopleb minds and acts, if they feel more powerful identifying their 

will with yours, pour power has extended as far inward as it can go, 

into the ganglia of the nervous system. Secondly, flattery is really a 

code revealing loyalties and intentions. Reria is a case in point. His 

style of flattery signals his eagerness to serve and his willingness to 

submit. The whole tking is more D nian than Freudian. 

As far as looks are concerned, Beria resembles a pmfessor, with his 
thinning black hair, high forehead, and owlish eyes; he even wears a 

pince-nez. He reads books in a few languages, has good taste, lives 

in a cultured home with his charming, beautiful wife and well-man- 

nered children. Quite the opposite of the current head of the secret 

police, Yezhov, a stunted, brutal man, hated by all and called the 

"bloody dwarf' behind his back. It is on Yezhov that all the excesses 

of the Ternor must be blamed, And what better s p b o l  rka the worst 

is behind us than a man with good manners and even a pince-nez? 

Beria's vices also qualified him. He likes to be driven around 

Moscow in his limousine with its dark tinted windows, through which 

he scans the streets for schoolgirls who catch his eye. The driver 

brings the schoolgirl to the car and Beria rapes her. The greater her 

horror, the greater his excitement. 

Personally, I don't approve. From time to time, by sheer chance, 

Beria selects the daughter of some influential person and a small 

scandal results. This is bad for the prestige of the secret police, whose 

I 88 lost luster he is supposed to restore. But it seems like a small price to 



pay-it keeps him happy in the meantime and can always he used 

against him later. And besides, I do not like people who are too pure. 

I do, however, hate the cologne Beria wears; it's sweet and rank at 

the same time, like flowers at a funeral. 

So it's not so much that the Terror is over but that it is now rag- 

ing within the ranks of the secret police itself and is, for that reason, 

largely invisible. 
Simply on the manpower level, this means my best and most 

trusted people are too busy to deal with Trotsky. 

Of course, we have always kept a close eye on Trotsky ever since 

he was marched onto a ship in Odessa and exiled from Soviet Russia 

in 229. And we now have several opemt-ives s eilling Trotsky and 

his compound in the Mexico City suburb of CoyoacGn. 

The cleaning woman has provided us with a much more detailed 

layout of the house than the one we obtained from the municipal 

records commission, which only showed the floor plan. She supplied 

all sorts of valuable details--which corridors were clogged with 
crates and tmnks and would take longer for any hXp to come down. 

In addition, we have in our possession many phorog~aphs of the ex- 

terior of the house and of the stlrroanding smets and houses. We 

have good maps of the area. There are also of course the press reports 

and photos-Trotsky wearing whites while taking tea or in his blue 

French peasant's jacket feeding his r&hits with a special mifiure 

that he has scientifically" devised himself. 

Attempts are being made to learn more about Trotsky's body- 
guards, their background, politics, personal weaknesses. 

h d  of course we continue to read Trotsky7s comespondenee: with 

Etienne, 

The file grows a little thicker every day. 
Trotsky seems less far away X can pictme the house, the cornidor, 

the study where he works. I recognize the faces of the guards when 

new photos arrive. Even the rabbits are starting to look familiar. S11318 



The third and last reason not to eliminate Trotsky at once is more 

subjective, personal. In fact, Trotsky himself has already found evi- 

dence of it. He wites that when speaking with Kamenev and Dzer- 

zhinsky, Stalin "confessed over a bonle of wine one summer night on 

the balcony of a su er reson that his highest delight was to keep 

a keen eye on an enemy, prepare everything painstakingly, merci- 
lessly revenge himself, and then go to sleep." I remember how 

shocked Dzerzhinsky looked, him, the founder of the secret police, 

able to empty a Mauser into the head of anyone even suspected of 
counterrevolutionary tendencies. But they were all the same in that-- 
any act was justified if it served the Revolution, but God forbid you 

enjoyed it, God forbid it did you any good. So there will only be one 

night when I will go to sleep knowing that I will wake the next day 
to a world in which there is no Leon Trotsky, and I can hardly be 

blamed for wanting to choose that moment with enough care that it 
provides me the ''hghest delight." 

But if I have any grounds for believing that Trotsky is about to 
come fomard fitfr documented proof concerning t h a ~ ,  then it's to 
hell with the: international situation, to hell with the domestic situa- 
t"ion, and to hell with Stalin" delights, 



APPARENTLY, THE T R I A L  O F  YAGODA A N D  B U K H A R I N  D E D  NOT 

give Trotsky any "ideas." But ideas are funny things. They can colne 

in an instant or take a year, aniving when you least expect them- 
stepping out of a car or taking a leak. But, logically, if Trotsky had 
made any mwammted associations9 his first move would be to begin 

gathering proof, evidence, documents. Yet his most recent communi- 
cations with Etienne in Paris have all been requests for additional 
rnatellld connected with the distant pastt my first arrest, interroga- 
tion, exile. 

After refusing to cooperate with my investigator, Major htonov, I 
rred to Ku~ais  PIri.son in prepmaFi?on for exile to Sibefia. Et 

was a pePiod of extensive smdy. I ed some Espermto, the "lan- 
guage of hope." And X spew horns to master Geman because it 

was comiciered necessq to read ital in the original if you 
wmted to be considered a n ~ k n g  m m  than a "ipmertico." But by the 

time I'd find the godd d verb, I'd have forgotten what the sentence 
was &aut. 

But Kutais Prison was also a peat ""uni~er?jity~'"n Gorliy7s sense 

of the word, giving new lessons in people and life. 

One evening, word went around that there would be an execution 
the next day, a hang&& at darn. The wlnale phson was up before 
daylight and, except for the few clangs inevitable in prison, all the 1% 1 



cells wex.e silent. A very different silence from the silence of the prison 
at night when everyone is sleeping. This was a silence tense aith the 

expectation of suffering. 

For the first time in my life f heard a man being taken out to exe- 

cution. When the silence Became unbearable, the prisoner screamed. 

It wasn't the homor in his voice that struck me. It was the loneliness, 
ning by the police, 

erim sedement of 

Novaya Uda. But the Russian authorilies like to take their time. From 

the moment of my arrest in Apn'l1902 until I was finally loaded on the 

train to S ibe~a  in late 1903, ~ e n q - o n e  rnonths had passed. 
And three years was a fairly standard sentence. The only break I 

got was the place, one of the better parts of Siberia, not the Arctic 

Circle. Maybe Major Antonov had done me a little favor, given me a 

little something to remember him by. 
Exile to Siberia was done "in stages," as they used to say in those 

days. All that meant was that trainloads of prisoners would travel to 
one ci ty and wait there, a day, a week, a month, to be joined by an- 
other trainload until a full contingent was formed. Then once you 
reach the teminal in Siberia, yuu travel by horse-draw sieigh to the 
village, where you're assigned to a hut with a few other exiles. You 

repon to the police once a month; otherwise you're pretty much on 
your own, free to hunt, even with rifles, as well as to fish and trap to 

supplement the meager allocation for rations that you're iss~ied. 
Escaping from prison was just about impossible. Escaping from 

the train was doable, but it was asking for a bullet in the back if the 

guards on the roofs of the train cars spotted you against the snow. 

But escaping from Siberia was fairly easy. As even Trotsky says: "By 
the beginning of 1904 the exile system had become a sieve. In most 
cases it was not difficult to escape; each province had its own secret 

'centers,' which provided forged passpoas, money. adhesses." 
I had never been anywhere hut the mountains of Georgia and the 

112 port cities of the Black Sea. I had never seen the Great Russian 



North. It took some getting used to. But I liked Siberia, its immen- 

sity, its severi~.  
I decided not to waste a minute. After nearly two pars  in prison, 

I could barely control the urge to act. But I didn't act until I had first 
reported to the police, so as to buy myself thirty days. But the fat, 
sleepy men in blue uniforms weren't the real authority-Siberia was 

its own guard. 
Halbay ora the eleven-mile walk to the safe house whm dacmem 

and hansportation could be had, a blizzard sprang out of nowhere, 

obliterating the road, which was only rut marks in the snow anyway. 

Millions of flakes in the air, stinging like salt. The wind was howl- 
ing and wolves joined in. My boots kept crunching through the snow 
as if they knew where they were taking me. I had a general sense of 

where to go, not that it was of much use in the blizzard. Some force 
must have been guiding me. Maybe it was the spirit of history. Right 
at that time, in early 1"304, stupid Tsar Nickie decided to take on 
Japan, hoping to teach the "yellow monkeys" a lesson and win him- 

self back some glory and prestige in a "short victorious war," to use 
expressions of the day. But it was the yeflow monkeys-who hRd gone 
fmm samurai swords to headnoughts ia, half a centuq-that clid the 
teaeking. And the lesson was that, mighq as it appeared, Russia was 
a hollow giant. A lesson that wasn't wasted on the wortrers m d  rev- 

olutionaries, who began striking and assassinating as never before. 
Or maybe I was guided by the spirit of love, for no sooner did I re- 

turn from Sibieria tkan I found my "destin)?:" as the Russians say 
I had one perfect marriage, one more than most men get. 

Her name was Ekaterina Svanidze. I met her through her brother, 

Alexander, who had been at the seminaq with me and had afso be- 
come a revolutionary. But there wasn't an atom of revolt in her. Her 

nature and deepest instinct was to submit and adore. I saw that the 

second Z met her, 
I saw it in the outline of her body as she ed kern the stove with 

a teakettle in hmd. The kitchen was dimly tit, but her body was out- f 9 



tined by white win~er light coming through the ~ n d o w .  It was in the 

way her shoulders hung, the way she moved as if ready to apologize. 

h d  then I saw it in her eyes when 1 went into the kitchen for tea, 

her brother saying he would join us in a moment. Her dark brown 

eyes, set deep in sockets where shadow gathered, could not aithstand 

my gaze for even a second. 

Mthout saying a word, simply by the way I stood and waited, I let 

her know that I wanted her to raise her eyes to mine, and it w w  onfry 
a second or two later that she held them up to m right, absolutely 

without guile, scared to death. 

Her lips were soft, wide, full. Her face was oval and open, startled 

laaking. 
She could still only take it for a few seconds and she turned away 

to the sink, but not before I saw her making a little quick sign of the 

cross over herself. 
I liked isofcing at her from behind, md X liked her kno-wing I was 

looking. Even though she wore loose, modest house clothes, I knew 

that she'd look good enough naked on the bed, buming with shame 

because she didn't have enaugh hands to cover all her pms ,  

Just then her brother came in, saying with surprise and indigna- 

tion: "No tea for the guest?" 

RefelTing to me by my underground alias, Trotsky says: 

Not Fvitfiout astonisbent do we I e m  . . . that Koba, who had 

repudiated refigion at thiaeen, was married to a naively and 

profoundly reli@ous wife. That might seem quite an ordinary 

ease in a stable bowgesis e n ~ o m e n t  in w&ch the hushmd re- 

gwds himself as an agnostic or amuses himself with Masonic 

rites. . . . But among Russian revolutionists such matters were 

immeasurabty more innpaflant. ne re  was no a~nemic apost;i- 

cism at the care of their revolurianq philosophy, but d l i t a t  

atheism. Haw souM they have any persond taleraw toward re- 



figion, which was inexe-rich1.y linked to eveq3hing agaimt wkch 

they fought at consant risk to themse,)lves? 

What Trotsky means is that my tendency to "betray" the Revolu- 
tion was evident early and showed itself even in my choice of a wife. 

He's right, I didn't marry because of ideology. I manied Ekaterina 
Svmidze because I loved her, h d  X loved her because she was made 
to order for me, 

Like Bukharin, Trotsky hates the idea that I can be happy--the 
final injustice. But I was. Trotsky quotes s fn'end from that time of 

my life who says of me: *His marriage was a happy one beeause his 
wife . . . regarded h-m as a demigod and beeause, being a Georgian 
woman, she was brought up in the sacrosanct nadition that obligates 
the woman to serve. . . And he adds that when I was away on Party 
work or in prison she passed "countless nights in ardent prayer.n 

But not only when f was away, 
"Pray," I said to her, and she looked at me with those eyes. 
"Pray! " 
She feu to her knees. 
"Pray doud." 
Head down, eyes closed, she began ardently whispering formal 

prayers for help from God. 
"Pray from your heart, pray for what you want right now." 
"0 Jesus God, let my husband walk the path of righteousness and 

not be led into temptation . . . " 
Then very gently I placed my knee under her chin and very gen- 

tly tilted her head up toward me, which she knew meant to open her 
eyes and look up into mine. Her voice would break, gasp. My eyes 
streamed down into hers. Her wide soft lips were still moving hut 
now the prayer was only the sound of prayer. 

"Loud, pray loud. 
"8 God, let my busband be loosening his belt because he Pvishes 

to chastise me for my transgressions and for no other reason . . ." I 8 8  



Sometimes God would grant her half that prayer, the first half. 
Nothing was ever quite so wonderful as taking her by the hack of 

her full, thick hair and, still looking down into her eyes, slowly filling 
her mouth with me until the name of God was only a choked sclb in 

her throat. 



TROTSKY 1s G E T T I N G  S M A R T E R -  HE'S R E A L I Z E D  THAT T H E  

blmks in my fecord can tell him m m  than the few facts it contains. 

He's already discovered that the official record shows very little 
significant activity on my part during the Revolution of 1905. Stalin; 
Stalin, where is Stalin? In material I received only this morning, 

Trotsky writes: "Yet the question 'What did Stalin really do in 1905?' 
remains unanswered. " 

Botsky is right in saying thar: I disliked the tumult of mvolution, 
and 1905 was indeed tumultuous, every mori-~h a salvo. 

JANUARY. St. Petersburg. On a Sunday, a priest, Father Gapon, 
leads a huge procession of workers to the Winter Palace to peacefully 
petition the Tsar for better conditions. They sing, they pray, they c 
icons. The Tsar's not in the palace; the ~ o o p s  open fire. Dozens are 

killed. Word of 'Bloody Sunday" crosses d of Russia in a matter of 

days by that strange grapevine that moves the news and mmors with 
astoniskg speed. 

What no one knew then was that Father Gapon was working with 
the Tsarist secret police, not to subvert the revolution but to co-opt 

it. The secret police, paid to be realistic, saw that the revohrtion was 

a serious force and gaining control of it a better idea than suppress- 
ing it. Or, to be even more precise, the best policy was to supress it 

where you could and co-opt it where you couldn't. In any case, 111 



strictly si~eaking, Gapon was rwt mi out-anti-out trrtittbr, ttltt that 

dichl'l save hirrl frrorrt ~tribution a k w  years Later by a revolutiona~ 

assassination squad. i had notliing to do with the demonstration or 

the subsequent execution of the priest. 

F E B R U A R Y .  Grand Duke Sergei, (:overnor (:eneral of Moscow and 

a hated reactionary, is gunned down. Again, zero involvenlent art 

my part. 

The regime plays a new card, the Black Hundreds. Nongovern- 

mental, purely "patriotic organiza tionsV7--though with ample gov- 

ernment funding and legal protections--the Black Ilundreds were 

composed of savage, drunken anti-Semites and xenophobes. First it 

was the Armenians in B&u who were footed, raped, and slaughtered, 

then of course the Black Hundreds rnoved against the real enrrn5 the 

Jews. Their motto, admirably terse, was Kill Kikes, Save Russia. 

M A R C H .  The peasants revolt, beginning with a trick they've beerr 

using for centuries arld which they call "letting out the red rooster7*-- 

buming doan1 the rmaster7s house, preferably with the master in it. 

This was all spontaneous; neither I nor any other Bolshevik insti- 

gated it. 

A p a  r L. Ltr-nitt dominates 'f'fsird Social Dernacrat Party Congregs. 

Though our meeting of the minds took place in prison, I still hadn't 

realized my dream of seeing the man with my own eyes. 

M A Y .  The Japanese sink the Russian fleet in the Straits of 

ljushinla between Japarl and Korea. That emboldens people. 

J U N E .  The first "soviets" are formed in St. Petersburg. These 

"councils" of revolutionaq workers or soldiers are the backbone of 

the uprising. 

Mutiny on the battleship Potemklrz. Again. spontaneous. 

JULY.  The 'soviets?' spread. In some factories and regiments, they 

are really running things: but not where T was, in Georgia. 

A U G U S T .  Stupid Tsar Nickie makes a concession-he offers a 

I I I purely deliberative parliament whose delegates would include very 



few peasants and no workers at all. Uproar. Still, it was a sign of 
we&mess, 

SEPTEMBER. h d  Nickie looks even we&er in Fort.smouth, New 
Hampshire, where the Azneriem President Theodm Roosevelt bro- 
kers a peace that seals Russia$ humiliation--400,000 dead, a billion 
and a half gold rubles squandered, the fleet at the bottom of the 
ocem, big t e ~ t o r i d  concessians to Japan. 

oc TOB E R .  By the end of the mm&, all the railroads in afl Russia 
are on sm'ke, Georgia's included. There I play my usual role. A gen- 
eral stfike in Moscow; the whole dtyb out. 

NOVEMBER. By n w  the s o ~ e t s  feel so confident they declwe the 
eight-hour workday. Power seems close, there for the taking. All that 
r e m h s  is amed ixnsumction. Lenin is back in Russia, 

ecl insumection. From one end of Russia to the 
other, Petersbmg m Yladi-crastok. Sdhers come aver to us; t h i s  tirne 

itb guns against guns. Now for a change our side is doing some 
killing. 

Late December. As the pitched battles rage, Lenin calls an emer- 
gency conference of his Bolshevik faction in. erfors, Fintand. As 
someone who has proved knzself as a Bolsirevik in the oil fields of 
Baturn and the train yards of Tiflis, I am invited as a delegate, one of 
ody fort)r-one, a Feat honor, 

Trotsky, of course, was nothing less than leader of the St. Peters- 
bwg Soviet, while all the record shows me doing in the p a t  year '05 
is some strike work, a couple of pamphlets, a political funeral ora- 
tion that gained some small rcnom, and a stint as editor of G u m -  

sus Workers-ewwf Sheet. What the record doesnk show is the drab 
day-to-day work on c ittees, the forging of 
little friendships and alliances that would pay off long down the 
road. I was an apprentice, learning to master the gears and levers of 
the Party machine. And it paid off. Lenin had noticed me. 

Personally, I was fascinated by the hydrodynamics of power--how 
power flowed and shifted--sometimes it was enough for the person I 18 



speaking to pause for thought to lose the momentum, which would 
be grabbed away. And the Russian revolutionan'es were great ar- 

guers. They disputed eve g. Each one proud of his own opinion 

md ready to clash. Eveq one a little &cator seek% to impose his 
will by force of passion and overwhelming logic. Which of course 

made them all impatient to speak. But I was patient, I could wait. 

When everyone was done and I could see the lay of the land, I would 
come in with a moderate position that would attract people from 

both sides. I was not seen as a leader, but a catalyst, a moderating 
innuence, an excellent cover for jockeying toward control of the com- 
mittee. I wasn't looking to make any big impression. As Trotsky 

rightly remarks about me at the t h e :  "No one noticed his absence 
md no one norciced his ret 

But I wasn't going to meet Lenin and not make myself be noticed. 

It was freezing cold in the north of Russia and in Finland. My little 
trek to Siberia wasnk eeaorxgh; I still hadn% mastered the Russian 
cold, Mot that it maaered to me. All &at X cared &out was that X, the 
delegate from Georgia waveling under the alias of Ivanovich, was 
&out to be in the s m e  rmm as my leader. 

Several weeks ago Etienne informed me that Trotsky had re- 
quested the original publication of my first impressions of Lenin. I 
got out a copy of my collected works and reread that article myself: 

X was hopiag to see the mount& eagle of our Party3 the @eat 

man, g a t  not. only poliLically, but, if you will, physidy, be- 
cause in my h a e a t i o n  I picmred L e d  as a @mt, sagely a d  

hposing. ma t ,  then, was my disappainment to see a most ar- 

looking mm, below average height, in no way, Eterafly, in 

no way, &sh@sh&Ie ham o r & n q  martds. . . . 
It i s  ampted as the usual e g  for a "@eat man" to came late 

to meehgs so &at the assembly ~ g h t  await his pmsence with 

bared breath; and then, just before rhc: great mm enters, the 
gms up: " S W !  . . . Men@! . . . He's c 



ua-f did not seem to me sup&uow, beau% it creates m ~ p r e s -  

siarn, hspkes  reqect, mat, hen, wm my &~appointsnent to lean 
&at Lenin had e v e d  at the Coderenm before Lhe delegates, had 

dielegates at tbe Conferenetr;. . . . This seemed to me 

to be ra&er a ~ 0 1 a ~ o n  of 

What strikes me as odd is that so far Trotsky has not quoted a sin- 
gle line of those first impressions, not even to lambaste my ham- 
handed style as he usually does. But how could it be that Stalin's first 
impressions of Lenin are of no interest to Tlotsky? If our positions 
were reversed, 1 would be combing such material for clues to char- 
acter, mhi&an3 ktent. 

But Trotsky fixes his attention on another point, my clash with 

Lenin over the agrarian question, who gets the land. Trotsky says: 
"The very fact that a young Caucasian who did not know Russia at 
all dared to come out so uncompromisingly against the leader of his 
faction on the agrarian question, in which field Lenin's authohty was 
considered pardeularly formidable, cannot but evoke surprise.* 

"The delegate shodd i d e n e  hse l f , "  said Lenin. He waa five feet 
three at most but so solidly planted on the floor that he made you feel 
the smaller man. As the Hungarians say, his forehead reached to his 

ass, but his bddness was c, not pathetic--as if intense thought 
had sent the hairs a-g from his scalp. He wore a three-piece suit d 
had the lawyer's habit of hooking his th 

"I~anovich,~ I said, using my current alias out of habit, then 
added: "Dzhugashvili. " 

"The delegate is from Georgia?" he asked. 
b6Ye~. 

"Is my infornation correct that many of the Georgian revolution- 
afies were educated in ~ernkahes?~' 

uIt is, 



" h d  do you happen to he one of them, Delegate XvanoGch?" 

"I do." 

"Then I'll remind you of what you must have been taught there: 

we all sin but the worst thing is to persist in emr." 

Lenin and I shared a laugh over the heads of the other delegates, 

who also enjoyed the remark. Then, without missing a heat, Lenin 

launched into another tirade of logic that proved his position on the 

agrarian question to be the only right Bolshevik approach, the Bol- 

sheviks then still only a faction, not a p a q ,  of course. 

My own position on the a ~ ~ ~ r n  ~ e s t i o n  was that the land should 

be given to the peasants, not nationalized, but Z don't think it was 

very imponant to me even at the time. I wanted to clash with Lenin, 

but over something that was not absolutely central and could be 
modified later. VVhy did I want to clash with tenin? 'f"o test his 

s&engh of course,, hut maybe I was &SO influenced by the old Geor- 
@an custom of siapping a &Id's face when a prince visits the house 

so the child won't ever forget the day. But who was the prince here 

and who got slapped? Maybe both of us. 

My other exchange with Lenin was less formal. Between meetings, 

the delegates received instruction on firing Mausers, Brownings, and 

Winchesters. We were either shouting or shooting. As soon as the con- 

ference was over, we were to rush to the barricades, weapons in hand, 

snd join our brothers and sisters in Moscow where, latest repofis in- 
dicated, things weren't going well at all. 

I was firing a Mauser on a little homemade firing rangebeer  bot- 

tles with red circles on their labels lined up on a crooked slat fence in 

the snow. When 1 handed the gun to the next man waiting his t 
l[ saw Lenin standing right there, taking my measure with those 

squinting eyes of his, merry and suspicious at the same time, eyes 

that could not be looked into. 

"Not the first gun you ever fired,n said Lenin. 

822 "And not the last either," 



to laugh. And that was it. Someone came m 

more bad news from Moscow. Hundreds killed, Mass surrenders, 

Lenin decided to cut the conference short. But the fighting was basi- 
cally all over by then. 

A dark time was coming. Years and years under the sign of the 
IZoose. 

But Lenin had given me a great deal at the conference to tide me 
through those years. He had given me recognition and acknowledg- 

ment. He had given me inspiration-we Bolsheviks had a great 

leader. He had given me confidence in our methods and our cause. 

But, oddly enough, of all the gifts he gave me, the one that proved of 

most lasting value was that initial sense of disappointment. 



DURING M Y  FIRST E N C O U N T E R S  WITH LENIN IN 1 9 0 5 ~  
both when we clashed and when we joshed at the 
aware of him taking my measure. A good leader is always looking for 
the right people to fill slots. Lenin knew the pany had Russians, 
Jews, Poles, but very few people from the oil-rich Caucasus. And the 
few there were were mostly soft-line Mensbeviks, And here was a 

hard-line Bolshevik organizer fresh from the train yards and the oil 
fields. Lenin tbe practical had to t h id ,  I can use &m. 

And the more use I was to him, the higher I would rise. So I vied 
to be of use to Lenin. I took his line. I fought for his line. But, of 

course, human nature being what it is, I had to inject a little of my- 
self into the process. 

- And, as US CL^^ that caused trodfe. 
The problem was that more than ever I wanted to be the leader of 

the Georgian revolutionaries and felt I deserved to be, which meant 
that I lived in a conslmt state of irhtabitiq. Some of that showed. I 
was young and was still learning the actor's art of masking feelings. 

I had come back from meeting Lenin in Finland in a cocky mood. 
But it was more than my attitude; it was some of the actions I took 
that alienated the Menshevik majority of the Georgian Social Demo- 

114 crat Party with which we Bolsheviks were supposed to cooperate, es- 



pecially now that the Tsar was crushing out the last sparks of the '05 
Revslution, 

I was brought b~fore a three-man Party Disciplinary Co 
""Comade Koba," "said the man leading the proceedings, "it is the 

on se~ imen t  of this Party that you have violated the norms 
befitting a m e  revolutionary. You have advocated criminal violence, 
robbeq, when you know this Party limits itself to revolutionary vio- 
lence only. You give all your time to co ittee work and neglect en- 

tirely both the study of Marxist theory and practical work in the field, 
which at least you used to do. And the reason you give so much time 

ittee work is so that you can build up your own Little en- 
towage within the Party. How do you plead?" 

"6uilt~;. " 
They were surprised. 
"Guilty of every charge," I said. *I am guilty of the f irst  charg 

of advocating robbery--which I do believe in-but I now see my mis- 
take was not having sufficient discipline to resnain myself. And I am 
guilty of rleglecting theoretical and field work. And though I am not 
so sure that the many hours I spend in committee work are only for 
building up my own 'entourage,' I am willing to plead guilty to that 
charge as well--to show you here and now that though I have been 
guilty of incorrect behavior in the past, I am willing to submit to 
Party ciisciphe." 

It w a  wondehl to see the co&sion m d  confiict on theif faces, On 
the one hand, they disliked and distrusted me and wanted me expelled 
or punished. On the other hand, their Party psychology inclined them 
toward any comrade who had realized the errors of his ways, and of 
course every soldier was needed in the great unequal battle with the 
Tsar. Party psychology pred ated over feeling, as I had figured-- 
after all, what kind of revolutionaries would they be if it hadn't? 

But I was no fool; I knew that those feelings wouldn't go away and 
sooner or later would rise to the smface, if ody because sooner or 
later I would provoke them. % a s  



At the moment, howrsw, f &dn't want any trouble with the Party. 
A Party Congress was going to be held in Stockholm in April 1906. 
Lenin would be there. And I didn't want anything or anyone to pre- 

vent me from attending. 

I asked the Disciplinary Co ittee fox: a couple of days to &ink 
evewhing over, and they obliged. 

I traveled at once to Batum, but this time not to agitate in the oil 
refineries. Instead, I loitered in front of the pale yellow and white 

buildirlg with the stout classical colunms where the "Tsafls secret po- 

lice were headquartered. The Barvs secret police were only secretive 
about their actions, not about their presence, which they very much 

  shed to make b o w .  Even at the time, this smek me as a sound 
prjnciple. 

On the second day, aromd six in the evening, I SW the person I 
wanted and began folloaing him as soon as he came d o w  the front 
steps. I hung back, noticing that he was careful about looking around 
him; the Revolution may have been cmked, but assassinations were 
on the upswing. 

Though Baturn is sernieopical, it was still a l i ~ l e  coal that day. I 
turned my collar up and rubbed my hands. I followed the man for 
several blocks, the crowds thiming as the residential streets began. 
He was clearly on. his way home. 

m e n  he turned the eonler onto a @et seeet, I waited a second, lit 

a cigarette, then came up quickly behind him. He&ng fast footsteps, 

he wheeled around, terror on his face. First a general terror at seeing 

any rough-looking man coming up quick behind him and then a 
specific terror as he remembered me. 

Holding my cigarette up in one hand and raising the other to show 

I meant him no ham,  I said: "Major Antonslir, we need to talk." 
"My house is just over there, you could . . .?' 

"Not your house." 
"7here is at safe house . . ." 
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"Then where?" 
"Tomorrow. at ten in the morning, I'll be in the Phoenix Caf6." 
''Yes? 

LLAme~t me there." 
CLUQuSVe goften smarter." 
"Fish grow." 
I was on my second coffee by the time they came for me; Russians 

are never on t h e ,  
Though htonov was polite to me when receiving me in his office, 

I could see that he also was angry at me from yesterday, for causing 

him fear, and, worse, for having seen it on his face. Thet made him 
a little gruff. At the same time he knew he had to treat me well be- 
cause I must have brought him something valuable, otherwise why 
would I risk coming up to him on the street, let alone ask to be 
amested 1 

He inGted me ta be seaed, asked if I wmted tea, 

X took the seat but refwed the tea. 
"And so what are we going to discuss today, Dzhugashvili-- 

poetv?, 
"Close. Prrblishing, Somewhere in the Caucasus, there's a phnthg 

operation that's driving you people crazy. The press turns out procla- 
ma.tims by the tens of thousands and counterfeit passports by the 
dozens. T'here have been raids from Tiflis to Bat-, but nobody5 
found a thing, not even the special investigators they recently sent 

dom from St. Petersburg. True?" 
"Could well been 
""Idon't know how your system works, but l"d tfiink the person 

who broke that one would get a nice promotion and could maybe 

even put in for a transfer back to Petersburg." 
"A just Tsar rewards good service." 
"I'll give you that press, the whole operation.= 

"In exchange for what? " 
"1 don't wmt anphhg from you." 



"1 don't beiieve in deals where the: other person doesdt m t  any- 

thing for himself. How do I know it's not a trap, a chance to butcher a 

raiding party? People don't get promotions for that." 

"You couldn't do me a bigger favor than smashing that group." 
"And why is that?" 

"Because irb my itim to be the head of the Georgian rwolu- 

tionamy paw." 
He burst out laughing. I was furious. 

"This conversation is over!" I. said. 

"No, wait, you misunderstand me. I only laughed because, well, of 

your modes** . W y  modesty?" 

"Yes, any man who can come up to me in the street and ask to be 
arrested so he can have his organization smashed will never be 

satisfied with runnhg rfie p of a Iittle pra~nea: like Georgia," 

For a second 1 could n eak because I knew he was right, 

Antonov had done it again. That redly wasn't my 

Not since I'd returned from that first meeting with Lenin. Or, to be 
even more precise, I still wanted the leadership of the Georgian p 
but now only because of where that could take me, though I still 

couldn't quite have said where that might be. 
"Maybe," I said, &I will have a little tea." 

They never would have found the printing press. It was located in a 

specially ventilated room at the bonom of a fifty-foot shaft on the 

outskirts of Tiflis. The area was mostly deserted--railroad tracks, 

sheds, warehouses, and a barracks for people with contagious dis- 

eases. In the heady days of the 1905 Revolution, this press, under- 

ground in every sense, turned out more than 215,000 copies of illegal 

I Z I  newspapers and leaflets in three languages--Russian, 



Georgian. Passports were also counterfeited in the same work space, 
and there was a small separate laboratory for making explosives. 

I had never been there. I wasn't even supposed to know the exact 
location of the press, first because I bad no need to know, and second 
because the Georgian Mensheviks weren't about to confide in me. But 
I found out. Secrets give power. Power feeds vanity-for some peo- 
ple at least, what good is power if nobody knows about it, if it can't 
at least be h t e d  at3 So X found out a lisle from a lot of &fferent 
people so that none of them would have the feeling that he'd actually 
told me anything t didn't already know. 

The raid occurred on April 15, 1906. But by Apn'l 10, I was in 
Stockholm, Sweden, attending the Fourth Congress of the Social 
DernocraGc Workers Party. I had the best alibi in the world-Lenin. 

If I had some disappohment on first seeing Lenin in what seemed 
an hour of triumph, I had nothing but admiration for the man in 
what was without question an hour of defeat. The 1905 Revolution 
had been crushed and Lenin had lost control of the party to the Men- 
sheviks. But there wasn't an ounce of hangdog in him. On the con- 
trary, he fought harder than ever. No maner what, there's always a 
fight going on and, no matter what, you must always 

There were two main issues fought over at the Congress, the same 
~ w o  topics revolutionaries dways ctebat at to do when in pafver 
and how to get them in the first place. 

To me at least there was something vaguely comical about that 
small group of shabby bearded Russians fulminating over what they 
should do when they ove the Tsar, when they would have to 
bonow d l e s  from each oher for the train fare home. What inter- 
ested me more was the subject of financing the revolution. Once 
again the ruling Mensheviks came out against what they called 
'criminal violence," meaning holdups. Lenin was in favor of them. 
And he debated with great force, his sarcasm more wounding, his 
chin raised and bobbing like a fist. Lenin argued that robbing a bank 
was only e~propriating what had been expropriated. That was a good $29 



formulation for intellectuals but too much of a mouthful for the peo- 

ple who would actually bring them off and who always referred to 
such expropriations as "exes." But that was still down the road, be- 

cause the Mensheviks had the majority and their motion against 
forcible expropriation of funds passed handily, sixty-four to four, 

with twenty abstaining. 
Though we expected this, it still came as a blow to morde for some 

of the comrades. But not to Lenin. He kept fighting, if only for the 
morale of a handful of followers. After the Congress, the Bolshevik 
delegates gathered in a small circle around Lenin, asking him for ad- 

vice. In some of their voices, you could detect a tone of weariness, de- 
spondency. To them Lenin replied sharply, through clenched teeth: 
"No sniveling, comrades, itS certain that we shall win; we're right." 

That was Lenin-whatred for sniveling intellectuals, confidence in 
his own strength, confidence in victory--and that's what made Le ' 

able to rally around himself an a m y  that was fair;t-iful to thc: last. 
I was in that group, toward the rear, but there were few enough of 

us in Lhose days. At one moment, L e h  looked hectly at me. I sdled 
at him, my leader, my alibi. He could see that my spirits were up and 
didn't need any lifting. This pleased him and though his head didn't 
move T could still sense a nod of acknowllcdpent e 

After the little group broke up, Lenin strode right over to me and 
wasted no time in small talk. "What are your thoughts on losing that 

point about expropriations to the Mensheviks?" 

"I hate to lose mphing to themSn 

"That goes without saying. What are your thoughts?" 
For a secand I was taken aback, He was the older man, the leader, 

and he had put it right to me. "My thoughts are . . . simple. If you've 
got a few kopecks in your pocket, you can go into a restaurant and 
get some tea and a sandech. But, no kopecks, no tea." 

Lenin enned .  "I like that," he said. LNo kopecks, no tea." 



THE BOND WXTR LENIN WAS CRIME, WXTN TROTSKY INSULT, AND 

they both happened in the same place: London, 1901. 
So far, Trotsky has found no traces of my collaboration with the 

Tsarist secret police, but for some reason he quickly zeroes in on the 
c ~ m e  that bomd me to Le&. 

The Fifth Social Democrat Party Congress in London was a large 
one. There were three hundred and two voting delegates, each one 
representing five hundred Party members. I was not a voting delegate 
but only what was called a "deliberative participant." That sets off 
Trot sky's suspicions. 

"Why did Koba come at all to London? He could not raise his a m  

as a voting delegate, He proved ecessary as a speaker. He obvi- 
ously played no role whatever at the closed sessions of the Bolshevik 

facLian. It is hcanceiv&le &at he shautd have come out af mere ca- 
riosity-to listen and look around. He must have had other tasks. 

Just what wrere 

There were two, 
One task I had given myself-whenever possible to watch Lenin in 

action. Lenin was a great teacher. He showed you how to act, how to 
be. At the Congress in London, the Bolsheviks had the upper hand. 
Victory can turn the heads of some leaders; it makes them proud, 

boastfd. But Lenin was not in the least like such leaders. On the con- S JT st 



trary, it was precisely after victory that he became particularly vigi- 

lant. "The first thing," said Lenin, "is not to be carried away by vic- 

tory; the second thing is to consolidate the victory; the third thing is 
to crush your opponent, because be is only defeated but far from 
being crushed yet. " 

And there was a second task, which Trotsky guesses. He knows 
that I met with Lenin one-on-one in Berlin before the Congress in 
London, and he is right on target when he says "it was not for the 
sake of theoretical 'conversations' . . . and almost undoubtedly was 

devsted to the impending exgropriation. . . . Tbefe was no way to 
continue financing the Revolution except by securing the where- 
withal by force. The initiative, as almost always, came from below." 

I was that "below." 

L e h  sent his wife out an some Party business. X-le and I &a& tea 
on a balcony looking down on green leaves and the street traffic of 

Berlin. 
He seemed friendly, cordial, and uabertrably intense, all at the 

s m e  time. A blue vein pulsed at his temple, his cup r a ~ i e d  in its 

saucer. 
It wasxlk that he was afraid. But he knew he was &out to cross a 

fine, the line b e ~ e e n  revolutiwary violence and crinzinal violence. 

There was high political risk, especially if we failed. 
I was still a little ill at ease myself in his presence, the way the 

younger man always is with the older man, no matter how much he 

prepares and rehearses. Not that that kept me from starting to notice 

some of his little weaknesses. His mind was too much the chess 

player's. It lacked the poetry of suspicion. The kintos would have re- 
spected him, though that would not have prevented them from pick- 

ing his pocket. 
"All right," said Lenin, "let's hear it." 

"The Imperial Bank on Erevan Square in Ti6s." 
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"And how much could it k k g ? " '  
"Elundreds of thousands." 
He paused over that. Eveqona: likes the big ambers. "Xnd what 

are the odds?7' 
!'+Good enough." 
"And if it doesxsik work?'" 

"Our story is that we bmke from you because you refused to can- 
done ~01ence. )' 

LLYou7re coming t~ London?" 
"Yes, 
"I'kl give you my answer there. As soon as the Congress is over. Right 

now I want a fw days to about it. And &out you.'" 
So, of comse, that C in London memt a  eat. deaf to me, 

Lenin wodd either enmst me or not e t me, bind kwelf  t-o me 
or not bind himself to me. Though I paid close attention to the discus- 
sions, I had no interest in taking part in any of them. The words would 
not have come to me. I woulMt have cared enough. And I did not care 
about the voting and the closed sessions. AU I cared about was whether 
Lenin w d d  vote for me in h e  dosed session of our o w .  

Still, I could not help but notice Trotsky. He spoke often and long, 
with the too-perfect Russian of a Jew; saliva sprayed from his mouth 
when he was excited and his index finger was forever wagging. It was 
the first time that he aired his famous idea of "permanent revolu- 
tion." He had fantastic notions that the average man would eventu- 

ally reach the heights of a Goethe, an Aristotle. It was a strange 
simalrion. The Revolution of 1905 had been cmshed: the screws were 
on tighter than ever, the hangmen working overtime. Workers and 

intellectuals were deserting the cause in droves, the workers because 
they were tired of getthg hit in the head and the intellectuals because 

they now found erotic mysticism more interesting. Yet the Party it- 
self was bigger than ever and Trotsky was prophesying permanent 

revolution. The Party may have been bigger than ever, but it was also 

broker than ever. I knew for a fact that if some English liberal hadn't i 3 8 



come up with the money, we arouldn't have been meeting in that 
Brotherhood Church, or anyhere  else for that matter. My hope lay 
in that fact. 

At an earlier conference I had clashed with Lenin, but really in the 

same way a boy will crash into another boy in the schoolyard just to 
see how solid that other boy is. But Trotsky attacked Lenin, dueled 
with him, in no way accepted his leadership. He even lectured Lenin, 
on tactics, on Marxism. Trotsky was displaying himself to the other 
delegates so they could see there was competition for the leadership, 

competition h r  their loyalty. 
I saw that Lenin was trying to win Trotsky over to his side. It 

didn't surprise me that he wanted that big gun firing from his side, 
not at it. Objectively that was no problem, but subjectively there was 
something about the wag Lenin went about winning Trotsky that 
didn't sit right with me. It made Lenin too happy when he and Trot- 
sky ageed, 

I could see that Lenin thought he needed Trotsky; what I couldn't 
see was whether Lenin thought he needed me. 

I passed Lenin a few times, and usually we exchanged a nod. I 
could read nothhg on his face. And would bave felt bad for him if I 
could. 

Vlifiich &dn7t rnem E d i h k  want ta know* I c m  be the mast pa- 
tient of men, but time had gone faster in some of the jails I'd been in 

than it did in that Brotherhood Church, which may bave been in 

London but had a &stinaivc Russian smcB-damp overcoats, stale 
sweat, bad tobacco. 

Sometimes I could make myself deaf to the delegates and anempt 

to anbicipate Lenh's questions, objectims, I had ta know those an- 
swers. I wasak like Trotsky; I had to 

Or did I? What if Lenin says-No, bad idea. I'd still have a choice: 

obey or defy. If it doesn't work out and I'm caught, it means ten years 
in the Arctic Circle and by then Lenin would have forgotten about it. 

I rr Or, if I pulled it off, how was he going to refuse rubles by the hun- 



dreds of thousands when it costs serious money to run a revolution 
and he can" even rent a chmch? 

Knowing I had that choice gave me strength for going into that 
meeting with Lenin. 

Time slowed down again as the Congress ende 
marks, parting shots. Some people left right away, but, as usual, a 
good many stayed around, forming groups, g, discussing, ha- 
ranguing. I stood at the edge of one of the larger groups, both so I 
wouldn't seem to be just waiting and so that Lenin could spot me. At 
one point Trotsky came over to that group to see what people were 
discussing. I watched how he listened. He listened badly. He is one of 
those people who do not really listen but are only waiting their 
chance to speak. You can feel the talk machine re 
best he is barely able to restrain it. And when he W 

to, the words came bursting out as if the air had only been created 
for Tmtsky to fill it with speech. 

I also watched how people reacted. A few were mesmerized, but 
most had already heard enpugh from him during the Congress and 
weren't afraid to interrupt. Disgusted, Trotsky moved away, looking 
for another group to dominate and instruct, wagging that index 
firrger of his. 

It was just then that Lenin emerged from within a small p u p  and 
began striding in my direction. I looked over at him as casually as I 
could ta see if this was the moment and be would be 
my eye. It was. The gleam in his eye was aimed directly at me. I could 
see right away how he wanted to do it-quickly, naturally, without 
breaking stride. 

"Comrade Ivanovich," he said, "you barely spoke." 
"I can1e tQ listen." 
&All right then, listen . . ." 
Suddenly, Tmtsky was blocking our way. 
"You're wrong," said Trotsky to Lenin, "to insist that expropria- 

tions are justified. The road to permanent revolution must be the 



high road." While speaking, Trotsky had looked at me for a second 
and I thought I felt a touch of his saliva spray onto my cheek. Again 
facing Lenin, he said: "If we don't maintain the distinction between 
revolutionary acts like assassination and criminal acts like theft, the 
pn'mitive Russian people will see the Revolution as an invitation to 
plunder and murder. 

Lenin smiled indulgently, too indulgently. "Allow me to introduce 
Comrade Ivanovicb horn the Caucasus . . ." 

Trotsky looked at me, his face cringing the way cultured Russians 
will wince when hearing their language murdered by a foreign ac- 
cent, even though I had not spoken. 

I was just about to offer my hand when Trotsky shifted his cold 
blue eyes back to Lenin and said: "I cannot side with anyone who 
does not share that fundamental view." 

Then he walked away, right past me, even brushing insultingly close. 
""A, hot head, but brilliant," said Lenin, 
The moment was spoiled. I was almost indifferent now to what- 

ever Lenin wadd say. 
If he gave his approval to my idea, it would be forever tarnished 

by Trotsky's spray of saliva and squint of distaste. And if Lenin de- 
nied me his approval, the association would be no less permanent. 

"Don't worry," said Lenin. 'I'll introduce you another time. 
Maybe the three of us will sit down and drink some tea, maybe even 
have a bite to eat, We should be able to afford it by then, shouldn't 
we, Comrade Ivanovlieh? " 

I understood. I nodded. I even managed something like a grateful 
smile. Then someone took Lenin by the arm and pulled him off to 

the side. Not that it maaered, Our business was done. 
I immediately waked out of the Brotherhood Church into a Lon- 

don of drizzle and Tsarist police spies lounging too casually by street- 
lights, probably holding the same newspapers they'd been holding 
for all three weeks of the Congress-why waste money on newspa- 

I S I pers you could barely read? 



X T ~ S  OFFICIAL. TODAY, MARCH 11 ,  193g1 I N  T H E  LATE EVEMTNE 

haws, the opera-tiion to el ate Leon Trotsky was put into effect. 
I began my workday by reviewing the file on Pavel Sudoplatov, the 

man Beria has selected to head up the task force. On paper Sudopla- 
tov looked goad. Born in the mraine of a Ukrainian father and Rus- 
sian mother in 1901. f l&eb that touch-he was born in the same 
year that Trotsky insulted me in London. 

At twelve Sudoplatov ran away from home and joined the Red 
y. Fought well during the Civil Wm. By the time he was fourteen, 

he had joined the security forces, worked as a telephone operator and 
cipher clerk. Married to a Jew, also in the security forces. It's his 
whole life. Brave, energetic, resourceful. 

Of course, in a case like this I would not make any decision based 
on the file alone, hut as the Russians say, Information is the mother 
of intGtion. 

And then f remembered that of course f had met Sudoplatov be- 
fore, two years ago, right after the celebration of the Revolution in 

'37, when the purges were st their most intense. Sudoplatov, thirty at 
the time, had been ovemhelaned in my presence, and could not re- 

port coherently. I'd said to him: 'Young man, don't be so excited. Re- 
port the essential facts. We have only twenty minutes." 137 



1 liked his response. 'Tomrade Stalin, for a rank-and-file Party 
meuzber to meet with you is a great event in Me. I understand I arn 

oned for business. In a minute I will control my emotions and 

report the essential facts to you." 

h d  he had. 
Those facts concerned a Ukrainian nationalist by the name of Kono- 

valets who lived &road m d  who bad been sentenced to death in h- 
proletan'at. It was Sudoplatov's 

I asked him if Konovalets had any personal tastes we could exploit. 
"He5 very fond of chocolates," said Sudoplatov. 
*Maybe that's your answer,n I suggested. 

h d  it was. Sudoplatov blew the man up in a mstawmt in Rot- 
terdam with a box of explosives designed to look like Ukrainian 
chocolates. A sweet tooth was the man's undoing. 

fn any case, Beria will be stalring his repuaLion on Sudoplatov, If 
Beria is right about him, Beria will rise even higher; if not, he will fall 
law. That- is the rule of eonfi, any court. 

Somelrow f had ~ s t e d  my knee during my morning calisthenics 
and it gave me tninges of pain on and off the whole day. I didn't 
want it distracting me during my meeting with Beria and Sudopla- 
toy, but still I was reluctant to take m aspirin. I dislike swallowing 

any pill, no matrter how mmy seals there me on the bo~ le ,  f'd rather 

take the pain than take a pill that might have been prescribed by 
Dr. Trotsky. 

I calied the meeting for the Krernlin, though I wu ld  have pre- 

ferred to have met Sudclplarov and Beria tit my daeba. But I had 
other business in the Kredin. Hitler had seized Prague. h d  there 

were arm& dashes on our eastern flank with Japan. 
At my desk, I filled a fresh pipe, hut did not light it. 
Poskryobyshev was engaged in a little meaningless dust flicking 

and chair straightening. Even though his hack was turned to me, he 
158 was alert to any sigrial or gesture by me. h r d  I was aware that he, 



though once again without showing it in the least, was happy that the 
operation was about to go into high gear. Something in his nature ap- 
proved of the starehess of it. R a t  it hah ' t  been rushed, that it was 
going to be launcbed in tike KrernXia and in the year in which 1 would 
tmn s k q ,  a se~ous  age. 

No doubt Poskryobyshev had glanced at his watch while centering 
the chairs and knew as well as I that it was time for the appointment, 

which of course meant that our guests had already arrived. Beria had 

h a d y  told me by phone that he would summon Sudoplatov, berate 
him for inacti~ty in the last few months, then instruct him to ac- 

company him to a meeting aithout telling him where he was going 

or who he was going to meet. Of course, by now it would be clear to 

him, but the idea was to throw him of f  a little, always a good way to 

see what a m n k  made of. 

But I decided to keep Beria waiting a few minutes, and for the 

same reason, 

Then I made a little sideways movement of my head and Poskryo- 

byshev started toward the door. I waited at my desk until Poskryo- 
byshew had opened the door for Sudoplatov and Beria. Beria let 
Sudoplatov in first, both as a sign of eourtesy and to let me have an 
unobsmcted first glance at him. Dark hair, bushy eyebrows, full fea- 
tures, looking more like a Greek than a Russian. And no fool. He 
knew just how to look at me and just how to let himself be seen. 
He smiled as if to say, I'm not the tongue-tied eager young man I was 

when you saw me two years ago, though my respect for you, if any- 

thing, has grown. Just right. 
I came out from behind my desk and shook his hand. That was 

good too. He h e w  how to shake Stalin's hand. 
Beria, his forehead lightly headed with sweat, was staying in the 

background, aware that my initial impression had been positive. 
I motioned them to a table covered in green baize. For a second I 
caught Sudoplatov glancing quickly about, his eyes going from the 
portrait of Lenin behind my desk to those of Marx and Engels on the r ro 



adjacent wall, as if tvirtg to memorize my office before we got down 
to business. 

Beria knew that I would speak last and that of course Sudoplatov, 
as the most junior man in the room, could not think of speaking first, 

and so Beria needed only the smallest of nods from me to start. 

It was just then that I caught a whiff of that hideous cologne that 

Beria favored, the cologne of an unctuous headwaiter, the cologne of 
a rapist. It occurred to me that Beria must be more worked up about 

this meeting than he was letting show, and would probably go off on 

one of his expeditions after the meeting to bring himself some relief. 

"In a matter of months, war will break out in Europe," said Beria. 
"Evevbody's jockeying for position. We want to have as many agents 

of intluence in place as possible in European business and political 

circles, trade unions, and the press. We want to infiuence Western 

opinion and decisions. By definition, the people who can serve as our 
agents of influence are Xefr-wing sympathizers. The problem is that 
many of these people lean toward Ifro~ky." 

A twir~ge of pain went through my knee. E ruhbed it and stood up 
and began walking to shake it. 

"Not many people,'" said, '%but some." 
I paused to light my pipe, looking through the smoke at Beria to 

see how he would react to being comected, chastened, 

"Even some is too many,- he said, 
I smiled. I liked the line, the pipe was draaing well, and the pain 

had almost subsided. When I resumed pacing, Beria continued: "I 
propose that Comrade Pavel Sudoplatov be promoted to deputy chief 

of the Foreigrl Department and placed in charge of an operation that 

would marshal all necessaq resourtres to eliminate 'rrotsk5;; the worst 
enemy of the people. 

When Beria finished, both he and l looked at Sudoplatov, who, 

without moving, seemed to draw himself to attention. I could see that 

he was comfortable with the conversation, the logic, the tone. And f 
Ire could see that he felt truly honored by the assignment. 



Coming to a stop again and speaking in a way tbat precluded am- 

biguity, 1 said: "There are no important political figures in the Trot- 

skyite movement except Trotsky himself. If Trotsky is finished, the 
threat will be eIinlinated." 

The pain reduced to no more -than a little crick, L sat back d o m  

at the table. 
"If you are successful," I said to Sudoplatov, but in a way that in- 

cluded Beria as well, "you will be we11 hoaored and looked aftea; and 

so will every member of p u r  family" 
Sudoplatov nodded appreciatively, but then added, in a way that 

seemed more an hanest abission than an attempt to disqualif%. him- 

self, "I'm not totally fit for the assignment in Mexico," he said. "I 

don't speak any Spanish." 
"You'll be reporting directly to Beria, who will be reporting di- 

rectly to me. Don't worry, neither of us spe&s Spanish either." 
Sudoplatov said: "Request pemission to draw on veterans of p e r -  

dZa operations in the Spanish Civil War for the mission." 

"Ifs your job," E said, 'hnd Party duly to Gad a d  select suitable 
and reliable personnel to e a q  out the assi ent, You will be pro- 
vided with whatever assistance and support you need. You should 
personsly make amarxgements to dispatch a task farce to Mexico 
from Europe and report on it only in your own handwriting." 

1 paused to see if Sudaplatov would make m y  further effoas to 
evade the assignment. Taking it on was dangerous, but so was shirk- 

ing it. I was glad to see that Sudoplatov was smart enough to see that. 

I didn't have to tell Beria that I wanted any reports from Sudopla- 

tov immediately, but I wanted Sudoplatov to hear it. 

"I wish you success," I said, meaning, Don't fail. 
I rose, we shook hands, and they left, the door held open for them 

by Poskryobyshev, his pale, doughy face impassive yet radiant he- 
cause, after all these years, it was at last official. 

"Air out the room," I said, "it stinks of cologne." 



ONCE X H A D  R E C E I V E D  LENIN'S M O D  TO P R O C E E D  W I T H  T H E  

bank robbery, I saw to every detail myself. I left nothing to chance, 

because I knew so nluch would be lef? to chance-when you start 

hurling bombs at horses and Cossacks on a public square, anything 
can happen. The point is to create chaos, but not so much you can't 
take advantage of it. That's a fine line when people are screaming 
and bleeding. 

We knew that a major shipment of money was scheduled to arrive 
at the Imperial Bank on Erevan Square in Titlis on June 12, 1907. 
The money would be wlneritble three times. 

First, the train could be attacked while on its way to Tiflis, but 

that gave the least chance for success. Train schedules were some- 

times shiifted at the last moment when such impoftant eargo was in- 

volved. The car would be amored and heavily guarded. Casualties 
would definitely be taken and the risk of utter failure was high. 

Second, the money would have to be transferred from the train to 

the post office on Pushkin Square. It was more vulnerable at that 

point, but the area around the post office was not conducive to loiter- 
ing and large numbers of our people would have to he involved-- 

bomb throwers, fighters armed with revolvers, those assigned to go 
directly for the money itself, those who would have to be waiting 

112 nearby with horses. Also, the money would be transferred from the 



nain under the Imperial Guard, who were better trained than the men 

who would transport the money fronl the post office to the bank by 
horse- clraw= coach. 

So, the third choice-intercept the money between the post office 
and the Imperial Bank on Erevan Square-was the obvious one. But 

where along that route? 
After many long walks through the streets of Tiflis, I decided that 

the holdup should take place right on Erevan Square itself. The bank 

was located on the square, which would be full of people at that time 
of day. That; would make it easier to pass oticed, As the coach en- 

tered the square, it would have to slow down, because of all the other 

vehicles, horses, crowds of people. And the more people, the more 

pmic .  

There was also a revdutionaq motive. Grabbing the money in the 
midst of the city's busiest q a r e  would make an impression on the: 

populace. T h y  would see h a t  the authorities cannot even protect 
their own money, they would see just how determined the revolu- 

tionaries are, how hard and brazen. 
J checked every detail from the initial infornation to the fuse 

I e n ~ h  on the b o d s .  
How reliable was the infamation &at a major shpment of money 

would arrive at the Imperial Bank on the moming of June 12? They 
had sources of information within our organization and we had 
sources within theirs. But it was 8150 tme that both sides fed the 

other false information. To smoke you out, to throw you off. Every- 
thing depended on the reliability of that initial point of information. 

Yet we had good backup on that point. First, through contacts 

among railroad workers whose ranks we had been infiltrating for 

years, we would know that a special train was indeed arriving on that 

day because special sipaling and switching instructions had to be is-  

sued weU in advmm. Second, the transfer af money from the train 
to the post office could simply be observed by a small number of per- 
sons. If it didn't take place, we could just call the whole thing off. 143 



I visited the basenlent laboratoq of thp bomb maker, Vitya? who 

loved his work. Though great serenity is as much a part of a bomb 

maker's makeup as boldness is pan of a bomb thronrer's, there was 

still something otherworldly about Vity a's calm. It made me nervous. 

And of course there was no chance af smoking in his workshop, 

Vit)ra7s wire-frame: spectacles always seemed to be cutting into the 

skin at the side of his head. When he took them off there was always 

a welt along the side of his face and across the bridge of his nose. 

"Viva, have you tested any yet?" I asked. 

Vitya didn't answer. Frowning, he was bent over his worktable, 

which was dirty but neat, his pliers fastened on something that 

wouldn't give. Now his face broke into a grimace as the metal con- 

nlrrued to resist. His forehead was only inGhes b a n  the b a d .  
"There she goes,n said Viva with a smile, rising back up. "What 

did you ask? Tests? Yes, yes, two have been tested. Both worked fine. 
And, more important, identically fine. " 

"Vhich means? " 
"Which means that they produced a good flash of flame, consider- 

able heavy black smoke, and threw enough shrapnel to kill a horse 

and five people, to take a n er. And yet-here's the nicest part- 
they're light enough to hurl a good distance, if you've got the arm for 

it. And the nerve. I. cauldnk do it, could you?" 

""Ehratlt-ter throw one than, make one." 

"Making them is nothing. Not making mistakes i s  what counts. 

Other than that, it's like fixing a stove." 

"I'll take your word on &at. How long will the fuses be?" 

"I'm thinking twenty seconds-light it, throw it high enough to get 

some distance, and with several going off at the same time, even if 

people run from one, they'll be ng into amther,'" 

&Sounds smart: to me.* 

"If you have no objection, I'd like to be present on the square to 

141  wimess the operation," said Viva, taking off his glasses for a second 



and snbbiag his watery eyes. "l can le a lot from watching the ac- 

tual functioning of the mechanisms. " 
"No objection. " 
He nodded thanks, Then h a second he just looked at me to see 

if there was anything else. He wanted to get back to work. And I 
wanted him to get back to work. 

""Let me hold one," "aid. 

Vitya smiled, glad that his handiwork was to be appreciated not 

only by sight but by feel. 
Though light, it still had a nice heft to it and would take a good 

to hurl it far enough so that no shrapnel would come frying your way. 
As I weighed the bomb in my hand, I weighed a decision as well. 

I was tempted to hurl one myself, a last detail that I could conuol, 

and also just to know what it would feel like. But there were plenty 
of good reasons not to. My skills were better utilized in organizing 

than in on-the-spot action for which expendable candidates could al- 

ways be found, 

And anorher good reason not to hurl one was the inevitable foul- 
up factor. Lenin's brother had been hanged after being stopped by 
the police, Pvbo found a bomb concealed in a hollowed-out dictio- 
nary. If it could happen to him, it could happen to me. And who5 to 
say that one piece of the shrapnel from the bomb I threw might not 
c a d  me just right by dance? 

I told myself that the most important thing was that the whole op- 
eration go off like clockwork and that I bring Lenin a fortune. Every- 
thing else was an indulgence. But thinking about Lenin made me 

remember Trotsky spoiling the moment in London, brushing up 
against me as he walked away. In fact it was there in Vitya's work- 

shop that the specific desire to kill Trotsky flashed in me for the first 
time. Until then I had felt only smarting insult and anger. Now the 

long, long fuse was lit. 
I. was about to hmd the b o d  back to Viva when my mind made 

a sudden, dizzying ninety-degree turn. I was thinking ground-level, S 43 



horizontal. ft didni: have to be that way at all, it could be vertical, tap 
to bottom. l had already located one building on the square where I 
could watch the action from tt roaftap. I could always toss a bomb 

from up there. especially if it had been delivered earlier, relieving me 

of the need to walk through the town with it. And, from rooftop 

height, the danger of being hit by shrapnel was essentially nil. 
"Make one extra for good measure." I said to Vitya, handing him 

back the barnb. 
Then I checked with Karno one last time. Kamo, an Amenian, 

was from my hometown of Gori and a few years younger than me. I 
had once been hired to be his tutor, -Years fater X would instruct h 
in Marxism. Loving danger and hating injustice, he had been easy to 

convert. I have met few people with simpler minds and often won- 
dered if the reason Kamo never lost his head was because he scarcely 

knew he had one. 
K m o  caulh't sit still. Wkch X didnk like, f wanted &m more col- 

lected, solid, calm. 
For a second I didn't say anything, but just watched the way he 

moved. Frightening physical vitality; you wouldn't want him coming 
at p u .  Hair? eyebmws, mustach et-black. Simple eyes, child- 
ish eyes. The tops of his e m  W ed away from his head, as if 
listening for footsteps. 

But I knew how to control him; with the right words, the right tone 
of voice, Kamo would do as you said. The reason was simple. Kamo 
liked to act and hated to think. In fact, he was always grateful to be 
told what to do, for it saved him from something he wasn't good at. 

"Sit down, Kanto, we need to t&," 1 said. 

K m o  sat do=. 

Then 1 had him recount his role in the operati 
Tsarist a m 7  officer, he would dash into the square on horseback, 

snatch up the money once it had been grabbed from the coach, and 
then deliver it to ather horsemen. I wanted to be cefiah his mind was 

I r s  clear on eveq point, or at least as clear as Kamo's could be. 



Karns was famous for not gening things 100 percent rigl~t, Even 

his nickname had been given him for the way he mangled the Rus- 

sian word "kamoo," meaning "who to?" I teased him a little-on that 
point ta keep his anention: bornbs-who to? The money-who to? 

But he knew all the answers just as he had in the old days when I 
had tutored him. The only question was whether he'd remember 

them after he walked out the door. But the one thing I could be sure 

of was that the thlicker the action got, the better he'd do. That was 

how he was put together. At the door I thumped his back as a sign of 
my confidence in him. 

Finally, word came through-the money had arrived, been trans- 

ferred to the post office, and would be transported by coach the fol- 

lowing day at ten o'clock in the morning. At eight o'clock that 

morning, I walked across Erevan Square in the dirty clothes of 

a workman, carrying the sort of pitch pot and brush that is used 
for repairing chimneys. The bomb was waiting for me on the roof, 

wrapped in a rag, j ed in a drainpipe. 
From the roof X could see the outfixzes of the mountains rising 

above the town in the clear June sky. But I kept 
square, watching for signs of anything unusual. Ev 
nomal-just people going about their business, mothers and chil- 
dren, officials in uniform, street vendors, a slow horse pulling a 

wgon of melons. From that height people were odg shapes. 

In a short while some of them would be dead or mutilated, losing 

an arm while on the way to the store Ear thead. Others would be 
spared; geaing in to see an official wlexpectedy early, they'd be on 

their way with the paper they needed, their pockets a few rubles 

lighter for the official fee and the bribe. 

Except for the bomb, I was not ed. All I had in my pockets was 

a watch, a box of  matches, and a work order to patch a chimney at 

that address. Every so often, for the sake of form, 1 daubed some 

ey, which in fact had cracked and needed a linle S W 



sealing. Othemise, I lay on the gravel raof, which was specked with 

white bird shit. Propped orz n.ly elbows, 1 waited and watched. 
That skinny old woman with the bread under her arm who had 

stopped to gassip better not have too many tales to &l!. That boy 

bouncing the red ball against a wall should hope to be called away 
by a playmate soon. The street vendors wwerr't going anyhere  and 
some of them were as goad as dead, though which ones was always 

the question. 
By rzine-tfaixrty? all my ar~ention was strained far the wave of sound 

and excitement that would precede the carriage's arrival on the 

square. 
But by ten, still nothing. Had the route changed? The schedule? 

IIad the signal system, which I always suspected was a little too in- 

ricate, kjroken d o m m a d  one of the thousand things that can go 

wang gone wrong-accident, panic, arrest? 
I felt a moment of despair and self-hatred. I told myself that all my 

hopes of rising in the Party, being the trusted comrade-in-arms of 
Lenin himself, were nothing but the pathetic fantasies of a hick. I 
had no chance of being anphing more than what I already was-a 
small-time organizer, a petty thief who had only gotten Lenin% at- 
tentinn far lack of anyone better f r m  my neck of the woods. The 
robbery would never come off. In Europe, Lenin and Trotsky would 

snort with contempt. 
But then 1 saw our sipalman Bachua strolling through the quare, 

opening and closing his newspaper, which caught the bright mid- 

morning light. That meant everything had gone right. The entire se- 

from the first sent by the woman on Pushkin Square 
to the b o d e r s  waiting in a nearby restaurant--had flashed like an 

imptllse down a healthy nerve. 
Then suddenly, as if bursting through the backdrop of a stage set, 

the amored postal coach came clattering into the square surrounded 
by dust and Cossacks. As we had anticipated, the dense crowds slowed 

$48  the coach$ progress almost to a crawl. The Cossacks, shouting and 



brandishktg their whipsl moved away frrm the coach to clear a path. 
Thot left the coach and the horses drawing it exposed. Three bombs 

were hurled-at &ose horses, those Cossacks, and one at rmdom into 
the crowd to creale chaos. Just as Vicya had said, the flash uf flame was 

terrifyingly bright, followed immediately by thick waves of black 
smoke. Horses reared and toppled on people attempting to flee, their 

screams softened by the height from which I heard them. 

But the bomb lobbed at the horses pulling the coach had exploded 
off to one side, only killing the coachan.  Panicked, the horses had 

now burst through the cordon of Cossat:ks and were dashing madly 
toward the center of the square. As the smoke and dust cleared, I 
could see the Cossacks wheeling around to chase the coach. 

From where 1 stood, the beat 1 could do was hurl my bomb in heir  

direction, 1 had to turn my back to the action to get a w q  from the 
wind, which blew out my first match. X felt a touch of panic, but then 
regained my calm, and the second match set the fuse hissing. I waited 
three seconds, then wound up and hurled the bomb underam with 

all I could muster in the direction of the Cossacks. It didnk hit the~n, 
but it frightened their horses, which bolted and reared. 

Other bombs were now huried from ground levd A child's red ball 
flew directly up through the smoke, hovered a second, then fell hack 
dom.  

X could see Rachrxa g to cut off the coach. He caught up to it 
at the far end of the square, easy to see for everyone was fleeirlg in the 

other direction. Bachua threw a bomb right under the horses' legs. The 
blast killed them at once and threw him to the ground. But another of 

our men on the ground had seen what was happening and anived on 

the spot a few seconds later. Now the Cossacks were again in conwt~l 
of their horses and racing across the square. Another bomb sliced their 

charge in two. Our man was already g with the money bag as 

fast as he could, which from my vantage didn't seem fast enough. But 
then in full Tsarist military regalia, Kamo came racing from a side 
street on horseback. Firing a revolver with one hand, he snatched the 1 r r 



money bag up with the other and had gafloped from the square before 

the regrouped Cossacks even had their sabres in the air. 

It was ours, all 315,500 rubles of it. h d  ours, unfortunately, it re- 

mained. All the 751 five-hundred-r&le notes bore corrseeutive serial 

nunlbers-AM62900 to AM63650---that made them for all purposes 
"marked," as Kamo arxd others discovered when they attmpted to 

cash them later in Europe and were arrested. 1 could not help but feel 
that Trotsky's shadow fell across the whole thing, jinxing it start to 

finish. 



NO SOONER w s  THE OPERATION TQ ELIMINATE TROTSKY LAUNCHED 

than it ran into a snafu. 

None of it was Sudoplatov's fault. AU his initial steps were quite 
intelligent. After establishing himself in Office 735 in Lubyanka, Su- 

ecllatdy recruited L e o ~ d  Ei.cinl;ton to 

field operations. A better choice could hardly be imagined. Sudopla- 
tov's 6rst move had been to reme* his own lack of eomections and 
experience in the Spanish-speaking world. During the Spanish Civil 
War, Eitington ran successful guerrilla operations under the alias of 
General Kotov; for a daredevil like Eitingrm, fighting the enerrzy m 

the front lines wasn't interesting enough, he had to be in the most 
dangerous position of all---behind enemy lines. 

f know Ei t in~on ilnd like hi man of p a t  energy, always jok- 
ing, even or especially when c g out the riskiest of missions. We 

organized the abduction of an emigr6 general off the streets of Paris 
in broad daylight, shocking all Europe in 1930. He also served in 

China, Shanghai, and Harbin, and for a time was in charge of Guy 
Burgess, a member of our spy ring in Cambridge, England. 

According to the dossier on him, Eitin 

hobby is hunting, but he does not kill the 
the tracking of them. No interest in money whatsoever. 



Born 16399 in Belorussia ta a poor family. Red name N ~ u r n  
Isakovich Eitington. Fought in the Revolution. At age nineteen trans- 

ferred to security police. Changed name to conceal Jewish origins. 
The picture of him in his dossier c ed the note that his shock of 

black hair and piercing gray-green made him popular with the 
ladies. Always involved in romantic complications. Has two or three 
wives plus mistresses, grlfriends. But a good papa; all his children 

adore him. 
Eitington has given the operation to eliminate Trotsky its name, 

"Operation Duck." I approve. The expression @the ducks are flying" 

means disinfomation's in the air and there is something ducklike 

about the back of Trotsky's gray hair. 
I don't care that Eitington is a Jew, but I am worried about all the 

erotic entanglements, especially since that's what has already thrown 

the first monkey wrench into the operation. Mixing high jinks and 
poktics only makes .trouble. 

The Mexican mist  Frida Kahlo was part of the greeting commit-- 
tee that: came out to Trotsky's ship when he ed in Tampieo Ray 
in January 1937. Trotsky's wife, Natasha, w ghtened of laxldiag 

in Mexico, where the Stalinists control the powerful Mexican cam- 
munist party. But Trotsky's wife was calmed by the sight of familiar 
faces among those on the boat who had come to feny them in. Jaun- 

tily dressed in tweed knickerbockers, carrying a briefcase and a 

waUTing stick, Trotsky himself had no qualms about landing, and 

greeted the press photographers like a conquering hero. 
1iis;idzl. KaMa is m ed to another Mexican artis% Diego Rjvera, 

whom I met in Moscow once, in 1928, With his & b y  legs, big itselly, 

and bulging eyes, he looked Like a frog. I saw him sketching me dur- 
ing the meeting and aftenvard I went over and looked through his 

s. Choosing the ed most, I signed it: "Greetings to the 
Meficm revolu~onkes 

Diego Rivera and Frida K d o  were to be TrotskyS hosts in Mexico; 

1 8% they were giving the Tmtskys one of their homes. Judging by the de- 



cent interval that he waited, Tmtsky must have considered it bad fom 
to sleep with his host's wife right at the start. 

Frida may have been initially attracted by Trotsky's legend and 
energy, then Diego gave her cause for revenge by sleeping with her 
sister. With women you can understand the parts, but never the way 

they stitch them together. 
In any ease, l;.otsb and Frida had a romance, a little exile tango. 

Sad in a way, shabby. The old goat. The same age as me, pushing 
ing after it like a young man who doesn't know what 

it is, 

They go horseback riding in the desert, climb Mayan ruins. Trot- 
sky's wife knows or suspects and is unhappy. Tmtsky reassures her of 
his devotion but will not deny himself the pleasure of these ren- 
dezvous. For a while at least, Frida must have confined her 

vmgeance ta the act itself, because Evera has not taken any steps 
that would indicate otherwise and he's known for firing his six- 

shooter at the slightest provocation. 

Tro&ky and Rivera me h a ~ g  other problems. aver&, a fat Mexi- 
can p h t e r  who screws his wife% sister, would find in Trotsky tlre s m e  

t h g  any kinto w d d ,  a snob, a stiff. He'd born and ~ t a t e  Rivera be- 
fore long. And Trotsky would be bored and Mtated by Kvera too, 
&&g h a fat eolodul down who preached mvdution md blasoed 
holes in the ceilirig with &S six-gm. ?i.otsky wodh7 t  stay Long at the 
circus for that act. 

It came to a head on the Mexican holiday of the Day of the Dead, 

which apparently the Mexicans celebrate by eating candy skeletons. 

And so, in keeping with national tradition, Rivera brings Trotsky a 
purple candy skull with the word STALIN written across it. 

Rivem thought it was hilarious, Trotsky was insulted. The Mexi- 

cans love to laugh at death, their own included; nothing could be 

more Mexicm thaa that-you" tthiszk Trotsky would have Ie 
that from his seJiorita. But his own tme nature came out at that mo- 

ment. His humorlessness. Of course Stalin was going to kill him, any 153 



fat Mexican painter knew that. The question was, could you laugh at 
it, could you take it in your niaurk as sweet emdy? 

Who knows, this may have been the most imponant moment in 

TrotskyS life: his chance to Ree himself from death by laughing in its 

face* 
Whatever it might have meant for Trotsky personally, in his rela- 

tionship with Rivera it definitely marked a breaking point, of which 
there wodd be a few more, 

g clashes were political, public. Trotsky called a can- 

didate Rvera was suppo "bourgeois" and Rivera called Trot- 

sky's orpa&ation, the F Zntemationd, "a vahgloriou &em" 
and resigned from it. A few days later, on January 11, 1939, Trotsky 
told the Mexican press that he no longer felt "moral solidd'ty" with 

Kvera. 
Of course, if Rivera found Trotsky a dud, what could a fireball like 

Kahlo have fomd? We know on good authority that an more thm 
one occasion she said, "Eh very tired of the old man." OR Tro~~kyk 
bi&hdrty, Frida K&io gave him a sdf-portrait as a present, probirbly 
as a &something to remember me by," a way of tidying it all up with 
art. By m odd coixlcidenee, li.otskyb biAday md the anniversq of 
the Russian Revolution fall on the s m e  day, Another year older, a 
new love dead, and, salt in the wound, not him but Stalin on top of 

Lenin's tomb, waving to the roaring masses and the tanks. 

So Trotsky too must have been negative and edgy as 1939 opened, 
which is why he and Rivera were clashing in the public press by then. 

Their break had taken a political cast. which in those circles meant 

that it was final, at least for a good while, because nothing is ever 

final in pofities. 
Trotsky had ample reasons for a break with Rivera: To be free of 

that crazy man who brings you a purple skull with the name of the 
man who is going to kill you e t t e n  in white sugar. To be free of that 

man who breaks with the F'omh International, ealli~~g your organiza- 
181 tion a "vainglorious dream," which. politically speaking, meant he was 



gohg over to yctur enemy the SLalirlists, To be free d that man who, 
s you slept with his wife, will want to avenge his honor with 

his gun* 
All that matters is that in early April 1939, Trotsky no longer felt 

comfortable with the hospitality of Diego Rivera and Frida Kahlo in 

their house on Avenida Londres rund so rented himself a house of his 
own on Avenida Viena. 

new place is within walking distance of the old, it still 
illance operation back to stage one. Some of the lost 

time earl be made up quielrly-photogzilphing exteriors and reeali- 

brating attack and escape routes because of the changed access to 

seeets are easy enough. But the real problems will be with the layout 
of the interior of the house and the changes in routine, especially se- 
curiv routine. Ia addhion, cms.tsuction. has atma* begun around 
the new villa and can ody involve fortifications. 

Weeks will be lost, months. The only good of it is that all the com- 
motion of packing and moving and reorganizing will also distract 
Trotsky from the task at hanb--ransacking Stalin's life in search of 
a hmghle  offenae. 



AS I F  TO SPITE M E ,  TROTSKY I S  C O M T I N U I X G  TO W O R K ,  E V E N  

under the disruptive conditions of moving his household and 
archives, His focus is still on the Erevan S y w e  bank mhbeq. But X 
am glad to see that? oaee agairE, Trotsky's vanity is causing bim to 
overlook important clues. When Lenin learned of the Erevan Square 
fobbery, he called me a ""splendid Ceorgian.'TThis apparently males 
Trotsky" pride. He does not want to tbink me hound to Lenin? e sp -  

cially by crime. And this causes him to discount my role in the rob- 
bery, co~lcluding that Stalin '-was not in direct contact with the 
lnmfuers of the detaehme~tts: did not instruct them, consequently 
was not the organizer of the act in the real sense of the word, let alone 

a direct participant. " 
He does not seem to notice that this eonaa&cts what he wrote ear- 

lier about my visiting Lenin in Berlin and London for the express pur- 
pose of discussing the expropriation. Fine by me. 

Now Trotsky will have to trace me throllgh a maze of prisons and, 
unless he's very lucky, he won't find much of use to him there. In the 

ten years beta7een the hank robbery in 1907 and the Revolution in 
1917, I was mested five times and five times exiled to Siberia, the 

last time to tile Arctie Circle. I dtm-t remember much af it myself, 

One prison blurs irkto another. and snow is snow. 
In a city you are always surrounded by strangers, but in a city you 

158 are always running into people as well. Same in prison. 



X ran into Benno the counteffeitcr. from my first cell, the one who 
bad shoved Sasha to the floor and given him a few good kicks. We fell 
right in wi th  each other as if the six or seven years had never passed. 

""S tell me?" he said, "Erevan Square, yours or not??' 
"Even the police can't figure that out." 
"Tlbo bad about rhe serial nuders ,  tlxough." 
"A shame. " 
"And talk about bad luck, look at this," said Benno, holding up 

the heavily scarred index finger of his right hand. 
"What happened?" 
"Don't ask. " 
"h asking." 
"I'll never know just how I did it, but I was engraving and spilled 

acid, " 
'I remember a bomb maker telling me his real job was not mak- 

ing rnistdes. " 
"Well, I made mine. Now I couldn't forge a bus ticket." 
"So how do you make a living?" I asked. 
"The finger still bends," said Benno, snapping his index finger 

back and forth as if squeezing a trigger. 

"Bads. Stores, Citizens, " 
"There was the Goldenhof jewelry store . . ," 
"The police are still tqing to f i p e  that me out." 
We both laughed. 
Benno and T met several times before I was sent off to exile. Now 

he treated me with more respect, even deference. Now he knew that 

revolutionaries were not just talkers, but could do something he 
knew from experience was no easy task. And he gave me more re- 
spect when I told him about travehng to London arrd Berlin to me& 
Lenin, who I said was the man who would one day knock the Tsar 
off his throne. He still wasn't buying it. 'A bank is one thing, the Tsar 
is mother," gas'!! 



Bemo might have gained respect for revotntionaries irt general and 

for me in particular, hut he wasn't interested in our ideas and didn't 

we had a chance anyway. What I think Benno was really doing 

was lookirlg for work. As far as he was concerned, we were both in the 

same business. And we had the record for the biggest bank robbery 

ever. If we did one. we'd be doing nrore. You never know, there might 

be tinnes when we codd use a m s l ~ i o ~ h y  pro, In my case, he made 

certain to let me  know how he could bp Pound in St. Petersburg, 

Moscow. and Tiflis. h d  was sniart erlough not to ask the same of me. 

Not long after my meeting with Bemo, I was transferred to a dif- 

ferent prison where I was summoned to see another old acquain- 

tance, Major Antnnov. 

"I'm looking through the list of new prisoners and what do I see, 

Dzhugasklvili, loseph V.'" 
"just like that?" 
'"It's rnp job." 

''We ail have OUT work. " 

"According to our files, you've given up poetq and switched over 

to joumalisnr, " 
"It pays better.'" 

"Not as well a3 holdups," 

*Iki not in for that." 

Antonov smiled. "\a'p7ve worked together before and so we can get 

right down to business. The information you gave me about the 

whereabouts of the clandestine press did wonders for my career. In 
fact, the paperarork has already gone in for my permanent transfer 

back to St. Peiersburg and I can't tell you how happy I am to be get- 

ting out of all this sticky sand and heat. But I've worked in this bu- 
reaucracy too long not to know that nothing's final till i t*s final. There 

are always other candidates, other sporrsors. Plus, you know. it's Rus- 

sia, What ever works right here?'" 

158 1 grinned. "And tlrat; the real reason the revolutionaries will win." 



"Maybe," said Antenot: "Maybe not. Some things still work quite 

well. For example. us. Right here I have reports on you in London in 

1907, was it?, Yes, here it is, 1907. And meeting beforehand with 
Lenin in Berlin. h a  do move in Inighr circles now."" 

"You always predicted I'd do well.% 

"You know, there's a story about Napoleon. After winning some 
battle in Italy, he suddenly realizes it all could be his. All. Whatever 

(211 meafis. 
"All," 1 s;tid, more to taste the ward than to say anphing. 

"And what is your all now?" 

" h a d  question, '? 
"A good question deserves a good answer." 
"So- I can't tell you. Even my fantasies are illegal. 

"Well, we do know from certain of your conversations and even, 
quite careless on your part I must say, from some of your letters, that 
you now believe there should be a sort of Central C 
Russia, of which you should be definitely a part, i 
leader. 

"I said that? 
"Even if you didn't, you must a g m  it's a nice idea." 
"Not bad." 
"Sot if this nice idea were true, there would dso be a very nice 

symmnetq between our positions. Both of us could well be on the 
verge of attaining something important to us. If I could break a nice 
case, it would probably speed up the paperwork in St. Petersbargem 

"And in exchange? " 
'What would help you?" 

"A free hand.'" 
&That's asking a lot. After all, you're our sworn enemy. I mean, 

you are on their side, aren't you?" 

"I know whose side I h  on." 

""IQ too. The side of Dzhugashvili, Joseph V." 
""Vou. know what f wmt, A Cexseal Co ittee here in Ru~sia.~" 



'*T'hat ran only be decided in Perershurg. Help get nte there.'' 

"You hate the south so much. you alight just put the whole thing 

out of mind when you get back to Perersburg." 

*l'm not that sort-." 

"And I'm not the son to buy pigs in a poke." 

"You tmsted me the last time." 

""7'hc last time I didn't want anphing. This time I do, and 1 have 

to wait too long on it. So I guess we can't do business." 

"Don't be in such a hurry. Let me give you something to think 

about. Perhaps it isn't that we just know you were in London in 1907 
and that you met with Lenin in Berlin not long before the Erevan 

Square bank robbery; perhaps it's that we let you go to London and 

let you go to Berlin." 

"And what would make you so generous?" 

""Perhaps we've decided that you me always a di*.rsive dement. 

Perhaps weke decided that it sercres our interests that our enemies be 

ditrided, Perhaps that's the reason we let you travel, because we saw 

you as an active agent of di.t-ision." 

"Easy to say you let a person do something, when that's all in the 

past and there's no way of checking." 

"There we documents." 

"k'au can always te up any papers you wantan 

"I don't mean just our official documents. Here, look at this news- 

paper clipping from the Daily &press of London for May 10, 1907. 
It even identifies our agent who stood outside the Brotherhood 

Church-"The tireless watcher was M. S e ~ e f f ,  one of Russia" secret 

police . . ." 
"Must not have been the best agent if the newspapers found out 

&S name.- 

"Maybe there was a reason for that too. The point is we knew who 

went in and out of that chureh. And evezyom who was there ffarn 

X 88 Russia was there hecause we wanted them ilfl to be mder oxre roof 



where we could observe them-arid i f  you don't think we had people 
inside the church as well, you don't know how good wr are." 

"Every cell has its squealer." 
"Now do you believe me?" 

"No, because if you let eveqone go, you weren't doing me any spe- 
cial f avors. " 

I had him and for a second he didn't say anything. I had thwarted 
him. And fairly. Which made it worse. Resides, what did he care 

about "fairly"? All he wanted aTas to get back to Petersburg. 

But then he smiled. "You're right. I can't prove it. Except in the 
negative. I can't show that we were cutting you slack, but we can 

definitely remove eveq inch of that slack. The rope can get pretty 
tight. 

"Antonov, I did you a favor, you did me one back. We're even.' 
"People are never even." 

""So this time it comes down t ither help Antonov get to Pe- 
tersburg or . . ." 

"Or rot away in the land of the polar bears while some other hot- 
shot tike Sverdlov or Trotsky r ises to Lenin's side. So which is it, 
Uzhugashvili? " 

I have never quite understood why I didn't hesitate a second but 
looked right at him, and past him, as I said: "Exile." 

And exile it was. In September 1908, not long after speaking with 
Antonov, I was exiled to Solvychegodsk. In the summer of 1909 I es- 

caped and was at liberty until April 1910; when I was picked up in 
Baku and sent back to Solvychegodsk to finish out my sentence. In 
September 1 91 1 I was arrested again, this time in St. Petersburg. By 
December they'd exiled me to Vologda. Three arrests, three exiles; 
they were klteping their eye on me. 

But I didn't quite get the game. Was it Antonov on my back? Or 
had he handed me over to sowbody else? And why did they pick me 

up so fast sometimes while other times they'd let nearly a year go by? 
Were they giving me some play or was I giving them the slip? i i E I X  



Exile either kills or it cures. 

There is an automatic panic that sets in when a cell door is 
ed behind you; every dog hates a chain. But the panic of exile 

is different. Itb a feeling that life is happening elsewhere and you are 
missing it. All that's left is the huge Siberian sky that squeezes you to 

the ground like a louse between a peasant's thumb and forefinger. 

Some exiles succumb to despair and madness. But most combat it 

with furiously purposeful activities-writing the systematic analysis 

of Marx they'd never gotten around to or some ethnographic study of 
the locals, 

ent supplied a few Nbles to board you and a few orher 

of some S & e ~ m  fisheman, but if you &h' t  hunt m d  
fish yourself, you could easily die of or diseases brought on 

1 spent hundreds of hours ice-fishing and settirlg traps in the 
wwds. I wasn't bad. You could live off a good fish for three days, and 
if you had enough waps, one of them would snag a rabbit or, if you 
were lucky, a fox or some other animal whose pelt was worth a few 
Nbles. Not that there was always something to buy, even if you had 
the money. 

Xn the hut where 1 boarded, &ere was mother egle, a b e ~ d e d  Sew 

who always wanted to talk. Talking was how he kept from going 
mad. I was going a littie mad myself, but I fought my madness with 

silence. So I would pretend to read, sipping watery tea and smoking 

pine-needle cigarettes, better than nothing. Sighing, offended, the 
other exile would keep on talking even as he washed his feet. If there 

is one thing you take with you from exile, it is the stink of feet. 
In 191 1, around the time of my thirty-second birthday, I came 

close to taking my own life. My wife had died of typhus when I was 
last at liberty. Trotsky quotes a childhood friend who describes how, 

I 82 when d ~ e  funeral procession reached the e n m c e  to the cemetery; I 



stopped and placed my hand over my h a r t  and said: "This creature 
softened my heart of stone. . . . With her died my last warm feelings 
for human beings. It is all so incredibly desolate here inside." 

I was always given to eloquence at funerals, but this seems a bit 

much to me. Not that I didn't say something of the sort, not that I 
d i h k  nrrlean it. 

Later on, I realized that even in dying Ekaterina had done me a 
favor. If she had lived longer and we had more children-in the year 

before her death, she had given me a son, Yakov-I could never have 

risen higher than Commissar of Nationalities, which was in fact the 

first post I was appointed to by Lenin after the Revolution. I'd never 

have been more than a mustached foreigner in the hack row of news- 

paper pictures of the Politburo. 

Still, at the time I was in despair. Solitude, Siberia, and grief were 
an overwhelming combination. I was fishing through a hole in the 
ice. The last gray light was about to make the sudden plunge into 

Siberian darkness. I had just gutred a fish by my ice hole, the guts 

bright red on the ice. I looked at the outside of the fish, the scales sil- 
very, perfectly patterned, so different from the insides. My own body 
was the same-red guts and b r o w  wgms 1 cauld not see kept me 

alive. The knife I had was a good one, Finnish, with a serrated edge. 
I took off my gloves and rubbed my thumb along the blade, so cold 
my skin froze to it at once, f &d the calculations. One quick gash at 
the ~ s t ,  then a minute tear two at most before consciousness $raked 

away with the blood. They might be horrible minutes, but they 

would he oliiy &at, minutes. 

I touched the point of the knife to the veins at my wrist. The Besh 
shied away. The body did not want to die. The body was a dog. It 
had desires of its own, independent of my will. And so the only ques- 

tion was: Tb what was nay will attackzed: my flesh or the knife in my 
hand? 

And then all of a sudden in the endlcss Sibefiarr ice and ~ i l i g h t ,  
I burst out laughing. I was so idiotic, so literal. I did not want to die % W  



in tbe least, just to he rid of that weak, grEeving creature by the ice 

hale. 

I needed a new self, a new rtanrte, Once before X had transformed 
myself by taking the name of Koba, slowly but surely gronring into 
it. By the time of that exile, l had had a dozen aliases: some simple 

like IvanoT;ieh, others more elaborate like Oganess krtanovich To- 

tomyants, But none of them was right, 
I'd have to invmt the new aanle myself: not take it h r n  literatme 

this t ime. My own last name, Dzhugashvili, was from the ancient Geor- 

gian word dzhuga, meaning iron. I considered Dzhugin, but it sounded 

too much Iikc my old name and not Russian enough. But red heat 

t-rmsfoms iron into steel, In Russia, sted is stal. Just add -in, echo- 
ing Lenin and Darwin. Stalin. 

And then, as in some Russian fairy tale, no sooner does the hero 
discover his own true name than everything magically changes for 
the better, In January 191 2, word reached me that Lenin had formed 
rt p a q  of his own with the same name as his faetion, the BalsheGks, 
and had co-opted me onto the Central Committee. The Erevan 
Square bank job had not gone unrewarded. I was elated. My only 
concern was that somehaw Major hntonov ha$ had a hand in this, 
wishing to place me, a "divisive elemmt," in the heart of the Party. 
But I didnk let that eat away at me. As a member of the Central 

Conrruiltee, X considered it my duty to escape at once. 

After the sleet and logs and stinking feet of Siberia, St. Petersbq 
was dizzying. The city smelled of coffee and manure, sleighs skimmed 

by with laughing yourlg ladies bundled in furs; I even imagined the& 
cunts were like sable pelts. In the highest of spirits, 1 stayed with a 

family of revolutionary workers, the Alliluyevs. They fussed over me, 

fed me hot soup, gave me a clean bed of my own where I would fall 
asleep to the sound of chiI&enqs voices from the next m m .  I would 

many one of the daughters, Nadya, at that time an eleven-year-old 
schoolgirl with a ribborl in her hair but already gazing at me with 

li 8 l hero-worshjpping eyes. 



L T A E 4 f  X Twe A u ~ o s r a c ~ ~ ~ t r r  O F  J O S E P H  ij 

t had been assigned an important ritsk by Lenin-scttth~g up a 
legal newspaper, Prauda, in St. Prtrrsburg. After years of oppression 

and stagnation, it was a time of renewed energy. The gold miners on 

the Lena River in Siberia had gone on strike and fOught with the po- 

lice, More than a E-turnhed were shot dead at once, The bloodshed was 

exhilarating. We knew the Tsar was always ready to kill a hundred 

workers, but it had been a long time since a hundred workers were 

ready to die. 

I was arrested the first day Prnoda c a r :  out in April 1912. Exiled 

again. I escaped again and was back on the streets of Petershurg by 
early October. I threw myself into work on Pravda but all too soon 

justified Antonov's description of me as a "divisive element." I some- 

how couldn't help taking editorial positions that infuriated Lenin, 

somehow was always slow in sending him the money due for his ar- 

ticles. He &h? xnince words in his letters. So I was nemous when he 

summoned me to a meeting of the Central Co 
Supplied with good forged documents by the Party member in 

charge of such things, whom we jocularly called the "Minister of For- 
eign Affairs," I encountered no trouble with the border guards en 

route. The only problem came in a restaurant in a Polish train sta- 

tion where I had to change trains. I was hungry as a wolf. The wait- 

ers in soiled douflle-breasted white jaekets seemed mare i~eres ted in 

gossiping in their hissing language than in waiting on customers. Fi- 
nally, after much waving, I got one to my table and, after pointing to 

the clock, 1 repeated the Russian word for soup, hoping he'd under- 

stand. He pretended not to, then pretended he finally had: "Ah, zupa, 
zupa. " Ite disappeared in back. I could hear the ranle of cutlery, the 

hiss of steam and their unpleasant language. He came out with cut- 

lets for one table, cabbage rolls for another. Now he pretended to be 

terribly busy, never letting me catch his eye. How long does it take to 

ladle out a bowl of soup? Exactly as long as it takes for the connect- 

ing train to arrive. Suddenly, all the customers were jumping to their 

feet, grabbing one last bite on the run, slapping their money down on r 68 



the table. No sooner did the wamirlg be11 sound than the waiter cltrne 

out from the kitchen, tenderly caming a bowl of barley soup with a 
beautiful dollop of sour cream floating on it. 

With a look of feigned horror that was really happiness, he 
watched as I hurled the bowl to the floor, yelling, "Fuck you, fuck 

Poland, and hck the soup!" 
Lenin couldn't stop laughing when I told him the story. "Never,' 

he said, his eyes moist, his voice bmaking with laughter, ""never order 
in Russian in a Polish restaurmt. Just point." 

Yet now my luck was running so good that tbe unpleasant incident 
not only proved useful, but doubly useful. It broke the ice with Lenin 
and gave him a natural way of broaching the new assignment he had 

far me. 
"Look," he said, "all the empires are multinational, the British, 

the Austro-Hungarian, the Russian. In one of my articles I even 
called Russia the "prison house of nations.' 1 want you to go to Vi- 
enna and write a paper on what's going to happen to all those na- 
tions, Latvians, Armenians, Georgians, Uzbeks, Jews, and so on, 
when we liberate them from that prison bouse." 

That's what I liked most about Lenin: he assumed victor?;, 

I was honored by the assignment, but I wasn't stupid. I knew it 
was also Lenin's way of getting me off Pruuda. 

At the meetings of the Central Committee, l said little and just 

watched Lenin rurr the room. Once again 1 saw that e v e q  organiza- 

tion is run by a few men in a room. In the right room. you could run 

all Russia. 

Oddly enough, of all my fellow Central Committee members, the 

one I liked hest was a Pole, Roman Malinovsky, who had done time for 
burglary and had proved himself as a brilliant labor organizer. 'There 
were allegations. which later pmved true, that Malinovsky was a po- 
lice spy, but at the t h e  Lenin was adamant in refuting them. Refer- 

ring to a comrade named Lubov who was famous for ineptitude, I,enin 

r rs said, "Isn't it interesting that there are never any such allegations 



about comrades like Lubov, but only about the most able and useful 
men? '7 

It was in Vienna that I saw Trotsky for the second time. Out of tea, 
I entered a neighbor's ap ent in the socialist workers' btrilding 
where I wrts 8byi;ng. I rised to see Trotsky, whom I had at- 
tacked in print a few weeks before as a "noisy champion with fake 
muscles." I &&'t b o w  if he had read the d c l e  or not, but he did re- 
coil at the sight of me. Trotsky says he has no recollection of our first 
meeting in London, but does recall Vienna and my 'hostile yellow 
eyes." Five years had passed since the desire to kill Trotsky had first 
flared in me while at Vitya's bomb lab, but seeing Trotsky again rekin- 
ded it. 

After finishing the article on minorities, which ran some forty 
pages, I returned to St. Petersburg just as Pmvda was about to hold 
a fund-raising concert and reception to celebrate its first 
I asked Mdinovsky if he thought it was safe for me to attend. Yes, 
but be very careful, he said. 

Malinovsky drew me a quick sketch of the reception hall, marking 
the m& e ~ t s  ias we11 m the side doors that led out to the street. 

I decided to risk it; my luck was still r g good. I skipped the 
concert, arriving at the reception only when it was in full s 
was while sitting at a small table in one corner with my b 

ing with some eamades, &at 1 was amested. 
"Dzhugashvili, come with us." 
"I'm not Dzhugashvili, I'm Stalin." 
"Tell it to your grandmother.n 
One image haunted me all the way to Siberia--& silhouene backlit 

by a gas light, glimpsed as the police hustled me out of the hall. I 
couldn't be entirely sure, hut something about the slope of the shoul- 
ders told me that Major Antonov had realized his old dream of re 
ing to St. Petersburg and was on the spot, personally supenising the 
removal of ail slack from his former charge, Dzhugashvili, Joseph 
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EXTENETON HAS PROVED M E  WRONG---EROTIC HIGH J ~ ~ J K S  AND 

politics do sometimes nicely. During the Spanish Civil War, Ei- 
tington found time for a love affair with a woman named Caridad 
Mercader, wborn he recruited even before Operation Duck was 
of6ciall y launched. 

According to her dossier, Caridad was bom March 31, 1892, in 
Cuba, of wealthy aristocratic parents. Educated in Catholic schools 
in fiance and Barcelona, she showed an early atiraculon to devotion, 
mysticism. Briefly served a novitiate as a sister in the Order of the 

Camelite Descalzas (the shoeless). Married off at age nineteen to a 
conservative man, she gave birth to three sons. 

In her early thirries, Caridad, a woman of fantastic vitality, bored 
with her life as wife, mother, and societfi- matron, t&es up paintiag, 

dr i f t s  into a bohemian world. Art leads to sex, sex leads to radical pol- 
itics. Breakup of m age, two suicide attempts. 

Joins Communist Party and in 1936 tours Mexico. Tall, striking, 

with prematurely gray hair, we a militia unifom of blue cover- 

alls, she makes a great impression addressing huge crowds in the 

Mexican Chamber of Deputies and on the main square of Mexico 
City. She stresses that the world must choose between co 

168 md fascism; the irsternatrional communist movement must come to 



the aid of the Spanish Republic. She builds up a vast network of con- 
nections in Mexico ideal for Eitington to now exploit. 

Caridad goes to Spain to fight in the Civil War. She leads a suc- 
cessful attack on a machine-gun nest in Barcelona and personally ex- 
ecutes several Tmtskyites. All three of her sons foHow their mother to 
Spain and fight there as well. 

Basidya I am pleased. Sudoplatov did well in sel 
who already had Caridad Mercader in place. Th 
given for this son of heroics, E ihgon  resumed his love affair with her, 
even though she is now in her late forties. But what Eitington really 
wanted, and got, was Caridad to recruit her son RamGn, who is as 
smooth and handsome as a movie star. Rm6n speaks Spanish, French, 
English. Trained as a sous chef at the Ritz, Barcelona's best hotel. 

Also fought well 
ish Civil War. When his brother Phlo, also a coda tmt ,  broke the 
rules by executing Trotskyites in broad daylight and not in secret, and 
was punished by being sent to the front lines, the e+vdent of a death 
sentence, neiher Rmtint nor his mo&e ted in the sh&tea. 

E ihgon,  who has an eye for these observed that mmy of 
the young women who worked for Trotsky as secretaries, couriers, re- 
seaschers, were skgie and not the best lo ut, p r e q  or not, still 
these girls are human and want love. It's to seme a heroic old 
mm like Trotsk3.; moht3.r to be swept off pour feet by a & h g  yomg 
m m  Eke Rm6n Mercader, who had the h e  I f ea~es  of m &stocrat 
and perfect hair, glossy, always in place. But his mouth is weak. 

A subject was finally selected, Sylvia Agelof, an American Jew 

from Brooklyn, New York, who visited Trotsky in Mexico and served 

him as a courier. At twenty-eight, she was three years older than 

Rambn. Plain, thick glasses, y hair. h old maid in wai-ting. 
It took months of machinations to set up a "chance" meeting be- 

meen Sylvia and Ram6n--in Paris, of course. She had eaveled there 
in June 1938 to attend a conference of Trotsky's Fourth Interna- 
tional. Part of Ramhn's appeal was that he was apolitical. What he r ro 



cared &out, and knew &out, was where to eat, what to order, and 
where to go after to make it a splendid night. Naturally, in the be- 
g h i n g  she must have asked herself, What does he see in me? Rut 
then again of course why should a woman think so badly of herself? 

Were looks all that counted? And besides, there is no arguing with 

dizzying happiness in Paris, in the springtime, to complete the clich6. 

She was hooked. 
Thanks to Eitington's foresight, we already have someone in Trot- 

sky's entourage who, though not with us in the strict sense, is unwit- 
tingly connected to our network. This is now more important 

&m ever. 

Not only has Trotsky recently moved, but, with the exception of 
the cleaning woman, we now no longer have any trained personnel 
inside the compound reponing to us. Our last trained person, Maria 
de la Sierra (code named Africa), a secretary, has been pulled. Her 
security was compromised bp the sudrlen defection of our former 
head of security operations in Spain, Alexander Orlov. 

Like Eitington, Orlov had performed brilliantly behind enemy 
lines in Sprrin, and had led tenorist at~acks on Trotskyites, Brlov was 
also in charge of security in the shipping of more than $500 million 
in Republican gold to Moscow. Like Eitington, Orlov has a compli- 

cated love life--a young woman, herself a member of the security 

forces, shot herself to death in front of Lubyanka when Orlov left her. 
And, like Eitington, Orlov is a Jew, real name Feldbein. How do so 

mcmy Jews manage to slip in. eve here? Rivera and Kahlo, each 
half Jewish, Eitington, Orlov, Agelof, not to mention Trotsky himself. 

If suddenly there were Estonians everywhere you looked, wouldn't 

people ask whcrcl the hell they all came from? 
In any case, afraid (wrongly) that he was about to be purged, 

Orlov defected. He wrote me a long letter, threatening to reveal, 
among other things, the fact that Soviet Russia had not aided Spain 
disinterestedly as proclaimed, but had grabbed half a billio~l in gold 
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to he made public in the event m+ng happens to him or his fam- 
ily. Nothing has and nothing will. 

It wasn't clear exactly how much Orlov knew about the operation 
to eliminate Trotsky. He knew enough to warn Trotsky against 
Etienne, though not by name. Trotsky just laughed that off as a 

provocation. And enough to warn Trotsky that Spanish connections 
would be used to get at him. Orlov probably knew about Maria de la 

Sierra, which was why she had to be pulled. 

Eitington has set up a two-pronged operation. Ram6n's task is to 
infiltrate Trotsky$ entourage through his romance with Sylvia Agelof 

and obtain information about life inside Trotsky's compound. 

A second group will lead the actual attack. The raiding party will 
be headed up by David Siqueiros, artist, Stalinist, leader of the Mex- 
ican Mine Workers7 Union, and veteran of the Spanish Civil War, who 
is personally known to me. Siqueiros is bold in that madcap Mexican 

way, which is not so different from the Russian style, all bails and 
bravado. 

In June 1939 Sudoplatov and Eitington traveled Moscow-Odessa- 
Mew-Marseilles-Pasisl where they met with both ~ o u p s  separately. 
Neither group is aware of the other's existence, standard procedure. 

Sudoplatov decided that Eitington should train Caridad and 
Rm6n Mexader for one month in basic spycra 
ods, recognizing surveillance, changing appearance. Ram6n was also 
subjected to a battery of tests in which he performed brilliantly. He 
has a photographic memory, excellent reaction time, keen hearing. 

Placed at the start of a chalk line, .then blindfolded, he can stay on 
that line for six meters. Able to detect, by eye, variation in levels as 

slight as 3/10 mm and, by hand, 3/100. Psychologically dependent 
on mother, whom he resedles physically. 

Testing and trainirlg are all to the good, hut they take time. And 
time is short. All the powers are making last-minute overtures to one 

another. According to intercepted cables, the French ambassador to 
Germany, Coulondre, told IIitler that a long war could result in chaos 11 1 



and unexpected results: "You are thinking of youselves as victors . . . 
but have you thought of mother possibility, that the victor might be 
Trotsky?" Hitler jumped from his chair 'as if he had been hit in the 
pit of his stomach, and screamed.* 

I know how he feefs. 



Aceoaarnc ~o oula LATEST INFORMATION, TROTSKY HAS ESTABLISHED 

an especially vigorous and unvarying schedule for himself in his new 

residenw. 
He rises at 1:15 and spends one hour tending his rabbits and 

chckens, 
After breakfast he d t e s  and dictat-es until lunch, whch he con- 

sumes quickly, without pleasure, only to refuel. After lunch, thirty 
sitars, works more, does some gm- 

Except for occasional visits to the dentist m d  a few outings to eal- 
lect cactus plants, Trotsky confines himself to the compound, whose 
fofiscations are bcing constantly upgttded. Trotsky is most vulner- 
able during the hours when he is outside in his garden ox feedhg his 
rabbits. But the Mexican police have set up a c and post righr: by 
his house that makes any assault during daylight hours impossible. 

Besides, Trotsky's work keeps k m  indoors nearly all the t h e ,  He 

keeps up a correspondence in several languages, issues statements to 

the world press &out the b p e n h g  war, ~ t e s  d d e s  to pnerate: in- 

come, and devotes precious hours to speaking with Tmtskyites from 
various countries who have made a pil to see the great mm. 

He compl&s to them that lately Ire doesn't have enough time to 

work on his biography of Stalin. But now he has started back to work 
again, Etienne having shipped him new material about my last four- 8 73  



year exile in the Arctic Circle, including the memoirs of a fellow exile 

who says of me: 'Stalin . . . withdrew inside himself. Preoccupied 
with hunting and fishing, he lived in almost complete solitude. . . . 
He had pracrically no need for contact with people." 

The description of my behavior is accurate, but the explanation is 
not. I still had need of people and was purposefully working to starve 
it in myself. 

Siberia was a great university of boredom. The days huge, identi- 

cal, empty. No color, no van'ety, nearly no motion. It is only human 
to hate boredom. And for that reason I taught myself to love it. And 

not only for that reason. I had already noticed how boring commit- 
tee work and meetings were, how interminable. Many people could 
not take it. They would sueeuumb, agee, ody to get on with it. The 

ability to tolerate ever greater doses of boredom is the great secret of 
my success, After tht: Revaludon, I assumed all dullest positions, like 
head of permmel, the Organization Bureau, Orgburo far short, For 
peopk like Trotsky such work was deadening. Who wants to sit in a 

cold, b r o w  raom sofling through index cards? 1 did. Because I k n w  
that every promotion won me an ally? a vote dom the line, And I 
made it a point to promote the new people, the crude, ambitious, 
vengeful young people who could not have been more different from 
all the bookish, bearded old Bolsheviks, Trotsky could not bear their 
uncultured company. He even admined it himself. When asked how 

it was possible that he, Leon Trotsky, genius, wanior, orator, had lost 

power to someone like Joseph Stalin, he replied that it was because 
he could not bear to associate with the new ruling elite: "l hated to 

inflict such boredom oa myself." 
For centuries to come, historians will write weighty tomes analyz- 

ing why Trotsky lost the power struggle to Stalin after Lenin's death. 

They will find dozens, hundreds of reasons, but really there was only 
one-Trotsky hated boredom and Stalin loved it, 

In exile, people combat boredom by writing, congregating, talking; 
I 74 it-iding tea, arguing, anything but the even greater boredon1 of soli- 



m&, E chose sobmde because, like a monk, I wanted to scour xnysdf 
of the last shreds of attachment, the last vestiges of feeling for any- 
thing but my new ideal of freedom, my new name. Stalin was my 
way OE not being human. 

But it was not all boredom m$ solitude. There was Katyii. 
Evevhhg  about Katya--the way she wallred, the way she spoke, 

the way she looked at you-it was ail to remind you that, no maaer 
what, she had the one thing you wanted. I'd heard that her husband 
had been drafted into the Tsar's amy, which meant that he'd be 
home in ten years if he was lucky. Like all sluts, Katya was lazy. She 
always found someone to live off--a lonely exile, a fisheman who'd 
lost his wife, a hunter passing through for the season. She got by. 

Judging by her looks, she was of mixed blood; generations back 
some Blond Cossack must have t u d l e d  some local Asiatic, which 
gave Katya a fiat, broad face, slanted gray-blue eyes, and thick dirty 
blond, hair. 

We had passed each other a few times on the street, which was no 

street at all, just the space between the two rows of huts. It was late 
Demder  when we spoke, 

," she said, smiling. 

"Come to my house and I'll show you." 
"All right," I said, "let's see in the New Year together." 
"What can you b ~ g ? "  
""What do you want?" 
L L v ~ & ~ ,  meat7 
But when 1 appeared at her door, she seemed a little surprised, as if 

she'd forgotten she'd invited me, though that was probably just part of 
her coquetry. Her eyes went from &ecttp to the bm& in my 
hmd, then she stwd aside to let me in. A wooden die md WO chhs ,  
a sleeping space on the tile stove, some trapping gear on the wall. She 
took the bundle from me and placed it on the table, where she undid 175 



it. A pound of bread, a decent hunk of meat, and a liter of greenish 

home brew in a bonle with a rag stopper. She nodded. It was enough. 
She fried the meat and sliced the bread, I poured the vodka into 

tin cups. 
"May 15114 be the best of years for you," 1 said. 
"And for you," she said, holding her cup up for me to clink. 

Over the top of my cup I watched her toss her drink back. 

Good s i p .  
For a while neither of us said anphing so that we could feel the 

first effects of the vodka, the scorch in the gullet, the electric leap up 
the spinal column. 

"Why are you here?" she asked. 
"Bad luck. You?" 

ccThe same." 

We ate the meat, wrapped in bread, after each slug. We must have 
gotten six or seven each from the bonle, which I slipped into my coat 
pocket when it was empty. I'd paid a small deposit on it. She noticed 
and smiled, liking the gesture because it was so unromantic. 

We had saved a large drink for the last and it hit me hard, shak- 
ing my shoulders with a pleasant convulsion. 

"Cold?" she asked. 
@A, little,% 1 riaid, 
"I'U show you the warn place." 

She walked over to the tile stove and sat down on the bedding. 
Knees up, she hoisted her skirts as matter-of-factly as she had 
opened my bundle. She looked over at me. I nodded. It was enough. 

I got through the winter with her. Then spring came to Siben'a, 

late as always, the ice on the river cracking with a sound Like how- 
itzers. The ground thawed to muck, the insects arrived. I stopped 
going by Katya's. The weather wasn't right for it. Besides, by then I 
knew dl her somdr; and moves. h d  I hated to need. 

But our New Yeark toast proved prophetic--$ 914 was a good year 
$71 after d. Stupid Tsar Nickie had done it again: in August he stum- 



bled into mother war, this time with Gemany, The last war against 

Japan had led to the '05 Revolution. If he lost this war, a bigger one, 

it could lead to a bigger revolution. Now here was something to hope 

for, ta live for. For me every Russian victoq was a dehat and every 

defeat a ~ c t o q .  

But the worst of hope is the waiting for it to come true. Siberia was 

now mice a prison. 

But 1 persevered. And the news was better all the time. Two mil- 
$ion Russians killed in haale, mo&er three million womded or Laken 

prisoner. Weapons, munitions in drastically short supply. Soldiers 

now sent, into c o d a t  unamed and insmeted to take rifles fmm the 

dead. The Tsar un&r his wife's thumb and she under the spell of 
Rasputin, the Siberian "holy man" who could cure the Tsarevich's 

hemophilia. Now it was only a matter of time. 

By late 191 6, things had reached such a pass that it was decreed 

that all able-bodied men repon for induction even if "they are under 

investigation, being tried, or serving a sentence for a c 

CL was that I received a notice ta report to the m i l i t q  howd in the 

city of Krasnqarsk, Tsar Nickie was in such trouble that he even 

needed Joseph Stalin for his amy. 

I looked forward to fomenting sedition in the ranks, but was rejected 
as physidy d t  because of my e h e r e d  left . X'd always won- 

dered what it wiis for, what good it would do me.. Now 1 hew.  X saan 

heard of other revolutionaries dying stupid deaths in the 
over by a truck, mashed by artillery, shredded by shrapnel. 

1 was nat sent back to the Arctic Cimle but to Aehiaslr, a viUage of 
some size, near the Trans-Siberian railroad line. Xt was there in 

Achinsk in the month of February 1917 that I read six words, all fa- 

miliar, all ordinary, but never before arranged in that particular 

order: REVOLWION IN PETERSBURC. WAR MD16AmS THROW. 

Lenin was in Switzerland, Trotsky in New York. I could be the first 

one on the spot. 171 



f HATE REVOLUTIONS. f HAD FORGOTTEN JUST HOW MUCH, I N  THE 

twelve years between 1905 and 1911, but it didn't take long for me 
to remember. Revolutions are public events and I am not a public 

man. It d l  came back to me on the t r a h  ride &om Siberia to St. Pe- 
tersbure;. At ever_). stalion there were crowds, flowers, speeches, ova- 

tion~. Ksses for the heroes re g from e ~ l e ,  I spoke w e e  or k c e  
but I could feel the crowds politely waiting for someone who could 
set them on fire, 

St. Petersburg was a strange mixture of everyday life and utter 
chaos. Children went to school, people attended the ballet, the trams 

ran. At the same time, the city was 'one vast mass meeting," to steal 

a line from Trotsky's book on me. Soldiers deserting by the thousands 
sold their weaponeta the revolutionaries or to the criminals who 

flooded the city after the so-called Provisional Government opened 

the gates of all the city's prisons. Dmnken mobs looted palaces. Rev- 

olutionaries were held up at gunpoint on their way home from meet- 

ings. Whores in furs waltzed into the gambling casinos that had 
sprung up everywhere. Fortunes were lost with a laugh at the roulette 

wheel, whose colors were the red of eo mism m d  the black. af an- 
archy. And I myself wasn't 100 percent sure on which to stake my 
own bet. And so I made my first mistake. Seizing control of Provda 

171 again, I printed articles calling for cooperation with the bourgeois 



democratic Provisional Government. My mistake was in heeding 

MRrx over Damin. Marx said that backward peasant Russia wodd 

be the last place on earth a successful proletarian revolution would 

ever occar. But Lenin proved a better D 
made his triumphant return to the Finland Station in a sealed tsain 

graciously provided by the German government, who were firing 

Lenin like a bullet into Russia" brkn. Leain knew that now it was 

survival of the fittest, a struggle to the death. Organized violence 

would decide the issue, not theories, parliaments, palaver. There 

were searchlights and red banners and crowds singing the Marseil- 

laise at the Finland Station to welome Lenin. He made a speech 

from on top of an amored car. I wasn't there. 

I had good reasons for not attending. Now that Lenin was back, I 
wodh' t  be the n er-one m m  on the spot any more. And I wasn't 

quite ready to face his wrath for taking the wrong line in Pmuda. 
But, most important, I was busy looking for two old friends, Major 

htonov md Bemo. 

When E2 last run into Benns in prison, he'd @ven me a liat of 

places where he could be contacted. If he was alive and at liberty, 

he'd be in Petersfamg; the picking% were best there. But I couldn't 

find hide or hair of him. Either no one knew anything or people 

weren't talking. Finally, I took a chance and left the address of where 

1 was staying-as usual, with the Alliluyevs. They had welcomed me 

as a hero, a cmrade, a m e d e r  of the family, The c;kil&en loved my 
imitation of the bombastic speechifiers along the rail lin 

our dear, holy, long-awaited revolution has come to pass." Nadya, 

now fifteen, still looked at me with worshipful eyes, but was now also 

assessing me more evenly, with the frank gaze of a young woman. 

The Alliluyevs' new apartment was cozy yet roomy. Lenin stayed 

there sometimes too. At first he was brusqrre with me. But I knew 

how to fix things---vote with him on every point. As Lenin himself 

was fond of saying, it wasn't errors that mattered but persisting in 118 



emor. Some of the eorrlrxdes, Xirroviev. Kamenev, persisted in oppos- 
ing Lenin, but then they of course were ene~lmbered with principles. 

By July 1917 Lenin was openly calling for the seizure of power. 

The Provisional (:ovemment issued a warrant for his amest. Lenin 

wavered-hould he use the trial as a ptlbfic h t m  to amplify his call 
for revolution or should he flee, go into hiding, and risk losing his 

moment? I,enin, famous for saying "make your yes a yes and your 
no a no," could not make up his mind. He was besieged with advice 

from eves?;. side. 
1 saved the day. Lenin, on the run, bad come ta spend the night at 

the Alliluyevs, where he felt both safe and at home. The children 
peeked in the kitchen door to watch a god eat soup. With a smile I 
shooed them away. Lenin never noticed. 

When we were drinking tea, I lit a cigarette and said, "Listen, I'II 
support any decision you make, you're the leader, but thereS one 
thing 1 know better than you, one area where my expertise is peater 
&an yours," 

Lenin looked amused, interested. "What's that?" 
"bail." 
"No argment there," 
"You can't make up your mind whether to use the trial as a pub- 

lic forum or go into hiding, is that right?" 
A little embarrassed to admit he was having trouble making up his 

mind, Lenin nodded brusquely. "That's right. " 
"The problem is," I said, leaning closer, "that's not the real choice. 

You'll never see the inside of a courtroom. Right now someone on the 
government side, some police official, is thinking like this: If Lenin 

alIows himself to be taken into custody, w'tl have a few days when 

he's entirely in our power. In times like these, anything can happen. 

Lenin could try to escape and be shot doan by the guards. A fellow 
inmate could knife him in the prison yard. Or he might 'hang him- 

self' in his cell. Or his heart might give out under the strain. Nothing 
unusual about any of that, happens all the time. And by the time the 



mess gets straightened out, the people responsible will be on some 

beach an the French Riviera or Cod Errac~ws where, And even if we 

track them down, so what? They'll have gotten what they wanted, 
you, dead, And who's gohg to take your place? Rotsky? The Rus- 
sians aren't ready to accept a Jew as a leader, they're not that inter- 
nationalist yet. The Revolution will die with you. To the government 
you're the enemy and there's only one thing to do with your enemy- 
kill him as fast as you can. If I can think that, so can they." 

Lenin sat back in his chair and, tilting his head, gave me a quizzi- 
cal, searching look, then laughed, saying: "I'm glad you're on our 
side, " 

"With you alive it's the winning side." 
"What do you suggest? " 
I looked at him the way a border guard does when checking papers. 
"Get rid af the beard," I said. 
Lenin and I walked into the front room where the Alliluyev fam- 

ily was drinking tea while letting us deliberate in private. The chil- 
dren looked up from their schwlbooks. 

""Stalin is X1:gklt," said Lenin in a voice free of doubt. "I must leave 
St. Petersburg at mice. Stal;in siigs the beard must go. Could I ~ o u -  
ble you for some sha.t-ing c r e m  aad a razor?" 

Nadya ha&?% been able to take hex: eyes off me from the moment 
Lenin said, "Stalin is ~ g h t S r "  

&Nadya,- I said, "X need your help.'" 
She jumped to her feet. I gave her the address of the "Minister of 

Foreign Affairs" and told her we'd need a photographer and the best 

passport he had on hand. 
Then I shaved Lenin in the kitchen. Very gently under the throat. 

I could not help but be aware how Little flesh separated the razor and 
Lenin's veins, and, if there was any one moment when I realized that 
politics was murder in the proper context, that was it. 

There's a bright and startling moment when you first see a man 
dthout his beard. Suddenly, Lenin seemed less fox5 focused, in- 181 



tense. f Iis face spread, tixr: cheekbories broadened. i-fe looked like a 

Russian sailor just arriving in port, 

Lenin himself looked a little startled when he held up the hand 

mimor, Rut the rnan did not have an aume of vanity. He was only in- 
terested in seeing haw his new hce looked so that he could act ac- 
cordingly as he made his escape to Finland, which, though under 

Russian domination, was glad to help the enemies of the regime. 

Lenin skioak my hand. ""Cod work." 
Then he was all business, gathering his clo~hes and papers, impa- 

tient for the photographer to arrive. 

I did not acwmpmy L e d  to Finlnnd, hut went there a few ~ m e s  

out tasks on his personal request. Trotsky is aware of that, but 
his suspicions are pricked by my disappearances. Fortunately, his ex- 

planation is more that of the amateur psy-choloast than the seasoned 
detective: Stalin, he says, "was absent six times from the twenty-four 
sessions of the C e n ~ a l  Ca e for August, September, and the first 
week of October. . . . h r of cases his absence was undoubt- 
edly explained by hurt feelings and irritation: whenever he cannot 

his point he is inclined to sulk in hiding and dream of revenge." 
By then I had been elected a m e d e r  of the Central Committee. 

By then I was fully aware that each passing day increased our 

cllances for seizing power in Russia. And I had already long undcr- 

stood the key principle that there is always a room from which ail 

power emanates. Rut I was too busy to attend meetings. I was turn- 

ing Petersburg inside out for Major Antonov, the only man in the 

world with the power to deprive me of my place in the roonl that 
would run all Russia, 

Obviously, I could seek no help from my fellow revolutionaries. If I 
could find Renno. I could at least double my chances of finding 
Antonov. Rut 1 did not want to involve any more of the criminal ele- 
ment in the hunt for h~tonov; accomplices can prove dangerous down 
the line. Benno and I went way back, and I knew how he operated. Of 

t 81 course, if I found Antoncrv wself, that would be best of all, h any 



ed two revolvers and a large sum of money with me in the 
event that I found Bemo first. He'd get one of the guns and some good 
money dom. 

I spent the days and evenings tooking f'or Antonov, and the nights 
looking for Bemo. 

Information was spotty. I learned that some of the gendarmerie 

had fled the country, others had switched loyalty to the new govern- 

ment, yet others were lying low, waiting to see who'd come out on 
top. I figured Antonov would be one of thos too much a Peters- 

burger to flee the country, too smart to side with a shaky g 
that couldn't even control its oa?l capital. But what if he'd gone to 

the countryside to stay with relatives and wait for things to sort 
themselves out? 

Petersburg is a huge city, but I had narrowed the possible neigh- 
bozfioods where htonov might live, based on his hcome and his 
love for the city's look, "stately and severeen He wouldn't be living in 

any of the palaces that line the canals, and the vast s l m s  md in- 
dustTia1 areas could also be rded out, 

A detective once told me thit most cases me solved because of luck 
or stupidity--& break for the police, a mistake by the fugitive. I got 
a break, 

In a small restaurant I struck up a conversation with a posman who 
was cc3da.ining that he ha&% been able to do his w r k  for weeks be- 

cause af the mobs of soll&ers, revoluti s, and h o o d u s  who can- 
trolled the seeets. X asked him if he ed to have any Antonovs 

on his route. He told me there'd been three and gave me their ad- 

dresses. I bought him a vodka and told him not to wow7 he'd be de- 

mail again soon. 
T h e  second address was the right one. The building was better 

.than I'd expected. I rang the bell, pounded on the door, 

An older womarl with a bhe umbrella under one arm came up the 
stairs and stopped. She looked frightened by the sight of m 

dressed shabbily so that I could merge with the masses an the streets. 189 



"I'm looking for Boris Filippovich htonov," I said. ''I'm a col- 

league of his. 
She stood stock-still like an al waiting for a danger to pass. 

"We work together," I repeated. 

"He's gone," she said, her voice pitched one note from hysteria. 

"Gnel  Cone where?" 
&\Vherever people go these days. No, wait, now I remember. His 

wife and children went to the Crimea, but he moved to another 

t after they hanged someone from a lamppost right outside 

our building, can you imagine?* 
Then she looked at me and saw that I could imagine and scumed 

past. 
I found the superintendent, who for a few rubles let me into the 

ent. Signs of a hasty dep meau dsawers open, tea in 

a glass, papers strewn on the floor, desk, sofa. 1 sk 
papers, looking for any that pertained to me or for anything that 
might indicate where htonov might have gone. Nothing on either 
score. 

Before leaving 1 checked Aotonov's desk one more time. Lifting a 
glass of tea, I saw in a tea-stained circle a few words scrawled on his 
bbtter, "Vanya the Stick, nine o'clock.'" 

I went out into the street. A & d e n  mob was c a w n g  a whose: in 

a gilded chair past a bu g building. It was night. Time to look for 
Bermo. 

I went to the Swm's Whg, a b;itsemnt bar. Ente 
with a wad of cash and two revolvers put me in a high state of alert- 
ness. Half the people would kill you just 

But f h e w  how to enter, how to order, 

a few greasy eyes took my measure, 
"Benno told me to look for him here," 1 said to the barnan, who X 

muld tdX at a glance had done rirne. 
"Is that right?" he said. 

184 "That's right," I said. "We used to be roo 



He smiled at the euphemism. "He's been coming in." 

"How about Vanya the Sbc3tlW 
"Why, you need an ap 
&" f gilt.'" 
"If he comes in, I'H send him over." 

e mixed with vodka, and waited. A good tip to the 
e same talk. I learned that llanya the StieYs husi- 

ness was providing apartments to people in trouble with the law, but 
since the prisons had been emptied his business was way off. 

Vanya never showed, but Benno did, late, around two. I saw the 
barman indicate me with a movement of his head, and Benno 

ed across the room at me, I was at a, little t&le in the corner.. 
We pounded each other's backs. 
"Son of a bitch,n he said, 'you guys were right." 
"I told you." 

"And I dihk ksterx." 
"So, listen now We took the bank in TiRis and in a little while, 

we%e taking the whde tbing, you follow?" 
UI f01l0w.~' 
"These's a Central Co iaee, a dozen p y s  who run the whole 

show. I'm one of them. 7" 

"I'm not surprised."' 
"People who help us now when it counts are going to be in very 

good shape when we take over.79 
"How can l. help?" 
"You know Vmya the S ~ e k ? "  
"I see him momd," 
"Nude r  one is to h d  him. You need money?" 
""fcould use a few .rubles." 
I slipped him some money and a revolver under the table. 
&We killing Vmya?" 
"No. We just need to talk to him. You find him. I'll come here every 

night. Twelve on the dot." IS& 



"Vanya's s bbad one*'' 

"Mow" that? " 

'People say he was playing both sides of the street. He'd rent 

ents to p y s  on the mn but somehow the goficc would find 
&em there, some of them m ~ a y . "  

"Nobody's perfect." 

"I could never f i ~ e  you. Anyway, I'm buying you a beer," said 

Benno, flush with my money. 

October came. Lenin was back in Petersburg. Cold 

blowing in from the Gulf of Finland. The first chilly rains. Days 

passed. I couldn't h d  Antonov and Bemo couldn't find Vanya the 
Stjck. 

Finally, some luck. &Vanya's coming tomorrow night," said Bemo 

at the bas: 
""IVhy rrot tonight?" 
"He$ newou~.?? 

" m o  isn't?- 
A meeting of the Central Co ittee was called plan the hsur- 

reclion. No conflict there. T h e  Revolution wuld happen wiz-hour me, 
finding Antonov couldn't. 

Vanya the Stick was Late. It was almost two in the moming before 

he showed, He was tall, &in, sallox 

W sat at a table. Happy to have made me a present of Vanya, 

Be~mo ordered beers and sausage. 

For a long minute no one said anything, Bemo because it was his 

place to remain silent, Vanya because he was waiting to hear what it 

was all about, and me ta show X was in chwge, 

"Benno told you X was all right?" 

Vanya nodded. His eyes were milky blue nnd his face blank as a 

card player's. 

"Here's what 1 hear," L said. "People are looking for you. People 

I r# are angry at you. I don't care what you've done. 1 can make sure you 



have no problems. In a few days, we'll be m h n g  things, we're 

gs already, but in a few days it% be official, you foIlow??' 

Vmya nodded. 

"You want a passpan to get out of the country, you got it. You 

want money, you want a safe place to stay, they're yours. What do 

you want?" 

Vmya took a second to thi&. "All thee," 

Bemo and I laughed. Even Vanya smiled. 

"You got it," I said. *Money I got with me. For the rest 1'11 give you 

the address of the safe apartment where we'll meet tornorro~.~ 

" T h e  thousand," said Vanya. 'Four." 
"Thee five." 

"What da you wmt? '" 
"Boris Filippovich Antonov. Major htonov." 

Vanya stuck out his lower lip. "Easy enough." 

" b y b e  not so easy. You t&e us there. We 6nd him there. Then, 
a d  only then, it% a deal." 

"Alt right*" 
"A thousand tonight for good faith, the rest with the passport." 
"Fair enough. " 
"But that goad-kith thousmd comes with one em&tion." 

"Let's hear it." 

"Bemo stays with you until then. I don't want you disappearing." 

It wasn't easy getting the blank passport. In my absence the Cen- 

trd Conn~ttee bad decided to stom the Whter Palace that same 

night. Everyone was running around like crazy; you couldn't find 
anyone. Still, by nine that evening, the agreed-on hour, the money, 

passport, and keys were on the table in the safe apartment when 

Benno and tjanyrr arrived, 

"The city's going crazy," said Bemo. 

"%night% the night," E said. 



Vmya held the badnotes up against the light, eheckd the pass- 
port and the apartment. He was satisfied. 

X held up the keys to the ap ent, rattfed them to get his at-len- 
tion, then slipped them into my pocket along with the passport and 
the cash. 

''Let's finish up," I said. 
ored cars sped through the drizzle. Sporadic light- 

Bodres at intersections. A dead horse on the sidew&. 

Vmya led us through winding streets-it seemed like we'd crossed 
the s m e  canal thee time ast the Hay Market md into the s 
No one talked. Finally, he came to a stop in front of an archway, 
through which we could see a dark blue building, white plaster show- 
ing where the paint had peeled. 

"This is it, " said Vanya. "Third floor. Apartment thirty -seven. 
dow," he pointed. 

"Remember," I said, "we've only got a deal if he's here." 
"He stays in at night, like everybody else." 
&You wait here. Renno and I will go up. If he's there, we'll signal 

you through the window. Then you come up," I said, patting my 
pocket, "and this is all yours." 

On the way up the cement stairs that smelled of fresh piss, I told 

Benno to knock and say Vanya sent him. "Have your gun out, push 
yow way in." 

Antonov was in his undershirt, his suspenders hanging down, as 

he opened the door. The shock on his face tumed to relief as he saw 

me over Benno's shoulder. It wasn't a holdup, but something he 
might be able to deal with. There was nothing in the room but a 
chair, table, and a sofa made up as a bed. 

Now I took out my own pistol. *Antonov, sit down on the chair and 

not a word out of you." To Benno I said: &Open the window and give 
Vmya the signal to come up." 

I took the money out of my pocket and placed it on the table. 

188 "What about the passport and the key?" asked Benno. 



"The money$ for you. Kill Vanya on the stairs." 

"But I thought . . ." 
"Don't think." 

Bemo s h g g e d  and went out to the landing, 

""Youkve come a long way, Poet?" said Antcmov, 

"You too," I said with a look at the room's dirty yellow wallpaper. 

&Were's my offer," said Antonov. &The way I figure, there are about 

six people between you and Lenin-Trotsky, Malinovsky, Sverdlov, 

Bukh&n, Kamenev, Zinov;iev* One of them was with US, X ran him 

personally. 

"The papers to prove it in your apartment?" 

"No. Not here and not there. You can do Lenin a great service and 

move one step closer to the top." 

"in exchange far? " 
"Just my life." 

"Wfiy7d you stay in the city?" 

"A woman." 

"A w ~ r n m ? ~  

The concrete stairwell magnified the reverberations of the shots, 

thee of them, followed after a short pause by a fouah. Bemo opened 

the door and stepped in over the body of Vanya the Stick. 

Benno must have waited an the stairs above the lad ing  until 

Vanya was at the door, then shot him three times in the back. The 

last shot, to the head, had been at close range and had splashed 

blood on the cuffs of Benno's pants. I could see that he was worked 
up but had not lost his self-control. 

Antonov almost leaped up from his chair. He looked directly into 

my eyes, trying not to plead. 

Keeping my revolver leveled at htonov, I took a few steps back, 

saying to Bemo, "One in the heart, one in the head." 
"You31 never-," scremed rlntanov as tbe first shot hocked him 

off his chair. He thrashed like a man trying to swim across the fioor. I rr 



Benno ran aver and went down on one knee but at first could not 
get his aim an kntanov's bead because he was still flailiv too much, 

"Take your I said, moving behind Benno. "I'm here for 
backup. '? 

In the long moment of silence I could hear the roar of distant 
crowds and what sounded like the flat thunder of a~tiUery, 

Now htonov was only twitching like a fish on a dock. Bemo po- 
sitioned the muzzle of his revoiver at i2ntonov7s temple. As soon as he 
pulled the trigger, I opened fire at the back of Benno's head. He was, 

strictly speaking, the last man I ever killed. 
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BUT THE KILLING O F  MAJOR ANTQNOV, ITS MOTIVE, IS NOT THE 

crime I worry Trotsky d discover. Bad as it is, it still isn't that. 
From time to time, Tsan'st secret police documents linking me with 

their organization surface both in Russia and abroad, but they are 
easy to dismiss as forgen'es. And even if Major Antonov had had the 
foresight to get out-of Russia in 1917 and had somehw miP-aeulously 

ved and suddenly showed up in Mexico in the su 
and revealed all to Trotsky, even that would not have been that great 
a pmblem. Why would anybody believe him? Why had he waited so 
long to say anything? No, Antonov could have ruined me only in the 

e8iate aftemath of the Revotul-ion. 
er of 1939 drew to a close, two things had to be clear 

to Trotsky--war was only weeks away, and with the coming of war 
Stalin would want him dead as soon as possible. So it was time for 
Trotsky to make his mow, now or never. 

In all his public statements, Trotsky, of course, spoke out against 
fascism and for Sofiet ca unism. But in his heart of hearts he had 
to know he had only one chance to save his life, his career, and 
the cause of communism as he sees it. That chance was to side 
with the G e m a s  against me. But his pride aood in the: way. Sidkg g 



with rhe Cerxna~ls would not only disgust him in and of itself, but 

would prove that all the charges hurled at him by Stalin were not 

slanders, but a true reading of Trotsky's secret intentions. 

Ln fact, the &mans m d  Troaky have a p a t  deal in c 
The problem with the Germans is not that they think they're bet- 

ter than evevone else. 

The problem is that the Germans are better than everyone else. 

The Germans are scientific and must base their conclusions on; 

g. They're not like the Russians, who will get excited if you 

say the right word o&a, Prauda, Russia. But the Cemaas must 

have evidence, proof, logic. 

So the Gemans look around and see plenty of proof that every- 

thing they do is bener--their trains are better, their planes are bet- 
ter, their brains are better. WO could blame them for drawing the 

proper luld &vious conclusion? 
The real flaw in the Cemms' logic is that they think because they 

are better they must triumph. Nothhg could be further from the 

truth. The good is the last thing to triumph in this world, not to men- 

tion the beaer, 

So the Gemans and Trotsky shared the mistaken belief that the 

superior must prevail. 

Objectively, Trotsky should ally himself with the Nazis because 

they alone have the power to give him what he want 

Kremlin. The Americans may have the power, but they have no in- 

terest in returning Trotsky to Russia. They couldn't give a shit about 

Trotsky, Russia, the whole thing. But the Gemans, that's another 

story. The Cemans are always interested in what's going on in Rus- 

sia; it's right next door. And, after all, who was it beside the Gemans 

who sent Lenin speeding back to Russia in a sealed train? Who's to 

say they might not want to send Trotsky back in another one? 

Trotsky knows his histor).; he coulh't help but make the comec- 

rar tion. War, German train, new leader for Russia: it isn't complicated. 



Now, from Stalin's point of vie&: this could not be considered a 

good possibility. Tmtsky and the Nazis, I couldn't think of a worse 

combination. 
Since this is the worst possible combination from Stalin's point of 

view, Stalin was obliged-if only from the normal, healthy instinct of 

survival---to make sure that this worst of all possibilities never be- 
comes the worst of all actual realities. 

Eliminating the Nazis and Tmtsky would of course be ideal. Noth- 

ing could be better than having all that's worst for you gone in a 

stroke. But we live in. the real world. A world in which there are a 

great many Nazis. 
Consequently, I found a way to make it absolutely impossible for 

Tmtsky to join forces with the Nazis. On August 29, 1939, the world 

ed that I concluded a Non-Aggression Pact with Gemany. 
And besides, the whole business about Trotsky and the Nazis may 

have been nonsense anyway. What was Hitler going to do with that 

fucking Jew? 

Still, you never know. If I could betray Russia, why couldn't Hitler 
betray Gemany? 

But by September 1, 1939, that was moot. Hitler invaded Poland 
and, according to the secret clauses of our agreement, we moved into 
eastem Poland on September 17. Now the lines were clear. France and 
England % h s r  Gemany, with, Russia and hnleriea sitting it out. 

But the outbreak of war screwed up Operation Duck. 
er Eitingon had traveled to Paris to train Ram6n and 

Caridad in espionage techniques. Mother and son sailed for New 

York from Le Havre in late August. But Eitington was still in Paris 

when the war broke out. He was usir~g a Polish passpoa, w&ch was 

bad for three reasons. One, it was forged. Two, it had expired. And 
three, by identifying him as a Polish national, it meant that he must 

now ei&er serve in the Fmnch amy, since Franecl. and Poland were 
allies, or else be interned as a suspicioits foreign element. Eitington 
went into hiding. 185. 



1 was furious. The war was supposed to free my hand against Trot- 
sky, not block it. I summoned Beria and Sudoplatov to inform them 
that f did not want Eitington wasting his time in Paris when he 
should be heading up the operation to elinlinate Trotsky. They swore 
they would get Eitington out of France as fast as humanly possible. 

Connections with the French police in the Seventh Amandissernent 

are very good, but it still took a month for Eitington to receive the 
necessary. papers that would allow him to leave France for the United 
States. That wasn't the problem. The problem was getting him an 

American entry visa. 

In the meantime, Eitington was placed in a mental hospital and 
supplied with the forged French identity card of a Syrian Jew suffer- 

ing from mental illness. This made him unfit for military service, 
eliminating one w o v e  But he could still be picked up and expelled 
as an undesirable alien, 

An agent was dispatched to Lausanne, Switzerland, to make con- 
taer with Maxim Steiderg, a businessman who has good selations 
with the U.S. consulate. Steinberg is also an agent of ours, but has of 
late become quite skittish, Last year he was recalled to Moscow Rnd 
refused to come, fearing he might be purged. He resisted meeting the 
agent we dispatched to Lausanne. Finally Steinberg agreed to a 

meeting, but, afraid he was going to be assassinated, he pulled a gun 
on our agent, who deserves a medal for talking Steinberg down and 

making him realize that he was in no danger. In the end, Steinberg 

a p e d  to cooperate in obtaining a U.S. entry visa for the Syrian Jew 
in question. That took another week. ost a month and a half was 

lost. Fhrzafly7 in October 1939, E ailed to New Vork City. In 
Brooklyn, Eitington established an import-expon company that is to 

unications center for Operation Duck and which also 

provides a cover profession for Ramhn, who has now been issued a 

forged Canadian passport. We're back in business. 



APART FROM ACCOMPLISHING MANY OTHEE USEFUL POLITICAL 

ends, my deal with Hitler just about checkmates Trotsky. In a way, 
that's good; in a way, that's bad. Good because now Tmtsky is only 
one move away from total defeat. Bad because the only counterat- 
tack that can save him is the one that destroys me in a single move, 
and he's getting closer to that all the time. Having covered the Rev- 
olution, he's on to the Civil War. 

Missing the Revolution, I missed nothing. Even Lenin himself said 
that it was *easier than lifting a feather." Only six people were killed 
in the storming of the Winter Palace in Petersburg, although casud- 
ties did run higher in Moscow. But in 1918 all hell broke loose. Civil 
war erupted between the Reds and Whites. And now for the first time 
the clash between Stalin and Trotsky was played out on the big stage. 
The Civil War lasted a little more than two years. The war between 
Stalin and Tmtsky had a longer run. 

In power, Lenin was brilliant, indomitable, ruthless. Nothing was 
going to stop him now. Certainly not a parliament elected by the 
rules of bourgeois democracy in which we Bolsheviks had not re- 
ceived a majority. He closed it down after its first session in January 
1918. Russia needed unified action, not talk. Enemies were coming 
at us from every side. The Germans were still attacking, threatening 1 I1 



to take St. PetersBurgl forcitlg Lenin to shift the capital ta Moscow, 

The Whites had large armies everywhere from the outskirts of 
Moscow to the ends of Siberia. Every fuckirlg country in the world 

was invading us. The Americans moved into Siberia, the French 
landed in Odessa. ClhilrchiZl was screaming for BoIshevism to be 

strangled in its cradle arrd sent the Whites advisors and a new 

weapon of war, tanks--light "Whippets' and the heavier Mark V$. 
A large Czech army was fighting its wag east across the country. 
Bands of a~larchists and robbers were marauding eveyhere .  Cities 

would change hands three times in a week. 

The only thing that mattered was to kill your enemies before they 
killed you. Again I was of use to Lenin. As fiatsky says, "1 soon no- 
ticed that Lenin was 'advancing' Stalin, valuing in him his firmness, 

grit, stubbornness, and to a certain extent his slyness, as attributes 
necessary in the struggle. . . . Lenin had great need of Stalin. . . . The 
ability to 'exert pressure' was what Lenin prized so highly in Stalin." 

Our strength was in the cities. The workers were for communism. 
Rut the stingy, thick-headed peasants were in no h 
cities. In the spring of 1918 Lenin assiped me to grain-rich south- 
ern Russia to exert a little pressure. I promised him "my hand would 
not tremble. " 

By then I was Commissar of Nationalities and had employed 

Nadya Alliluyeva as a typist. She still saw me as a hero hut she was 

not a schoolgirl with a ribbon in her hair anymore. Nadya had groan 
irrto a good-looking young woman. There was something Gypsy -like 

about her dark eyes, dark eyebrows, and swarthy skin, though she 
did have a little tumed-up Russian nose. She had also become a fiery 

communist, willing to do whatever it took to win. I asked her to come 

south with me, 
On June 3, 1918, I arrived in the Volga city of Tsaritsyn, which I 

later renamed Stalingrad, with a detachment of Red Guards, two ar- 

mored trains, and as Trotsky correctly says, "unlimited power for 
I rr provisioning the hungry political and indusrrial centers with grain." 



That "unlimited power" allowed me both to get the job done and 

to fulfil an old cW&ood &earn of mine, one t b t  went baek to my 
reading about Ivan the Terrible's scientific interest in human psy- 

chology as revealed in the laboratory conditions of torture: At what 

exact degree of pain does the instinct for self-preservation overcome 

all other loyalties? At what temperature does dignity melt? 

We dih ' t  have much time for to e in Tshtsyn. We needed run- 

swers q u i d  Were  was the p&? Who was against us? Either you 

answered or yau died. Sometimes one mm wufd be shot in front of 

others so they would realize we meant business. Still, I was curious 

etad wanted to learn. So I designed a linle "social experinxent," a 

trick I had learned from Major Antonov. I ordered that from the pris- 

oners awaiting execution, five be selected and placed in the same cell. 
Each of the five was to differ as much as possible socially from the 

others, We ended up aiirh a Jew, a Cossack, a peasmt, a priest, and 

an ti-rtellectud. For some reason we had no aisrocrats b e k d  bms at 

the b e ,  and even though I was Commissar of Nationalities, I had no 
inrere& in inclucIing any of the minorities in my exfferirnent. 

Interngate &em individually or as a goup? n e r e  were advan- 

ages both ways. In a graup they could be played off against one an- 

other, but questioned in&Gdualiy they might show their true eofors 

more. I decided to go that route. 

I went to their cell and, k&out entering, said: "Somethes in a 

firing squad one man is given blanks so no one can ever be absolutely 

sure if he was the killer. This is something of that sort but with a lit- 

tle difference. All of you have been sentenced to die. I'll give each of 

you ten minutes to tell me why you shoutd live, The one who does 

best will live to see tomofrow; the rest of you die tonight." 

@Why should we believe you?" snapped the intellectual. 

"Why shouidnk you?" 

No one else said anything. I said to the intellectual, &You first." 

"I refuse to play your ugly, barbaric little game.* 



"Fine," I said, shifting my attention to the others. "Your odds just 

inapmved 20 percent. Who's next?m 

T h e  Jew rose heavily to his feet. Balding, fleshy, he looked fond of 

the table, a paterfamilias, full of jokes at a wedding. 

In the internogation room, X glanced at my watch to let him know 

g, and said: "I'm listening. " 
""My name is Yakov Binder and I have three sons and three daugh- 

ters. I am no enemy of your revolution--" 

'The fact that you say 'your revolution' proves that you are." 

"I was neither for it nor against it." 

""mo is not with us is agaiinvt 

He sighed headyf conceding the point. "As soon as the war with 
the Germans broke out, I saw trouble coming. Other people in my 

y emigrated to America and rried to convince me to come. No, 

I said, this too piill blm over, eveqhing blows over. Rut, to he m 

the safe side, 1% bury some gafd. Gold gets you though anpbng. 
That's what my father taught me." 

"So you want to buy your we.ay out?" 

""I know you're short of guns and a ukGon, X h o w  &ere's talk 

about buying rifles from the American company Winchester. And the 

Americans aren't going to take IOUs. A thousand r i f les to point at 

your enemies so that one rifle is not pointed at this Jew." 

"Would you get down on your knees and beg for your life?n 

"If it wodd help." 
"No need, Your offer m&es sense in itself." 

I called for the Cossack next. Waiting for him to be brought, I 

thought of the mounted Cossack 1 had shot through the mouth years 

back during the May Day demonstration. But unlike that blond- 

bearded, burfy man, this one was small, dark, s p p t i c o ,  

" m a t 7 $  your name?" T asked. 
"Bogdan." 

Z O O  "All right then, what landed you in here, Bogdan?" 



"The war started; everyone in the village said, Let's fight the Reds, 
they'll take our land. So I got on my horse and rode out with every- 
one else. Next thing I know I'm in herean 

" h d  would you fight for us now?" 

"To the dea*." 
"Why?" 
"Because . . . because now I've seen that the people are with the 

Reds and it's only the masters who are tricking us into fighting for 
them &g&.'' 

"The Jew that was just in here says he's got enough buried gold to 
buy a thousand rifles for the Revolution. You don't even have a rifle 
and who knows who you'll fight for once you walk out the door. Why 
should I take you over him?" 

Bogdan fell silent. A f m w  like the wings of a bird appeared in 

"Why . . . why should you take me over him? Because he's a fuck- 
ing Jew! " 

I laughed out loud. &Excellent ent. And would you beg on 
your kmes for your life?"' 

His face dwkened. "A Cossack does not beg on his knees," 
Catching the look of displeasure on my face, Bogdan was quick to 

add: "And you don't want myone 6ghhg for you who would even 
think of begging for his life." 

"you're smaa for a 
""Still, I" here," 
L'Yes' 
Then it was a choice betrveen the peasmt fund the priest. Peasants 

f didnk !like and wanted it over fast, 

The peasant didn't have to be asked; he fell right to his knees as 
soon as be entered the room. 

"Your Lordship, spare my life. Yes, I was greedy, yes, I hid my 
grain and my cattle, but now 1'11 give you every last kernel, every 
coat, every steer. Let me live, Your EwceElen~y~ and my family and I 



will eat bark and pass, just let me live. I don't believe in heaven. X 
don% want to die. I'm only forty. I've got children, eleven children, 
I'll bring them up to be good farmers for you and teach them to give 
their grain to the state and never hide any. Now I've le 

live so that we can help feed the cities and the workers.% 

"Oh, you got smart in a hurry too, Timofei Tmofeiyevich, i s  that 
your n m e ?  " 

"Let it be my name, Your Lordship." 
"So, you're hiding behind a false name, is that it?" 

"No, no, Your Excellency, my real name is Ivan Fyodorovich Niko- 

laev* " 
I paused for a moment, then asked: 'Have you shit your pants, 

Ivan Fyodorovicfi? " 
"Yes, Your Excellency, but out of respect." 

"Respect. And how many head of cattle have you hidden away?% 
Cc Ysur Lordship. " 

""Thiq?" 
"Thirty and not one more." 
"And would you personally request to be shot on the spot  if we dis- 

covered that there were &m-one?" 
"There could only be thirty-one if one of the cows has calved in 

the meanthe. " 
"You may leave now. But hold on to your cuffs to keep your busi- 

ness in your pants, you understand?" 
"Excellency, I understand. 

I went out and smoked a pipe before calling the priest to give the 
s t i nk  time to disperse, though I did take it as a form of tribute. While 
smoking, I was informed that the intellectual had changed his mind 

and wanted to talk to me, but I just shook my head. 
The priest was in his fifties, his long fluffy beard still black. His 

eyes looked tired, contemptuous, scared. 
"According to your file, you preached against the 'godless Reds,' is 

203 &&right?" 



"Was I wrong? You're Cod-fearing men?" 
"Weke not afraid of an 

"mat's r j  mistr3cke." 
" M y ? "  

"Recau~e we answer for our lives," 

"After death you mem?" 

"Before and after." 

"So you believe there's a life after this one?n 
"1 do." 

"So then death holds no fear for you?" 

"My faith is strong, but I'm still a man. I fear pain, I fear death." 
"Then what help is your God?n 

"It is a help to remember that He created all the stars and worlds 

and not just this one, where men do evil in the name of justice." 

"You haven't told me why I should let you livean 

"There is no reason a man like you should let a man like me stay 

alive. " 
"I don't agree. Since the time ol Peter the Great, the Church has 

been the willing slave of the state. You could offer your services to the 
new Russia, buy yousself same the , "  

"You mean a o m  on the people who make confession to me?" 
"mat5 one idea." 
"Cod would never forgve me for that." 

"Then why doesn't your Cod help you now in your hour of true 

need?n 

"X cannot know His reasons." 

"You'll Ire dead in less than hdf m how." 

He seemed stunned, though I was not telling him anything he 
didn't already know. Maybe it was the shamess of the time left him 
that made him speechless. 

a of everything you'll be leaving," 1 said. "The blueness of the 

sky, a nice fish for dinner, the sound of bells, people." 203 



The sahess of his face inspired me. "The sound of brooks and 
choirs, reading the Bible, the taste of jam in your tea, birch trees with 
icicles on them, Russia, life," 

Then very softly he said: "What is it you want of me?" 
"Two things. One, that you cooperate in every way we ask-inform 

us who our secret enemies are, preachfir us, not against us." 

" h d  the o&er3" 
"The other is that you get down on your knees and say that you 

renounce God, that the only God you now re.cs@ze is the man in this 
room with the power of life and death over you." 

Slowly, he slid from the chair to the floor. He closed his eyes. I gave 

him a few moments to co1Xec-t. hbself. 
"Say it! " 
"I want to, but my lips won't obey me." 

After I had the priest removed from the room, I had some hard 
thinking to do. Of course, I had the power to have them all executed 
(IF nme of them execued, but I wmted to stick by the snict rules I had 
set up. The priest and the intellectual were out. I Wred Bogdan the Cos- 
sack and he would probably make a good soldier for the Revolution, 
hut the struggle would be decided by the masses; one individual more 
or bss would make no djfference. n a t  left the few m d  the peasmt. X 
disliked them both, but that didn't maaer any more than liking Bog- 
dan. The Jew's offer was attractive: I'd look good in Moscow sending 

Lenin enough gold to buy a houousand rifles. But s 
shoot straight, and Lenin's express orders to me had been to requisi- 

tion grain. I could spare the Jew and the peasant, get the gold and the 

grain, have one or the other shot on the spot, and trust that the one 
who was set free wodd tand back in. ~ o d l e  sooner or later. 

That solution satisfied my reason but still somehow irritated me. 

What good was unlimited power if you had to obey the dictates of 

reason? I ordered all five prisoners brought out and lined up against 
the wall. Deciding at the very last moment appealed to m 

2fI l  torturing myself a little too. 



They were brought to the motor-pool garage, which was often 
used for executians; the blood could down the &ahs used for oil 
changes, and the trucks could be started up to cover the sound of 
gunfire. Not that the people of the city didn't know what the sound 
of truck motors in the night meant. 

"Don't start the motors yet," I said to the man climbing into the 
cab of one of the trucks. 

"I knew you were lying!" screamed the intellectual. 
I waited until the squad had shouldered their rifles. My eyes went 

to each of the five. The intellectual was trying to summon a defiance 
he had already compromised, the Jew looked miserable, Bogdm held 
himself straight, the peasant looked ready to fall to his knees again, 

and the p ~ e s r  was t g to mumble himself back into God's good 
Faces. 

Until I said it, I had no idea what was going to come out of my 
mouth. 'Bogdan, step out. Start the motors. Fire at willem 

ed to the amared train where 1 was living, Nadya 
was drinking tea with one of the comrades. 

"You lock tired,'? she said, uTed'' 

"Some tea would be good," I said, interested that it was only my 
faLipe that showed. 

But the Jew had been right about the lack of bullets. We didn't 
have enough to execute all the people we were arresting. I solved that 
problem by having a large number of prisoners placed on a huge 
barge in the middle of the Volga. 

To test Nadya, I told her to type up an order--s/ucc~ m BE SUNK IM- 

MEDUTELY BY ARTILLEM. She tapped it right out and pulled the paper 
smartly fmm the typewriter for me to s i p .  Her hand did not trem- 
ble eithes: 

A, shoa while later we: learned that the WIrites had come close to 
the city where Tsar Niekie and the royal family were being held 
under house amst. It was like chess. If the Whites could liberate 
their king and queen, they'd be in a much stronger position. That 2as 



could not be allowe$. Logic dictated their execution, Xt was carried 
out on the night of July 16, 1918. Bullets bourrced off the diamonds 

the princesses had sewn into their underclothes, which meant that 
the poor dears had to be bayoneted and cldhed to death with rifle 
butts. 

I laughed when I heard about the diamonds. For the first time, 

k d y a  scolded me, "SLilI," she said, "they were children." 
"That's right," I said. "And when they grew up they'd have or- 

dered tbe execution of our ehi1dmn.'l7 
Not that she was pregnant yet; our first child wouldn't be born 

until 192.1. 
It was there in Tsaritcsyn that the trouble started with Trotsky He 

was Commissar of War, and resented my interference in military 

xilatters, as if there were a clear distinction to be made in that bloody 

mess. Even Trotsky admits, "What happened to Stalin was what 
happened to many other fot.ier ofticids, droves of them. They were 

sent to various provinces to mobilize the collection of grain surpluses. 
Once there, they ran into White insurrections. Whereupon their pro- 
visioning detachments turned into military detachments." 

Trolsky dittnk like the way I was runnirkg the show or maybe the 
fact that I was running the show. Anyway, he telegraphed Lenin: "I 
insist categorically on Stalin's recall. . . . We have a colossal superior- 

ity of forces, but there is utter anarchy at the top. I can put a stop to 

it in twenty-four hours, provided I have your firm and clear-cut sup- 

port." 
Trotsky beat me there. Or did he? Yes, I was recalled by Lenin, but 

ning too mmy brilliant victories on the field of bat- 

tle. Lenin didn't want any Wed NapoXeons suddenly rising up against 

him and so began to use me as a counterweight to Trotsky, who at 
the time looked like the axnbitious one, Especially in August 191121 
when a wornan revolutionary, Fanya Kaplan, angered by Lenin's 
closing of Parliament, shot him in the neck as he came out of a fac- 

zor tory meeting. Trotsky immediately abandoned his military responsi- 



bilities and dashed off to Moscow, revealing to all his certainty that 
he was the heir apparent and needed to be in the capital to take 
charge of the country in the event Lenin died. But Lenin didn't die. 
And 1 had stayed at my post the whole time, surrounded by the men 
I had forged bonds with in Tsaritsyn and who now hated Trotsky 

nearly as much as I did. And those were the people 1 would use 

against Trotsky when the power smggle between us broke out in the 
open after Lenin's death in 1924. Dialectics is a tricky business. Trot- 

sky's victories made Lenin suspicious of him. And my "defeat" by 
Trotsky provided me with key allies that would lead to his defeat. All 
you need is patience. 

The Civil War was Trotsky's heyday. Judging by rhe latest packets 
of material I've received, Trotsky can't stop writing about those times, 
his glory, my "tragic peainess." I couldn't be more pleased. There's 

nothing in this period that can help Trotsky build his indictment 
against me. I have no secrets from those days. Everything was out in 

the open. There were enemies on evely side and we spent every W&- 

ing ham- h killhg them, 
And Trotsky made his own rnistakes hack then, He used too n,av 

Tsarist officers, neglected guerrilla tactics, and was altogether too 
haughty in the way he went about his business. One comrade wrote 
of "Trotsky's princely journeys along the front." And he kept forget- 
ting he was a Jew and that Russians don't like to be sent to their 
death by Jews. 

You could see an immediate change of expression on someone's 
face if you happened to men6018 that Trotsky's real name was Bron- 

stein. Russians dislike Jews, and they have even more dislike for Jews 

who hide behind changed names. Not that the choice of Trotsky as 

an alias was all that brilliant either. "Trotsky" was supposedly the 
name of a guard at a prison he escaped from, and taking it as his own 

was a neny move. But names ending in "-skyF have a foreign ring to 
a Russian ear, they sound Polish or Jewish, A good Russian name 

should end in "-ov" or "-in." Of wurse, there wasnk much t h e  to 2Dll 



th& &out that sort of thing in the middle of a war, but wars don't 
last forever either. 

Once England, France, and America had defeated Germany, they 
lost half their reason for invading Russia, which was to keep us in the 

war. The other half, to strangle Bolshevism in its cradle, turned out 
to be of less interest, especially when it became clear that the Whites 

were not united, had little active support from the populace, and 

were probably going to lose. And nobody likes a loser. 

In fact, it wouldn't be long before Paris was full of Russian counts 

driving taxicabs and waiting on tables. By the end of 1920 the whole 

thing was pretty much over except for the mopping up, a job I was 
good at and one Lenin constantly assigned to me. Lenin was still 

"advancing" me to counterbalance Trotsky. Sometimes when there 
were ce-in kinds of business that I was best at taking care of, Le ' 

would look at me hard. l wasnk sure whether he was retaking my 
measure or feeling a cefiaia dislaste at deal ~ t h  people 
like me, d o  were all too good at do work that comes 
with war and mvolugioo. But our relations were still comradely, 
brusque but cordial. He praised me when I succeeded and let me 
have it when I screwed up. By then one thing was clear to me: Lenin 
would make the transition from war to peace without breaking 
stride, but Trotsky feel cramped in the room that ran all Rus- 

sia, He needed the crowds, the steaming trains, the ramp 

and trenches, history in all the more obvious senses of the word. He 
may have beaten me in war but I'd have his ass come peacetime. 

And besides, 1 don't begrudge Trotsky all his brilliant victories 

g the Civil Ww. They secured the success of the Revolution. He 

was working for me. 



WHAT FRIGHTENS M E  MOST ABOUT TROTSKY'S A C C O U N T  OF THE 

Civil War i s  all the telegrams he quotes. Telegrams from me to Lenin, 
Lenin to Trotsky, Lenin to me. Not that there is an pdculmly 
damaging in those telegrams, but it is the sheer quantity of them that 
disturbs me. When, with Etienneb help, we had stolen Trotsky's 

archives in Paris in 1936, I thought we'd gotten the buUr of the key 
material, but obviously Trotsky had other sources, other stashes. Who 
knows what else he has? That maaeru more than ever now, as Trotsky 
sits down to ~ t e  &out the men~es, the deeade h which eve 
changed forever. In 1921, with the end of the Civil War, Lem an 
Trotsky were the eo an- figures and I was still operating behind 
the scenes, the linle-know Commissecr of Nationalities. By 1929 
Lenin was five years dead, Trotsky had been exiled from the Soviet 
Union, and 1 was the undisputed master of the 

Now; anoher ten years Xater, my position i 

sixty on December 21, 1939, and ten days later saw in a new year 
that looks nothing if not promising. The international situation has 

been stabilized---Hitler is busy warning with England and France, 

we've grabbed Eastern Poland, Lithuania, Estonia, and L a ~ a .  
And Operation Duck is back on track. Ram6n is now in Mexico 

Trotsky's courier and sometime secretary, Sylvia 
ed there in January 1940. Rm6n has made no ef- 101  



fort to be invited inside 'Ti~orslpk eompotlnd yet, contenting himself" 

to wait far Sylvia outside, where he chats up the pards.  In the mean- 

time, the painter Siqueiros is almost done assembling the group that 

will earq out &c frontal assault on Trotskyls compound. With any 
luck, 1 should be rid of Trotsky by s p ~ g .  In p k c i p l ~  I should be 
able to relax. But I can't. Lately something has been driving me to 

spend time in the section of Lubyanka devoted to Trotsky. It covers 

three floors. I go late at night, wander the stacks, pulling down files 
at will and at random. 

At first I had a quite definite reason--to recheck the inventory of 

the archives stolen from Trotsky in Paris. I was shocked by some of 
the material he had assembled on me and grateful to Etieme for or- 
ganizing its theft. The only question was, Did Tmtsky have other 

copies of these same files elsewhere? If he did, he'd have to work 

quickly. At best he now had only months. 
Then I flipped through other files-photos, documents, fading car- 

bons. Coming across a picture of Trotsky boarding a eain, I suddenly 
burst out laughing. I flipped the photo over. It was dated January 16, 
1928. Yes, of course, it all came back to me. After gradually slicing 
away at Trotsky's power, remo.ving km from one peg after the orhel; 
always by democratic vote of the Central Committee of course, I 
finally felt strong enough in 1928 to exile Tmtsky fmm Moscow. But 
he had been organizing demonstrations against me at that time and 
I did not want his expulsion from Moscow to turn into that sort of 

spontaneous street protest that can so easily get out of hand. \Ke 
solved that problem handily. Trotsky was arrested, kicking and 

screaming, then taken by car to a railway station a good distance 
from Moscow where he was put on the Trans-Siberian train for his 
place of exile, Alma-Ata, in distant Kazakhstan. Meanwhile, the 
actor who had played Trotsky in any n er af &storied f i h s  &out 

the Revolution meekly boarded the Trans-Siberian &&n in Moscm. 

Nobody could tell the &fference. h r  nearly eveqorze, Tratsky was a 

11 I figure at a podium, a picture in a magazine. That's why people are 



always surprised and disappointed when they meet some great figure 
in person-they always seem srnaller, more ordinary. In any case, it 
worked like a charm. The actor waved resignedly and boarded the 
train. And maybe the actor's air of dejection was not only a &umph 
of craft; he had to be aware that his movie career playing the heroic 
Trotsky was over 

Suddenly I had to know if that actor was still alive and what he 
looked like now. As usual, Boss Two was downstairs, waiting to be 
sent back to the Kremlin h e a d  of me or to ride with me, as we sorne- 
times did when it was late and 1 wasn't too w o ~ e d  about assassjllS. 
Boss Two was asleep in his chair with a newspaper on his chest when 
I entered the room. For a moment, I felt a flash of envy: though he 
still looked exactly like me, he was aging beaer, fewer 
mustache more bristly. Of course, he had less to worry about. Still, 
it's strange how faces chan ne of the other dodles, Bass 'Ilree 
or Four, I don't remember, all of a sudden, in a yeark time, stopped 
looking like me at all. He was heartbroken. I knew that he traded on 

his looks to get women. 
"Wake up, old man," I said. "We're done for the night." 
Three nights later, an unheard-of event occurred--a tke-k-dte 

be~ween Stalixs and Tra&ky in the Kredh!  
The actor who played Trotsky in the movies was dive and well, 

havi~g aged more or less in parallel with the original. He was sum- 
moned to the Kremlin at midnight. Poskryobyshev came out of my 
office, leaving the door open enough for "Trotsky Two9 to get a 

glimpse of Stalin on the telephone from the waiting room. 
"Comrade Stalin is dealing with an emergency s i t ua t i~n ,~  said 

Poskryobyshev, "and apologizes for the delay. Can we bring you 
some little sandwiches, tea, fruit, anphing in the meantime?" 

Nervous, hopeful, unsure of the situation, the actor declined. 
""l could take a littic: while," said Poskqobyshev, "Are you s m ? "  
"Well, a few sandwiches and tea might give me strengh," said 

Trots ky Two. 21 1 



"And fruit is good for the health." 
"That7s tme too. '? 

"I'll take care of it right away,' said Poskryobyshev, returning to 
the office and closing the door discreetly behind him. 

The actor jumped out of his chair five utes later when another 
door to the waiting worn opened and he saw something his 

a &ay of sand~ches, tea, and ormges. 
""6nwlade Stalk!" he cried. 

"What Comrade Stalin? I'm a double Like you. They gave me the 

tray on the way up." 
"My heart almost stopped," 
"Don? let yourself get too excited." 

"Now h a t  f take a closes look, f can. see it's sot him." 
"The sandwiches are for both of us. The one thing I've learned in 

all my years as Boss Two--that's what they call m 
offer food, you take it. Where else are you going to get oranges in this 
country?" 

"Don't say anything bad. They could be listening." 
&The Boss doesn't mind a crack or two as long as it's not personal. 

You" see, he% h e  to work ~ 4 t h . ~  
"mat; does he wmt from US??' 

*God only knows.n 

"The sandwiches are excellent; what wonderful sausage." 

"You used to play Trotsky in the movies?" 
"That's right. For a time it was a good living. But now . . . not only 

is there no work, but a few months ago I was walking down the street 
and some comes over to me and says, Oh, so you came back, 

you treacherous k i k e a n d  punches me in the nose." 
"Pardon me for laughing, but it is sort of funny." 
"Maybe to you. Anyway, it's a problem you don't have." 

"Not that the Boss doesn3t have enemies, Sametimes I WQT some 
Trotskyite will come out of nowhere and cut my t h a t ,  so it's no pic- 

2 1 2 nic either." 



"I can see that. Where do you suppose these oranges are from?" 
"1 don't know. We used to get them from Spain. Ask the Boss, he 

knows evev detail.'" 
""So, what3 he like?" 
"Tough, of course, but with a good sense of humor. He'll probably 

call you Trotsky Two." 
"Well, I'm glad he beat out Trotsky, except of course that it cost 

me my job.9? 
"So what do you do for a living now?" 

""Drama coach. I can barely make ends meet."' 

"I don't know what the Boss wants, but maybe there are a few 

rubles in it.'' 
W e  pays well? '" 
"Decent, though he% a little on the cheap side." 

Poskryohyshev opened the door and said: "You may come in now, 

both of you." 
They came in and sat down in the two chairs Posknjobyshev had 

placed before my desk. 
"I apologize for keeping you both waiting. As you know, we're at 

war a.ith FinXmd and somehow that little c o u n v  is proving $iff;eult 
to subdue. There was just a little crisis that required my personal at- 
tention and I'm afraid it's going to require some more. So let me 
come right to the point. Trotsky Two, I can see that you've made ef- 
forts to look as little Eke h t s k y  as possible. X mders-nd and 1 sym- 
pathize. But now that must change. Here's a batch of the latest 

photos of Trotsky from MeKico. Your assignment is to grow back your 

goatee and do whatever else it takes so that you resemble the Trot- 

sky in these photographs. Understood?" 
UUnder~t~od. "' 

"And you'll need a white suit and a blue French peasant$ jacket 

like Trotsky wears. On your way out, Poskryobyshev will give you an 
envelope with some money for expenses and to help you eat a little 

better. Trotsky himself has put on some weight in Mexico." 283 



""Thank you, Coma& Stalin." 
"I% see you back here in about a msxlrhk time. f wish you good 

luck and good appetite. You may leave now. Boss Two, you stay, we 

still have some business. " 
No sooner did Trotsky Two leave the r o w  than I said to Boss Two 

with a laugh, "Good work, but now get the fuck out from behind my 
desk, "" 



Now M Y  ONLY ROPE xs TRQTSKY'S ARROGANCE.  AS H E  INVIESTI- 

gates the period from 1921 to Leninb death in 1924, he must face 

all the blmders he made h those years, which cost him evevhing 
he held dew. But he wont tmt to, who would? So his critical facd- 

ties will be dulled and he may fail to make the essential connections. 

After the Civil War, the country was a wreck. Bombed factories, 
scoded  fields: whus ,  alism. Except for a loyal hard 
core of workers and politicos, nobody wanted us eo 
ruled by temor and by iaflictiw death; we had the guns now. 

So, at the Ten& Party Cortgess in April 1925, Lenin. made two 
smart: moves. He in~odrrced his New Economic P d i q  whlieh every- 
one was soon calling NEP. Lenin bit the bullet and allowed small- 
scale capitalism to flourish, knowing greed is always a good fuel. It 
worked well and it worked fast. Trotsky was against it. He wanted 

"labor armies," forced battalions of conscripts marched off to the fac- 
tories and fields. But the heady romantic days of the Revolution and 
Civil War were over, Xt was a time of @easy compromise. My t h e ,  

Lenin's other smart move barely went noticed at the time. If there 
was one thing Lenin was afraid of, it was a split in the Party. Our 
hold on power was tenuous enollgh; one fracture and we were dead 
men. So he introduced a secret clause stating that any member of the 
Central Committee found guilty of creating an opposition could be 216 



expelled from the Party by a WO-thirds vote. Eve~ything was very 

democraric in those days. 

Just how tenuous our hold on power was beeme apparent irnme- 
diately. No sooner did we finish up our business at the Congress than 

the sailors on the island of Kronstadt off St. Petersburg revolted. 

Their slogan was "Soviets without communism," meaning without 
us. The problem was that the sailors were, as Trotsky put it, the 
"pride and glory of the Revolution," the reddest and bravest of them 

all* But Lenk had no illusions, You didn't give up power just because 

you" last an eleaioa and you dib ' t  give up power because some 
sailors happened to be truer to your own principles than you were. 

He sent Trotsky to crush the rebellion. It was just the sort of thing 

avalry charges across the frozen bay, hurrah, storm 

the foflress. 

It was another p a s y  compromise, ueerly necessary; but one some 
of the comades never quite forgave Trotsky for. 1t just didn't smell 
light, a Jew. killing aus boys* 

I kept low and kept busy, dohg all the bofing work that my long 
yeas in S&efia had prepared me for, I headed up the oversight com- 
mime b o w n  officially as the Wo&ers7 and Peas~ntsY~nspectome, 
and ran the Orgburo, which was in charge of personnel. Trotsky 
made seven-hour speeches and stormed fortresses; I sat in my office 

and studied index cards, promoting, demoting, My nicknme at the 
t h e  was evert Comade Cardfile. Slowly, slowly, I was stocking &H 
the main organs of power with people who knew they owed their po- 
sitions to me. 1 spent t h e  with those people too, sharing a sma-ke, 
shooting the breeze. Most of them were young and hungry. For them 
the Kevolution meant that a plufnber's kid could run a t om,  

Aside from having a good nose, I had other ways of knowing what 

people really thought. I was in charge of the installation of a special 
closed telephone system for the exclusive use of people in the inner 

circle* Desiped by a Czech en@eer, the system origindiy had only 
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$one for me, that allowed me to listen in to any other conversation. 
But, his work done, that unfortunate engheer was now possession 
of dangerous knowledge. Though my act may not have been as 
pmdiose as Ivank blincting the mckteet d St. Basil's, 1 &d have the 

engineer shot, the best you could do in modern times. 
Tro~ky made: one of his worst mistakes at the Eteven& Party Con- 

pess in April 1 922. had appointed me General Secretary of the 

Party? a post wbch no p a t  weight at the time, hut had offered 
Trotsky the position of Deputy Cha an of the Council of People's 

r two slot, the position you'd give the heir ap- 
parent. Trotsky had already shown that he thought of himself that way 

when he mshed back to Mosww when. Lenin was shot. But now? when 
offered what he thought rightfully his, Trotsky refused. 

Why? That was the main subject of discussion out in the corridors 
during a break. I went from group to group listening to what people 
said. 

"He's too stiff-necked," 
"He's w o ~ e d  there are already too many Jews on the Co~nc i l .~  
"He doesn't want go be appointed, he wants to win it by popular 

acclaim, " 
"He's still ashmed that he rushed back to Moscow when Lenin, 

was shot." 
It was from listening in on phone conversations that I first learned 

qf Lenin's medical problems. There were still two bullets in Lenin, 
left from the assassination attempt four years before. He'd been suf- 
fering terrible headaches and now, right after the Congress, it was 
decided to operate on him. There were v&ous idleas-lead from the 

g him; the bullets were dumdums dipped in cu- 
rare. But maybe it was other things that were causing the headaches. 
Lenin was troubXed by the rise of buferrueracy and the continued 
presence of enemies, Mensheas and other revolutionaries who had 
not came over to our side, He had a solution for that-put them up 
against the wall and put some bullets into thm.  2 1 ~  



The operation was a wccess, but a month later, ir3 late May 1922, 
Lenin had a stroke. We received daily medical bulletins. Lenin was 

being kept on a strict regime. No politics, no newspapers, no work. 

no visitors. Sitting in the room from which all Russia was ruled, I 
took a piece of paper and did some simple rnath. Lenin was fifq-two. 

I was forty-two. If he came back from the stroke, he might have nine 

or ten good years left. That meant that if I played my cards right, I 
ng the show by the time I was his age. That is, if Trot- 

e a sudden change of heart and decide it wasn't he- 

neath him to take the er-two post he'd been offered. 
I had to see how L s doing and traveled out to Gorki, a vil- 

lage erboul: an hour cow. Lenin didn't look bad, though he 
had some trouble speaking. His humor was good, sly. With playful 

irony he said: "They won't let me read the newspapers. I'm not al- 
lowed to t& pd i~cs .  So I cmefuully avoid even the srnizllest piece of 

paper lying on the table for fear it might be B newspaper. I must obey 
the doctors2 orders. " 

Of coarse afl he wmted to do was talk politics. f filled him in, at- 
ways inseflhg some subtle jabs against Trotskq. but not so many that 
it would stick out. Still, I c ~ d d  see that be & h 7 t  like that, 

Yet on other visits I found him despondent. He spoke of suicide 

and even asked me to give him poison so that he could take his own 

life if it becme obvious that he was tu g into a vegetable. It was 

too horrible for him to consider living like that-a man who devoted 
his entire life to seizing and exercising power, nodding off in his 

chair, droding. Lenin asked his wife and others as well for poison, 

and constantly spoke of the suicide of Marx's daughter. I assured him 
that he would always be my leader and that 1 would always obey 

him, but that it would never come to that. 

af it like a bad hangover," I said. " h u  swear you'll riever 

&& again. But that vow is just part of the hangover. The doctors say 
2 5 8 you'll be back at work by the end of the swmer,'? 



And by late September he was. On October 31,1922, he made his 

first public appearance, delivering a speech that, except for some 
slurred words, went over well. Still, he looked gaunt, frail, a 
little Xost. 

Maybe Lenin thew himself back into work with too much energ, 

for he suffered a second stroke on December 16. Now a medical/po- 
ee wars created to oversee Lenin's health and actiGties, 

I headed up that co inee, which issued a ruling: Lenin *has the 
right to dictate every day for five to ten minutes. . . . It is forbidden 

for him to have any visitsrs. Neither ken& nor those asorand him are 

ailowed to convey to him any political news." 
It was an odd feeling, ordering Lenin, forbidding Lenin, but of 

course it was all only for Ms own good. 

Yet Lenin, who always believed that with the proper lever he could 

overturn anything, now began using those five or ten minutes as his 
lever to ovemrn me, In late December 1922 and januasy. 1923, 
Lenin, obsessed by the feud b e ~ e e n  Trotsky and me, whieh threat- 

ened to split the Party, directed all his force against that "tragic even- 
g what becanre know as his Testament. L e ~ n  kept 

one copy, gave three to his wife, and had a fifth placed in a secret file. 
In his Testament, Lenin called Trotsky "perhaps the most able 

man on the present Central Co ttee,73 but did note his "excessive 
se~-asswmce. 

But he saved his harshest words for me: 

Comrade St*, having become General Secretq? has concen- 

~ a t e d  bmeizsur&le power in his hands, and X m not sure he 
dways knows haw to use that power wi& sufficient caullion. . . . 

Stalin is too comse, and this fault, thou* tolerable in deiilings 

among us Communisa, becomes u&emalale in it General Seere- 

tary. Therefore I propose to the comrades to find some way of re- 

moving Stalin. from his posircion and appointkg somebody else 

who &ffers in all respects from Comrade Stalin. 238 



Lenin had be~rayed me. And betrayed himself. He was g o ~ n g  
soft, chifdish, a weak forgieng smile plafig on the lips that had or- 

dered ten thousand exsscutions. He was, af all tkngs, iipdogizing. "E 
am, I believe, strongly guilty before the workers of Russia. . . 

And he attacked not only my person but my power base as well, 

witing articles for Pmvda calling for the co it-tcses I ran to be ei- 

ther reduced in size or flooded with so msny new members that the 

majority I had so carefully built up would be diminished to a little, 

isolatable faction. Now I regretted not ob g poison for him when 

he asked for it. At this rate, 1 wouldn't be the leader in ten y e m e  

I" never be. 
But then in March 1923, after breaking off all "comradely rela- 

~ o n s "  with me, Lenin suffered a third stroke, "God voted for Stabn," 
alist Kart Radek. 

Having turned against me, and remembering that he had re- 
quested poison from me, Lenin now grew scared. He insisted on eat- 
ing with everyone else in the household. But, as the saying goes, fear 
has big eyes. I myself was no longer wonied about Lenin. I knew it 
was rare for anyone to recover from a third stroke. Lenin could 
barely walk, and his speech was reduced to a few monosyllabic 
words, He was finished, Trotsky was the one E was worried 
about now, 

All my efforts went into forming a bloc against Trotsky. As usual, 

I took a moderate position, claiming that I wanted only to be part of 
the collective leadership as opposed to Trotsky, who by his very na- 

ture could not share the stage. By the end of the year, some of the 

comrades were accusing Tmtsky of treason and calling for his arrest. 

But then all of a sudden, against all expectations, in late 1923, 
h n i n  seemed on the mad to recoveq, He" nwer be able to run the 
whole show again, but he could use his renewed vigor to advance 
Tmtsky against me. I knew E had to make my move at the Thirteenth 
Party Confe-rence in January 1924, since neither L e ~ n  nor Trotsky 
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in Sukhm on the Black Sea, for rest arrd recupemtion; his health too 
had begun to deteriorate after all the years of stress and strain. 

I hammered away at Trotsky during the Conference: "He has ele- 
vated himseff inta a supeman stan&ng above the Centcaf Commit- 
tee, h o v e  its laws, and above its decisions, and in &is way he has 
provided certain groups within the Party with a pretext for mder- 
mining confidence in the Central Committee." In other words, it was 

Trotsky who was guilty of the worst sin, splitting the Party; it was 
Trotsky who had indeed committed the very treason that Lenin 
hared m d  of wfrich he had dstaken)): accused me. Now it was only 
a matter of time before I could use Lenin's own weapon--the secret 
clause allowing for Oppositionists to be expelled by a two-thirds 

The only question was what Lenin would do. But then God voted 
again. Five days later, Lenin died. The autopsy revealed advanced 
arteriosclerosis of the brain, which had so hardened that it gave off 

pings when touched, as if made of ceramics. 
I moved fast. First, I played a nice trick on Trotsky. 1 telegraphed 

him, infanning him of Lenin's death and saying that the funeral 
would be held on Januaq 26. That would not dlaw him time to re- 

turn, so he should continue on his way. Actually, the funeral was to 
be held a day later, which would have given Trotsky just enough time 
to return to Moscow. His greatest blunder was to believe me. 

The day of the funeral was bitter cold, but millions attended. At pre- 
cisely four o'clock, every factory siren, locomorive whistle, fog horn, 
and d l l e r y  piece in all Russia sounded for exactly thee minutes. 

People were shocked by TmtskyS absence, a final proof of his a- 

rogance and disrespect. And people were moved by the funeral ora- 
tion that I delivered, having also been one of the principal 
pallbearers. I decided to strike a religious note, using the rhetorical 
Boufishes 1 had learned in the seminary, 

"Leaving us, Comrade I,enin ordered us to hold high and keep 
pure the p a t  calling of Member of the Party. We vow to thee, Com- 2% 8 



rade Lenin, that we will honor this, thy commanbnent." (Meaning 
that there is no power in Russia besides the power of the Party.) 

" L e a ~ n g  us, Comrade Lenin enjoined us to keep the unity of the 

Party like the apple of our eye. We vow to thee, Comade Lenin, that 
we will with honor fulfil1 this, thy commandment." (Meaning that 
Trotsky$ absence was a sign that he was breaking ranks.) 

"Leaving us, Comrade Lenin enjoined us to keep and strengthen 

the dictatorship of the proletariat, We vow to thee, Comrade Lenin, 
that we will not spare our strength to fulfil1 with honor this, thy 

commandment." (Meaning that the power and unity of the Party can 

only he kept by closing ranks behind Lenin's smcwssor, who is of 
course the person delivering the oration, not the conspicuously and 

contemptuously &sent notsky. ) 
Finally, over the strenuous objections of Lenin's widow, Krup- 

skaya, I ordered his body embalmed and launched a competition to 
desip  a mausoleum on Red Square. Krupskaya insisted that Lenin 
would never have wanted any of that. She was right. But I wanted it, 
and I told her that if she didn't- shut up we'd find another wldm for 
Lenin. 

1 expected Trotsky to treat this period in microscopic detail, and 
yet so far he has written very little about it. Is it only because it all 

reminds him of the series of colossal blunders he made 
hXE crushing Kranstadt, missing Lenin's funeral? Or is there some 
other reason? In fact, according to our sources, as of late January and 

early February 1940, Trotsky has stopped working on my biography 
altogether. Why has he fallen silent? Has Trotsky finaily broken the 

CO& of my life? 



MAYBE I WORRY TQO M U C H ,  NOW IT APPEARS THAT TROTSKY WAS 

not dis&acted by stumbling onto that but hy the dr 
cedes assassination. The Mexican communist press has been anack- 
ing him ceaselessly, mercilessly. In the first months of 1940, the 
papers under our control, La Yoz de Mexico, El Popular, Futuro, 
have been blasting him with all the usual epithets--"traitor," "slip- 
pery fish," ""cuq9"%"th new pontiff, Leon XXX"-and making the. 
usud rekremes to the "thiw pieces of sifver" paid to ~udas  lscariotl 
which is in fact the code name assigned Trotsky in his file at 

Lubyanka. 
'rrotsky 's respns ""This is the way people write who are prepar- 

ing to change the pen for the machine gunB--indicates that he is now 
less concerned with my es than kth his own. montdity. In fZic4, 

he has picked up his pen again, but this time to write his own Testa- 

ment, bidding farewell to life and to his wife, Natasha: 

ff E had to begin d over again, Z would of' co-urse try to avoid this 

or that mist~ke, but the main course of my life would remcrin un- 

chmged. E slkalf die a proletaAan. revolutionist, a M 
Iectical materialist, and consequently m ifireconeil&le atheist, 

unist futwe of mmkind is not less ardent, 

indeed it is fimer today &an it was in the days of my youth. 



Natasha has just come up to the window from the couqarcl 

and opened it wider so that the air may enter more freely into 

my room. f can see the bright Feert. strip of grass beneath the 

wall, and the clear isjut: sky above. the wall, md sunlight every- 

where. Life is beautiful. Let the future, gerxeratiarrs cleanse it of 

all evil, oppression, and violence and enjoy i~ to the fult. 

Very nice. But still I have to be concerned that the prospect of 

death might resharpen Trotsky's faculties. I remember the words of a 
cellmate of mine, from the old days in the Tsarist prisons, who was 

scheduled to be hanged in a day's time: "It's all so clear now, so clear. 
I was asleep my whole life, in a fog, only now is everything clear and 

real." So, even though the attacks by the Mexican press have dis- 

tracted Trotsky, who has guessed what the fanfare is all about, he still 
has time for one great moment of clarity, like my friend in the cell. 

According to the reports that flow from Eitington to Sudoplatov to 
Beria to me, this yeafi May Day demonstrations in Mexico City will 
include a p u p  of at least twenty thousand communists calling for 
Trotsky's deportation. That should rattle him. And if all goes well, 
the actual artack an the farness should take place no later thiun. the 
end of May. Trotsky was prophetic when saying that the pen would 

be exchanged for the machine gun. Siqueiros, head of the assault 

group, has recently purchased a couple. 
Meanwhile Ram6n continues romancing Sylvia Agelof, who is 

often inside Trotsky's compound. Rambn, however, shows little in- 

terest in politics, Trotsky, or the villa. He pretends to be interested 

only in her and his business dealings, though he has recently allowed 
himself, under her influence, to take some passing interest in Trot- 

sky's view of the world. 
Eitington, who is still carrying on his own affair with Ram6n7s 

ruoher, C ~ d a d ,  occasiondXy rak-es her to a restaurant where her san 

g with Sylvia Agelof. Though Eitington does not sit close 
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nonsense and Rambn can in any case be debriefed later-he appar- 

ently enjoys obsening the dumbshow of their gestures, how Rm6n 

touches her hand, laughs at her linte jokes, how she smiles to herself 

after he has excused hhseXf from the t&le for a moment to use the 

men's room. On one occasion Eitington joined him there and, while 

they were pissing side by side, checked on his progress. Recently 

there was a little trouble. 

"Tonight Sylvia told me that she doesn't want me ever to go with 
lzer into Trotsky's compound." 

"my not?" 

'She did some checking up on me, went to my office. It's no big 

deal, but I think she's wonied there's something fishy about my busi- 

ness and she doesn't wmt Trotsky edarrassed in any way No m r e  

to it than that*" 

The budget for Operation Duck is already approaching the 

$500,000 mark, but some of that money was welt spent indeed. 

Rambn, as part of his man-about-town image, purchased himself a 

big, beautiful Buick. Everybody likes ridhg in it and aking in the, 

siglnts of Mexico. h o n g  his reeea passengers were the Fmnek Trot- 

skyites Alfred and Marguerite Rosmer, who have just brought Trot- 

sky's orphaned grandson to live with his grandfather. The Rosmers 

are staying inside the compound with Trotsky but from time to time 

go out for a drive or an evening's dinner with Sylvia and Rm6n. 

In March 1940 Sylvia hers ta return to Bew York and her job at the 

City Home Relief Bureau. Once q a i n  she makes Rw6n promise to 

stay away from the compound. But then Alfred Rosmer falls ill. 

Someone is needed to ferry him back and forth from the hospital. 

Ram6n does not so much voiunteer as let himsef_f be asked. Without 

ever laying eyes on Trotsky, Ramhn now manages to enter the corn- 

pound several times. He never stays long, just long enough to escort 

Rosmer, who, fofiuna~ely, moves slowly due to his illness. On some 

occasions Ram6n makes use of his exeellent visual memory and on 2 2 1  



others he is able to take photographs with a. snlalf conceded camera 
as he was trained to by Eitington in Paris. Foresight pays off. 

We now have a much clearer idea of the layout of the villa, its de- 

fenses, weaknesses, routine, personnel, and so forth. A small mockup 

of the villa in the Trotsky section of Lubyanka is constantly updated 

as new information Bows in. Ram6n was also able to get a glimpse 

into Trotsky's study-the door open, the room empt)l. Tbe furniture is 

the same as in the previous house: a writing table, a gooseneck lamp, 

Mexican chairs with thatched seats. And we know from Trotsky's own 

Testament what the view from the study is-green grass, white wall, 

blue sky 
On that basis T ordered our craftsmen at Lubyanka to creilte a life- 

size replica of Trotsky's study. I am basically satisfied with how it 
turned out, even though our own version of Trotsky% study still has 

a fresh sawdust smell, and the painting of a bright Mexican court- 
yard covering the window, which would otherwise reveal a grim 
Moscow winter, is on the crude side. Some nights f go them and sit at 
UTro&k;V)S deskn and read his latest pages about me, for now the old 
mm hAs gone back to work, drumbeat or no 

k t  the heaa seems to have gone out of notsky, His wi.ting has 
become fragmentary; he starts one thing, then switches to another. 

Maybe the prospect of i inent death has not s h a ~ e n e d  his fitcuf- 
ties but scattered them. Or maybe once again it's a matter of pride 
for b, The fatal blunders he made in the years b e ~ e e n  the Revo- 
lution and Lenh's death bore biaer fruit: in the five y e a s  b e ~ e e n  

Lenin's death and Trotsky's exile from the USSR in 1929. 
E destroyed him a slice at a t h e .  At lea& one major bloat a year. In 

1925 1 bad him removed from his post as Commissar of War and had 
his ~ e w s  identified as those of the headed Opposition. By 1926 E 
was able to have him expelled from the Politburo. "By 1921," 
says Trotsky, Ythe official sessions of the Cemal Committee became 

truly disgusting spectacles. No question was discussed on its merits. 
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Stalin." Nor wishing Trotsky to stay anyplace he did not feel wel- 
come, by late 1921 my supporters voted him out of both the C e n ~ a l  

ittee and the Communist Party. A few months later, in knu-  

afy 1928, I had Trotsky exiled from Moscow to Almn-Ata in Ka- 
zakhstan, using the double at the railroad station in Moscow so 

Trotsky's departure would not result in speeches, protests, clashes 
with the police. 

And recalling this reminded me that by now Trotsky Two should 
have had enough time to put on some weight and grow a goatee. On 
the eve of the 1940 May Day holidays, I summoned Trotsky Two to 
L u b y d a ,  

"Don't have a heart attack," I said as he entered the room pale as 
a ghost, having now realized that the Stalin who brought him the tea 
and sandwiches that night in the Kremlin was Stalin himself. 

"And don't worry about our little conversation in the waiting 
room; you didn't say anything that could cost you your head," I said. 
"Nothing I can think of right now at least." 

""I'm Lqal." 
LLWe'll see. 
"What can I do for you tonight?" 
"Sit at the ~ t h g  table. Be Trotsky." 
"Should I be doing anything? Reading, writing, thinking?" 
"Good question. Sure, why not? Pick up a pen. There's paper 

them, isn't there? Good." 
I lit a cigarette and began pacing the room. Y tell you what Trot- 

sky's thinkhg. Can you take dictdon?" 
"If you don't go too fast." 

"Don't be afraid to tell me if I'm going too fast. All right. Let me 
see. . . . Here goes Trotsky: 

"Stalin exiled me to a - h a  in 1928, By then I was for 
t i d  purposes out of the game. What I mote before about 

behind the scenes was not, strictly spenking, true. 
In the first place, politics are always arranged behind the scenes. And Z17 



in the second glace, Stalin did not hawe to amange all that xnucrh either. 

His supporters needed only a word, a , or a nod to know what the 
Boss was thiding and what he wanted. And there was ha vestion 
ever that what Stalin wanted was me, Lean Trotsky, out of the Party, 
out of the capital, and then finally, in 1929, out of the country. 

"Nineteen twenty-nine was the greatest year in Stalin's life. He was 
the: undisputed mler of Soviet Russia, 1 had been exiled to 'lirrkey? and 

the stock market had crmhed in he r i ca .  Except fof one v e ~  short 
the e n ~ e  issue of Prauda was devoted to Stalin on the occa- 

sion of his fiftieth birthday on December 21,1929. 
"History has proved that I, Leon Trotsky, could not have heen 

mare wrong in my doctrine of permanent revslutim. Stalin was 
right-socialism could be built in one c o m ~  at a time. Even Marx 
was wrong and only Stalin was right. The working class in the ad- 
vanced industrial nations did not rise up in successful revolution 
aher we showed the way in 191 1. Socialism not d y  could be built 
in one, c o u n q  but had to be. 

me fmm the USSK, S d n  pedomed hemk labors in 
collectivizing agriculture and indusaializing the nation. True, Stalin 
was forced to take m a d  harsh acdans, but as in the Civil Wm", his 
%md did not ~ e d l e , "  is why he is so respected by the Russian 

people, who love strong strong tobacco, strong leaders. 
"But let us not forget that, despite all his strength, Stalin is a 

human being. Nowhere is this clearer than in his family life. In 1918 
ed Nadya Alliluyeva. She was seventeen and he thirty-nine. 

Though she had always worshipped him, that did not in the least 
keep her from having her own opinions. She was a very modern 
woman. She even kept her own name when they married. She bore 
Stalin two children, Vassily and Svetlana, and also took good care of 
Yasha, St&n3s son from his &st age. But Nadya clashed with 
Stalin, especially over the childre n Yasha tried to co 
cide by shooting himself in the chest, Stalin only laughed, saying, 

321 'Hah! Missed! Can't even shoot straight.' Nadya took this as crude- 



rrcss, but it wasn't, Stalin wanted his son to be a rnan, not a sextsjilive 

weakling who couldn't take the rigors of life. His joke was an effort 

to shame the lad back into his senses. Wilh the contrariness w ica l  
of a woman, she also accused Stalin of being too soft on their own 
children, spoiling them with kisses and attention, playing little games 
with SvetXana where she was his %boss' and ordered him around, to 

his inlrnense amusement. 
"Stalin was entirely faithful to her, but Nadya was not faithful to 

Stalin. Not in the conventional sense but in a much more impoaa11.t; 
and deeper sense. Though she was a revolutionary and though she 

had fought by Stalin's side during the Civil War, Nadya could not ac- 
cept some of the harshness that comes with being the leader of a 

countq like Russia, 
"Still, they had some very happy years together, especially in the be- 

g i ~ q  when the children were little. But redly there must have been 

something faithless and unbalanced in her very nature, because in 
1932, when Stdin was erlterta g some friends at the table and said 

to her, 'Hey you, come have a &id,' meaning it in the most friendly, 
ess way, she exploded, right there in front of the other men, his 

comrades. 'Don't you &hey you" me!' she yelled, and stormed out of 
the room. Later, back at their &em 

"Later, back at their f i e d h  a 
looking up horn, his labors aher my pause had len@ened. 

"I'm getting tired," I said. "That's enough for tonight. I just 

thought it might be amusing to see Trotsky writing the truth for a 
change. 

Trotl;ky Two nodded. 

There was no sense in finishing the sentence and saying that later, 

back in our Kremlin ap ent, she comrmitted the greatest of infideli- 
ties, suicide, especially since the official version was and remains that 
she died of a sudden ibess, If I had on and let Trotsky Two know 
s o m e h g  he had-no need to know, he might begin fe 

for his life and do something stupid. And I needed him hale and hearty. 228 



"You look good in that white suit,'" said, '%but youkre too pale. 
Take a two-week vacation dowm on the Black Sea and get some sun.' 

"marrk you very much. It would also be helpful to me to view 

some recent footage of Trotsky, to see how he moves, walks, gestures 
now. Es that possibte?" 

YGood idea. 1'11 see what I can do. Go home and get some sleep," 

I said, dismissing him abruptly. 
Though the game with Trotsky Two had been amusing at first, it left 

me with a bitter taste in the end. It had brought back the final blowp 
with Nadya. It was over an engineer named Kovarsky, who had been 

awarded the Order of Le&, then asked as a &&tor a d  sentenced 

to death. Nadya was m e  of Kavwsky's a rs and beeme obsessed 

with the case. She began making inquiries. How could a patn'ot 
into a traitor overnight? Some other waitor 

that Kovarsky's real treason was not praising 
the Order of Le& award eeremo~es, 
ce in the KremXin and demanded to see me. 

"Why are you letting this happen?" 
"I've told you a thousand times to keep out of these  thing^.^ 
" h u  know he's innocent. And you know the real reason he's been 

sentenced to die," 
A long look passed between us. Finally, I said: "What do you 

want? " 
"Do something about his sentence." 
"A11 right, if you insist." 
I picked up the phone and called Yagoda: "Kovarsky's sentence is 

to be casried out immedialely." 
Pale, trembling, Nadya said: "Now I see who you are, Joseph 

Stalin, " 
And that night, after I had tried to h things over by kGting 

her to join me and the comrades for a she shot herseH dead in 

our ]Km& apa ent. And after all these years I still crtmot m- 

230 demand how she could do that to our children, our family; 



WHAT A MESS! NOT DQ THOSE MEXICAN MORONS BOTCH THE 

assault on Trotsky's compound, but I have to le about it from the 
press like everyone else because somehow the coded cables got 
screwed up en route. I go to bed thinking 1'11 wake up in a world in 
which my enemy and his archives have ceased to exist, only to find 
that their h a t  to me is greater than ever. Trotsky will be inspired 
to dig even deeper into my life, knoeng t b r  a botched aaempt on 
his life can only mean that I will not allow the next anempt to fail. 

3 did not summon either Beria or Sudoplatov immediately. Let 
my disglwure. h d ,  mtit the cdfes &ally 

ed, there was nst&ng to talk about. Not &at 
what happened, or diWt happen, malters much anpore,  except as 
a basis for not making the same mistakes twice. 

sncd Beria and S~dopfatov to my dtleha late in the 
evening. It was toward the end of May. France was about to fall. 

Beria entered first, looking distressed, his expression intended to 

convey that he was taking this e v e q  bit as hafd as I was. He smelled 
of his usual cheap cologne, but this time it was mixed with something 
acrid, urinous-fear, Sudoplatov looked downcast but determined. 

We sat at a small talbfe and &a& red wine. 231 



Looking at Beria, Z said: "Perhapd'm mis~ken ,  hut I always he.- 
lieved the h e t i o n  of S e c u r i ~  was security. But the hilufe of the raid 

has put my life in jeopwdy. If Trotsky is ever going to make his move 

on me;, it has to be now that Ikve made e on him. That's only log- 

ical, isn't it?" 

"Yes, Comrade Stalin," said Beria, afraid to meet my eyes, and 

ahaid not to. 

g to Sudoplatov, I said: "And just exactly why did the 

raid fail ? " 
"The attempt failed because the assault team was composed of 

peasants, miners, artists--not professional assassins experienced in 

direct personal attack. Unfonunately, Eitington did not take part in 

tJze 
" m y  not?" 
"He wanted to keep it a purely Mexican affair, so that if my of the 

rai&ng party .was caught, our n e ~ o r k  wautdn't he exposed." 
"You have Eitington's report with you?" 
"X do, Coma& Staljxt? said Sud~Iatov. 
?3+eafX it'79 
Sudoplatov cleared his throat and began: YThe raiding party of 

twenty men assembled at a safe house on Cuba Street in the early 

hours of May 23, 1940. They were dressed in police and army uni- 

hms, sorne of which bad been stolen, sorne made by tailors. They 

  rave led in four cars that also contain4 h e i r  weapons rnnd e ~ i p -  

ment, two Thompson submachine guns, pistols, extra ammunition, a 

1.5-kilo dynamite bomb, two incendiary bombs, an extension ladder, 
and rotary power saw. The cars were parked a few blocks from Trot- 
sky's compound, 

"h the m e a t h e ,  two female comades, JuIiiz and h i t a ,  who had 

rented an aparrment in the vicinity, were giving a party. Julia and 
Anita had posed as whores and seduced some of the policemen, who 
were part of the permanent five-man post across the street from Tmt- 

I r  2 sky's compound, 



"The police had been 'softened up' by the whores' party and were 
easy to overpower and tie up. The group of twenq, now joined by a 
few others, proceeded to cut the phone lines to the house and the se- 
cret elecnie line to an alarm at police headquarters. The guard on 
gate duty at Tmtsky's compound that night was Roben Sheldon 
Harte, twenty-three, son of a wealthy New York businessman, more 
an adventwous y o q  m m  than a true Trotsk-)rite, tie htad been won 
over to our side. At four AM., he let the raiding party into the cam- 
pomd. 

'Tmtsky's house is T-shaped and single-storied, except for a two- 
s ~ o v  tower used for s illance. The guards also sleep there. The 
raiding party broke into five groups as per plan. One group moved to 
a position outside the guard-tower doors. The other four p u p s  took 
up positions on aU four sides of Tmtsky's bedroom, at the doors of 

the adjoidg rooms and at the dows on either side, It was not 
possible to enter the behaam itself becavse of a device that, m e  set, 
would open fire on anyone attempting to enter. At the same time, an 
incendiary bomb was placed in the yard and another by the arehives 
in Trotsky7s study The d p a d t e  h o d  was also emplaced, but its 

timer was not yet set, 
'On a signal from Siqueiros, the p u p  by the guard-tower door 

g the wards that they would not be hurt udess 
they offered resistance. According to Harte, Trotsky had worked late 
that night on his biography of Comrade Stalin and had then taken 
sleeping powders. Still, he g those first shots, he and his wife were 
able to wake and respond quickly, hiding under their bed. A second 
later the four ~ o u p s  sumaundi tsky's bedroom opened hire with 
submachine guns and pistols, close to one hundred romds in 

thee to four minutes." 
"Firing from all four sides! It's a miracle they didn't kill each 

other," haid.  
"Continuing to fire, the group lit the incendiary bombs and set the 

timer on the dynamite bomb. Trotsky's two cars, which always have 



the keys in the ignition in case of emergency, were driven from the 
compound and abandoned a few blocks away to make pursuit im- 

possible. It was necessary for the group to take with them Robert 
Sheldon Harte, who could identify the raiders, and to dispose of him 
later on. 

"Due to a technical defect, the dynamite bomb, which had the 
power to d e s q  the entire compound, failed to explode. 

"The only injury caused by the raid was a slight Besh wound to the 
big toe of Trotsky$ young grandson. 

I laughed out loud. "All that planning and money and people and 
guns and cars and whores and power saws so that we could strike a 
blow where Trotsky is most vulnerabl is grandson's big toe! 

Both Beria and Sudoplatov Listened tively to the quality of my 
laughter, how much of its scorn was dangerous to them, how much 
of it forgiving. If they were listening well, their attention uncompted 
by fear, they would have heard that I had already kissed the whole 
mess good-bye and was ready to move on to the next phase. What 
still rarlkled me was the hilure of the incexldiary bomb placed by 
Trotsky's archives. If only that had worked, I could have written the 
whole thing off as a minor success. But not even a document was 

singed. 
As a s ign  of my forgiveness, I ordered a light dinner for us, l 

in garlic sauce, potatoes, more wine. For a few minutes, we ate in si- 
lence, then I said: "What itbout lover boy?'' 

"Ramhn? " said Sudoplatov. 

"Yes, Rambn. He's been inside the compound now. He's won the 

trust of some of Trotsky's associates.'" 
"His mission i s  still only to gather information," said Beria. 

"Missions can change," L said, "especially when other missions 

fail. " 
"He did stab a sentry to death on a bridge during the Sparlish Civil 

234 Wax;" said Sudoplatov. 



"And according to his file," I said, "heb a mountain climber and 
can smash a big block of ice with his Alpine ice axe." 

"Physically, he's capable, no question," said Beria. "Psychologi- 
cally? he needs to be prepmed," 

"Who has power over I asked. 

"His mother;" said Be;tfia. 
"And who has power over her?% 
"Eitington." 
"meyke still lovers? " 
& f y l e ~ . ~  

"Then it's clear how to proceed," I said. "This time Eitington stays 

involved right up to the end. No more Mexicans, no more painters.* 
""Yes, Gomade Salk," said Bcria m d  Sudsplattov h o s t  in 

"I can see by your face you have a question," I said to Sudoplatov. 
"Eitingtonqs involvement could place oar network of agents inside 

the Trotskyite movement in jeopardy and . . ." 
I cut him off. "No Trotsky, no Trotskyites. The elimination of Trot- 

sky will mean the total collapse of the Trotskyite movement." 
"And our agents?" asked SudapXatot.. 
&As I'm fond of saying," I said, looking at both of them at once, 

"no one is indispensable," 
They both lowered theif heads, 
"Eitington is to be informed of the new tack. Inform him that my 

confidence in him remains undiminished. Eitington is to be person- 

ally responsible for Ram6n7s escape. However, in the event Ramcin is 
unable to escape from Trotsky's compound, he must have in his pos- 
session a letter explaining his motives. We should play the love 

card--Trotsky opposed Ram6n7s m age to Sylvia Agelof. 

"And we could add that as a businessman with political le 

Ram6n had connibuted money to the Trotskyite cause, but found out 
that it was being used for personal expenses by Trotsky and other 

members of his entourage," added Sudoplatov. 
"Good," f said. 



er bee," said B e ~ a ,  wam;ing to the task, "Trotsky 
was attempting to recruit Ram6n into an international terrorist 
brigade whose mission was to assassinate Comrade Stalin." 

"Bravo!" I said, letting Beria know his suggestion had won him 
some pmid mdempt-ion. 

As they were leaving, I took Beria by the sleeve and, looking into 
his owlish eyes, whispered: &Lavrenty, my dear, you have one hun- 
dred days." 



COLONEL SALAZAR, HEAD OF THE MEXICAN SECRET POLICE,  XN 

charge of investigating the attack on Trotsky's villa, asks the same 

question I did: How is it posslble for more than twenty heavily amed 
men to fire hunheds of rounds and set off thee bonzbs, with the only 

result being a flesh wound to the big toe of a boy? Salazar draws a 
wonderfully incorrect conclusion: The raid was actually staged by 
Trotsky to win sympathy for himself and his cause or to forestall an 
impending attack by Stalin's men. So Trotsky is now forced to waste 
valuable hours arguing with the police and defending himself in the 
press, Hours that could otherwise have been spent rummaging 
through his archives, which may well contain a bombshell of their 
o w ,  if he finlows where to look and how to see. 

What I hate most of all about Operation Duck is how far away 
everything and everyone is. All the main players--Trotsky, Rambn, 
Caridad, Eitington--seem only like dark shapes, outlines, the way 
people looked to me from the roof of the building as I watched the 

bank robbery unfold on Erevan Square. Oddly enough, Kamo, my 
prot6g6 who raced into the square on horseback disguised as a Tsarist 

officer and snatched up the money bag, turns out to be one of 

Rambn's heroes, a very good sign. R m 6 n  too wants to perform acts 

of dening-do for the cause, only proving once again that history is 
made by cunning old men exploiting the stupidity of youth. 25T 



Rambn has not yet been infomed that his ass 
ilimce to assassixration. His mother i 

One of her sons has already given his life in the Spanish Civil War 
and, though she understands the impo 

does not want to lose mother. 
But brilliant Eitington has ferreted out her fatal flaw. And what is 

it that this wild bohemian and flaming revolutionary wants and 

needs more than anything? Marriage. She's lonely, she's in love. 

Aside from the fact that Eitington already has two or three wives, he 
promises to marry Caridad, providing, of course, that she convinces 

Rm6n to accept the honor of el 
Still unaware of what his as amcjn, only four 

days after the failed anack, enters Trotsky's villa on May 28, 1940, 
on another of his banal and Buick-related enrands, ms  me he has 

offered a ride to the Rosmers, who have to go to Vera Cruz, from 
where they witl sail hack to France. 

ves at 7:58 in the moming. Trotsky is tending his rabbits 
and chickens. Rarnbn makes small talk with ?'rotsky, who complains 
that it is difficult to find the right scientific ure of food -Ear his 
rabbits. Ram6n agrees, saying that without a properly balanced diet 
the rabbits' stomachs wiil become distended, mth exquisite timing 

and as proof that he has no wish to impose himself on Tmtsky, 

Ram6n greets Trotsky's grandson, who has come out to the court- 

yard, hobbling a little because of the injury to his foot. Rambn has 

brought him a toy glider made of balsa wood as a present. He in- 

structs the lad in how to make the plane dip and soar. The two of 
them take turns nying the plane about the courtyard, Rambn re- 

trieving it when it gets stuck in one of the cactus plants that Tmtsky 
cultivates in his gasden. 

Trotsky watches. Probably at that moment he is only a grandfa- 

ther, happy in the morning sun. 

As he cavons with Trotsky's grandson, Ram6n i s  taking pho- 
zrs tographs with a small, concealed camera. Construction has already 



begun in order to increase security at the villa. The b 
shut tight* 

The good host, Trotsky invites the young man to breakfast, where 
Rmbn takes a h more phatogaphs. T r o ~ k y  looks oldeq shaken, 
indignant. As always, Trotsky talks too much. Confining himself 
mostly to the sort of pleasant chitchat at which he excels, Rm6n 
does ask Trotsky how his work is going. 

"There's never enough time," says Trotsky. "It looks as though 
France is about to fall to the Nazis and I'll have to write something 
about that too. And the politn: keep pesterhg me with ~es t i ons ,  But 
@day, Frmm or ns France, police or m police, I'm getting back to 
work on my book on Stalin." 

"When can we see that in print?" etsks Rambn. 
"It won't be long; it's going well," says Trotsky. "And yet . . . you 

know how it is when you've just left on a hip and you have the feel- 
ing you've forgotten something but can't think what it is? That$ the 
feeling I have with this book." 

"Maybe it'll come to you yet.'" 
"Maybe," mys li.otskyl I-ising fforn the ta^blr: as a s i p  it was tirne 

for him to go to work. Turning to his wife, he says with a rueful 
smile: "'hother d a ~  Natasha, caumsy of Stdin!" 

We don't need anyone on the &side to know that fortifications on 
TrorskySs villa are now well underway. The walls are being made 

g with trip wires connected to alarm bells, which are 
occasionally set off by pigeons flying into them. New brick watch- 
towers are being erected, and there are now more guards to man 
them. Well-wishers have sent Trotsky a bulletproof vest and a siren 
as presents. The doors and windows of his bedroom are being fitted 
with steel plating. Trotsky hates the clang of steel. "This reminds me 
of the first jail I was in," he says. "The door makes the same soundan 

On h e  9, Rmtin is ordered ta report to New York in order to con- 

fer with Eihgon.  But the more important meeting will be the one be- 
meen Km6n and his mtlner, On June 12, Rm6o makes a very nice 258 



move. He visits Trotsky's compound very bliefl~ solely to leave his 

Buick there for the use of Trotskyb staff or of Trotsky himself, who 

still occasionally ventures out for trips to the dentist or the mountains. 

It's a nice move because it both further ingratiates him and gives him 

a perfectly humdrum reason to return to the compound-to retrieve 

xs car. h' 
Only two people know what really happened in &at room in New 

York: Rm6x-t and his mother, Ca~dad.  C a ~ d a d  recounted that con- 

versation to Eitingon as her superior and her lover, a mixture of re- 

port and pillow talk. 

"Ramcin," she said, "Comade Slalin has persgnafly selected you 

for this task. It is an enomous responsibility. You will go doam in 

hi~tof7i,~ 
"I don't want to do it,n 
"Why not?" 

ess, md I've come to like him." 
"He's not hamless. He's the one m m  Stalin fears, h d  whether 

you like him or not is of no importance. You might have liked the 
guard you stabbed to death on that bridge in Spain if you'd gotten to 
know him.'" 

Urnat wits w a n  

"SO is this." 

"But Trotskyb an old man.n 

"He's the same age as Stahn." 

"But there's something dishonorable about it, drinking tea with 

him, playing with his grandson . . 
"In Spain we killed Tmtskyites. Now we kill Trotsky. And that's an 

hanor. 

"I just don't know if I can control myselfen 
"Are you my son?" 

"Yes, mo&e;~.~ 

%ID "Then you can control yourself." 



""Bt what am I really? Just a playboy; T like women and cars and 
good food. I'm in over my head," 

"You're right, so far you've been little more than a playboy. Now's 
your chance to be a man, a red mm, even a hero, Or do you want to 
s h y  a boy forcliwrl" 

&No, mother.% 
"So you'll do it then?" 
"I 
"Listen to me, Rambn. Evewhing I've lived for depends on this. 

You know the kale pistol 1 c a ~  in q purse?" 
"I: do*" 
"If you don't accept this task, the shame will he too great for me. 

I'll blow ray brains out, 1 swear it. So either you kill Trots)Ly ar you 
kill your mother, because it'll be your finger on the trigger of that lit- 
tle pistol, mderstand, Rmbn'! " 

mothter. 
Rm6n returns to Meico City in July and in another nice move- 

of is it just relu~tance to face Ihe music?-he does not retUrn to Trot- 
sky" villa Eor a few weeks, It must be reluc~ance, bemuse other 
reports of his behavior are not encouraging in the least. He holes up 
in his hotel room for days, either refusing to see Sylvia Agelof or ar- 

guing with her. Eitiwon reports that Rambn looks pale, nervous, ill. 
Firrally, an July 29, he s ans up the nerve to ret~eve his Bujck, 

taking Sylvia along. He makes inappropriate remarks to the guards, 
saying all their new fortifications won't help, Stalin will use other 
methods next t h e .  Fo ely, like everyone else at the compound, 
the guards treat him as a lightweight and pay little attention to his 
remarks, especially after he admits not having even paid a single visit 
to Trotskyite headquarters in New York. Since Ram6n had displayed 
some interest in Trotsky7s polities of late and had even made b a n -  
cial contributions to the cause (so that later he could say his funds 
were used for personal, not political ends), this lapse strikes the 
guards as especially frivolous. When informed of this, Trotsky says of 2 1  1 



Ranacin: '"t is true, of course, that he is rather light-minded and will 
probably not become a strong member of the Fourth International. 
Nevertheless, he can be won over, In order to build the Party? are 

must have confidence that people can be changed." 
And irideed KarKcin seems to be changing, NOW cXu~ng his more 

frequent visits to the compound with Syfvia, he rakes part in some of 
the political conversations, at first confining himself to a modest, 
minor role. Sylvia is proud that she has succeeded in transforming 

her apolitical "husband" into something of a Trotskyite. Ramhn is 
even able to boId his own in the farest dispute, A portion of the Amer- 
ican Trotskyite party has now broken with Trotsky, who maintains 
that Stalin's Russia is still, at least in potential, a workers' state md 
thus must be defended no matter what. Sylvia takes the "American" 
position, contending that Stalin's Russia is rLot worth defending he- 
cause it has degenerated into bureaucratic tyranny. Ramrin backs 
'Flirotsky in the drispute. Could anphing mofg: delicious be im+ned? 
Trotsky sides with Stalin and is supposed by Rztmcin! 



f T  HAD TO HAPPEN. TROTSKY KNOWS. f x 3 [ ~ ? ~  FINALLY PUT ALL THE 

pieces together. That is no longer a secret. 
This morning, by coded cable, I received a part of the bombshell 

that Trotsky p l a s  to msh into pria as an artjele in an beriean 
rnqmhe: 

Naw I am b o u t  ta adduce a few ra&er musual fiac~, suppb- 

mented by ceftain though& and suspicions, from the story of 

how a provindal revajutionist became the dictator of a great 

countq. These thoughts and suspicions have nat come to me 

fuU-blow. They matured slowly, md whenever they oczcmed to 

me in the past, I brushed them aside as the product of an exces- 

sive Enis~rustfdness. But the Moscow tFials-which revealed m 

infemd hive of intptpes, forgeptes, falsifici.irions, surreptitious 

poisonings, and mwders backed by the KremIin dictator-have 

cast a s ~ s t e r  hght on the precehg years. I began to ask myself 

with gowing insistency: What was StaEinS actual rote at the 

time of LeninS illness? Did not the disciple do something to ex- 

pecaite &S master" death? 

f realize more &an anyone the monsmsir-y of such suspicion. 

But that cannot be helped, when it follows from the: circurn- 

stanw, the facts, and Stdinb very charactec fn 1922, the ap- 243 



prehensive Lenin had warned: T h a t  cook will prepare nothing 

but peppery dishes." They proved to be nor onIy peppery but 

poisoned, . . . 
I should add that every fact I nzecrttion: every referexrce and 

wotation, can be substantiated either by offieid Soviet pubjica- 

tions or by documents pl-esemed in my =chives. 

During Lenin's second illness, toward the end of Februttq 

1923, at a rneeLing of the PoEirburo members Xinoviev, Kmenev, 

and the author of these lines, S hhsmed us, after the depar- 

m e  of the secretq, that Lenin had suddenly cdJiled him in and 

had asked him for poison. Lenin was ag&n losing the faculty of 
speech, clansidered his s i ~ a h o n  hopeless, foresaw the approach of 

a new stroke, and did not trust his physicims, whom he had no 

&f&dq catchhg ifl. contfa&c~oxls, His d was perfectly clear 

md he suffered unendwhly, f was &Ie to foflow the cowse of 
Led ' s  iilness &y by day h o u g h  th icim .we had h cam- 

mon, Dmor Cuetier, who was also a fiend of ours. 

"Is it passible that this is the end?" my wife and X would ask 

ehe doctor time and again, 

t be said a$ all, Lenh can get on his feet agah. 

We has a powerful canstitu~on." 

"And his mentd faculties?" 

""Basicdy, they will remain untouched, Not every note, pes- 

haps, will keep its fomer puriq, but the ~ ~ u o s o  d 1  remain a 

vifluoso, 

We continued to hope. k r  here f was unexpectedly confronted 

with the cfisclasure that Lenin, who seemed the very incarnation 

af the will to live, was seeking poison for himself. What must 

have been his inwad sate! 

f recd  haw e m a a r h q ,  e ~ p a ~ c ,  and our of tune with the 

circumstances Stalin's face seemed to me. The request he was 

~ r n ~ h g  to us was tra@c, yet a sic e was wanshed on 

his f a ,  m an a mask. We were not with discrepmcy 



between his facial expression and his speech. But this dme it was 

utterly insufferable. 'rhe horror of it was edanced by St&k fail- 

w e  to express my opinion &out Lenin's r e ~ e s t ,  as if he were 

waiting to see what others would say: Did he want. to catch the 

ove&ones of our reac~an to it  out m mhg hhself 2 Or did 

he have some kidden thoughts of his a m 2  . . . 
""Naturally, we cannat even consider cafryiag out this re- 

quest!" I exclajmed. "Dr. Guetier has not lost hope. Lenin can 

still recover. 

"X told km aU that," S t d k  replied, not without a touch of an- 

noyance, "But he waulh't listen to reason. The Old Man is auf- 

fe&g, He says he wmts to have the pCfiso11 at hand-he'H use it 

d y  when he is convinced h a t  his condtiion is hopeless." 

"Anyway, it's out of the question," I insisted-this time, X 
think, with Zinovlm's suppm. "He might m c c u d  to a passhg 

mood and t&e the hevoc&Xe step." 

"The Old Man is suffe~ng," Stalin repeated, st 

p a t  us and, as before, saqing n o t k g  one way or the other. . . , 
No vote was taken, since was not a fomd conference, hut 

we parted with the implicit: understanding that we could not 

even consider sending poison to Lenin. 

Eiere na twdy  h s e s  the question: How and why did Lenin, 

who at the  me was ex*emefy suspicious of Stdj-R, tnrn to him 

with such a revest,  which on the face of it presupposed the 

highest depee of personal coddence? A mere month before he 

made this request of Stalin, Lenin had writren his pitiless post- 

ent. Several days after rnaLing &is repuest, 

he brake aff &all personal re la~ans with him. Stalin b s e l f  could 

not have failed to ask himself the queslian: Why did Lenin turn 

to h, of aft people? The answer is simple: Lenh saw in S 
the ody m m  who wadd @ant his tra@c request, since he was 

dirwely interested in dokg so. With his fadtless inshet,  the sick 

mm pessed what was gokg on in the b e d i n  md outside its 2 1  85 



wails and how Stalin really felt about him, Lenin did not even 

have to review the list of his closest ecrmades in order to say to 

elf that RO one except Stalin would do him this ""favor," At 

the same t h e ,  it is possible &at he wanted to test Stalin: just 

bow eager W O U X ~  the chef of the peppery dishes be to take ad- 

vantage of this oppofiunity? 

Yes, Lenin may have. wanted to test me. I thought of it at the time, 
Even though we were sitting indoors, Lenin was wearing his cap. 
"That looks Like the same cap you've been we for yews," I said, 
"Years. 
"Cold? " 
&'No* 
""'Then why wear it kdaors?" 
""Brings me luck," he said with an ironic grin. Speech cost him ef- 

fort. He chose short words, "Many years ago," he conkued, after 
drawing on some inner dynamo, *an old peasant said I'd die of a 

st-roke. VWlry do you say that?' I asked him, "wause of your thick 
neck,' he said. At the time f laughed, but now look at me: the old 
peasant was right.'" 

"No, he X said, U Y ~ ~ 7 r f :  still with usan 
&Barely, barely. 1'11 tell you one thing: if I couldn't move around, 

couldn't talk, I would want it over. To just sit in a chair, staring like 
an idiot, no, not for me.'" 

"I woulh7t want that either." 
'Tor me or far yourself :l " 
LLfS~th. 
"Ask your friend Yagoda what he's got that's quick and painless- 

just in case." 
"All right," 1 said, "just in case. Meanwhile, just keep wearing 

your lucky cap." 
What's most maddening about the latest fragment of Trotsky's 

2lr witing is that it suddenly breaks off without his having added any 



of the documentation from his archives. The accusation is bad 

enough; proofs would be fatal. But what exactly does he have in those 

arckves 3 
I ordered a coded cable be sent at o m  to E ihgon ,  insmcthg 

him: (1) ANYTHING TROTS= WRITES TO BE GABLED TO ME InilnaeDIAFELy; 

(2) ACCELERATE SCHEDULE FOR RAMON'S ENFILTRATION OF TROTSKY EN- 

TOURAGE. DATE FOR DIRECT ACTION SHOULD BE CHOSEN, AND KEPT. 

The latest reports &out Rm6n have been ed. On the one hmd, 

Trotsky's wife, Natasha, seems to have taken a Liking to him. And now 

Ram6n is courting her as well, the way you court old ladies, with 

flowers and chocolates, compliments and little favors. On the other 

hand, Rm6n has been dangerously sloppy about his cover story. He 

tells some people he5 involved in a road engineehg project, others 

that he's dealing in coconut oil, and still others that he trades &a- 

monds for sugar and oil. Word has also reached me that while taking 
a delegadon of berS,can Tro~skyites for a tour in his Buick, Rm6n al- 

most drove the car over a precipice, but stopped himself just in time, 

saying, That wodd have put an end to efie whale thing. 

Erratic fiehavior. The tension must be getting to him, He could 

break. And that musn't happen, especially now that Trotsky is on the 

verge of broadcasbng his discover). to the world. But even that would 

matter much less with Rotsky dead and unable t-n take my place. 

And now wuld  be an espeeialb excellent time to bring Operation 

Duck to a close. Still distracted by the fall of France in June, the 

world is now absorbed in the Battle of Britain. London is burning; 

German arld Bn'tish planes are clashing every day in the skies over 

England. Churchill is extolling the RAF pilots. "Never in the field of 

human conflict was so much owed by so many to so fewSn America, 

England, and France have too mu& else on their minds to be mueh 

concerned about the death of one old c0 



The latest batch is just in, Trotsky has aow made the connection be- 
tween the final Moscow trial and the death, of Lenin, It was in- 
evitsble. Once he got the main idea, all the rest had to follow. 

More than ten yews before the xroto~ous Moscow h d s ,  Stalin. 

had confessed to some comades aver a bonie of wine one sum- 

mer night on the bdcony of a summer resort that his highest de- 

light in life was to keep a keen eye on an enemy, prepare 

g painstakingly, mercilessfy revenge hmseXf., and then 

go to sleep. Later he avenged h s e l f  an a whole, generaboa of 

Bolsheviks! There is no reason here to rewm to the Moscow ju- 

dicial frame-up" The judpent  they were accorded in heir  day 

was both authoritative and ehaustive, But in order to mder- 

stand the real Stalin m d  the mamer of his b e h a ~ o r  d u ~ g  the 

days of Lenin" iinness and death, it is necessq to shed light on 

cea&n episodes of the last big trial swed in March 1938. 
A specid place in the prisoner's dock was ornupied by Yagoda, 

who had worked in &he security organs for sixteen yews, at first 

as an assistmt chief, fater as the head, m d  aH the time in close 

contact w-ith Generljll Secretaq Stalin as his most msted aide in 

the Gght against the Opposition. The system of confessions to 

crimes that had never been committed is Yagodak han&work, if 
not his brainchild. fn 1933 Stalin rewmded Yagoda with the 

Order of Lenin; in 1935 fie elevated him to the rank of Generd 

Commissar of State Defenrre-that is, Marshal of the Political 

Police. . . . In Yagoda's person a nonendv was elevated, known. 

as such to aH and held in contempt by Al. The old revofudonists 

must have exclnaprged looks of indipaticm. Even in h e  submis- 

sive Bokthuro an aaempt was made to oppose this. But some se- 

cret bound Stalin to Yagoda-apparently forever, Yet the 

mysterious bond was mysteriously broken. During the great 

"purge," Stalk decided to lividate at the s m e  b e  his felow 

culprit, who knew too much. Xn April 1931, Yagoda was ar- 



rested. As always, Stalin thus achieved several supplementaq 

advaages: for the p r o ~ ~ e  of a pardon, Uagoda msumed at the 

trial personal @It for c 

course, the prodse was not kept: Y~goda was executed, . . . 
But exceedingly illuminating testimony- was made public at 

that trial. According to the testimony of his secretaq and 

confidant, Yagoda had a special poison chest, from w&c&, as the 

need arose, he would o b t ~ n  precious viab and entmst them to 

his agents with appropPiate instmaions. The cbief of the secu- 

rity organs, a garner ph acist, displayed emeptional interest 

in poisons. He had at his d-isposal several toAcolsgisb for whom 

he orgmized a special laboratot-r, p ro~&ng  it with means with- 

out stint and Gtlzaut canml, 

, as if hcidentdy, 

with havbg prepwed in 2918 an attempt on L e h 7 s  life. The 

venerated b&n.  . . . B& 
expression, did not have and 

ous desips. ff in the old days anyone 

had pre&cted that the time wu ld  come when B& 
accused af m aaempt on h ~ ' s  life, each of us, md hove d 
Lenin, wad$ have laughed md a d ~ s e d  pu@g such a prophet in 

m insane asyIw. Why then did resofl to ~ u c h  a patendy 

&swd accusation? Most kkefy t&s was his m w e r  to B&hak's 

suspidons, cwelessly expressed, with reference t s  S t a b  b s e l f .  

Gerrerdy? d the acmsagons me cut to this paLt:em. The bilsic el- 

emen& of Stdh's bme-ups are not the products of pure fmmy; 
they are derived from realiq-for the most p m ,  from either the 

dee& or the desips of the chef of the peppery. &&es &mseiT, . . . 
Lenin asked for poison at the end of Febman; 1923, In the be- 

ing of M ~ a h  he was again pardyzed. The mediwl propo- 

sis at the time was cautiously unfavorable, Feeling more sure of 

himself, Stalin began to act as if Lenin were t:hea$ dead, But 

the sick m m  holed him. His powerful orgbsrn9 suppo~ed by 248 



his inflexhle will, reasserfed itself. 'reward arinter Lenin begm 

to improve slowly7 to move around. more freely; he listctned to 

r e a h g  md read fiimseff; his faculq of spmch began to come 

back to him, The 6ndings of his physicims became inereasingiy 

mare hopeful. 

For S t d k  kmself it was . . . a wesiljon of. . . his own fate: ei- 

ther he codd manage at once, this very day, to became the boss 

of the p o b ~ c d  machine and hence of the Party and of the coun- 

try, or he would be mfegated to a tkd-rate role for the rest of 

his lift?. Stalin was after power* &l of it, come what may, He al- 

ready had a fim @p on it. f-lis goal was near, but the danger 

exmrmakg horn Lenin wtts even newer. At this Lime Stalin must 

have made up his mhd that it was imperative ta act .without 

delay. Everywhere he had accomplices whose fate was corn- 

pletely bound to Inis, At his side was the phamacist, Yagoda. . . . 
S d h  wdd not -have waited pwsively whn. his fate hung by a 

thread a d  the; decision depmded on a small, very small motion 

of his hand. 

But 1 couldmk make that small, -very s m a l  motion sf my hand just 
like that. If it had been anyone else but Lenin, my hand would not 

have hesitated. But Lenin! It was not only my admiration for the 

mm, all the years we went back, what we'd been through together. 

It was also the danger of losing everything, powet; my life. If any hint 

of my involvement in Lenin$ death reached Trotsky ar any of the rest 

of them, ir'd be my turn for a bullet behind the ear. But if I didn't 
act, Z would indeed be "relegated to a third-rate role" for the rest of 

my life. 

X cotlfdnk concentrate on anything, E smoked? l sat alone in my 
office for hours, staring at papers that had become meaningless. 

Finally* Late one night I went for a walk on Red Square, instruct- 

ing my bodyward to stay weEl behind me, not that there was much 
IS# danger to fear in those days, a t  that time of night. I paused by the 



large circular stone where beheadings were p e d m e d  in the old days 

and for a moment imagined the feel of the cool stone because, for all 
practical puvoses, my head might soon well be on the block. Then I 
looked up to the Roodit cupolas of St. Basd's Chmch, but this time 
what I remedered was not the mckteet: who lvan the Tedb1e had 

bknded but the hct  that Ivan had kilfed his o m  son, who he sus- 
pected of treason. And that had driven Ivan mad. Some 

more than the mhd codd stand. This t h e  I could not take Ivan as 

my hero. Even lvan failed me in my hour of need. I was without 

hope. 1 who had begun with such hope. I who had once even been the 
poet of hope. That train of thought must have sparked something in 
my mind, because a moment later my lips began to move slightly as 

one of those poems came back to me across the space of thirty years: 

Know this, he who fell to e a d  like ashes, 

and was ss very long oppressed, 

will rise ~ g h e r  than Feat motlrztab 

s of skxaing ho-pe. 

At first X brushed the m m o q  aside. But then 1 baked deeper* This 
was, after all, my soul speaking. The hope of my youth. Was I redly 
going to betray my youth, my dreams, myself, and let my life be 

ed to rags and shit? 
1 summoned Yagoda at once, Yagoda who thirteen years later I 

would personally interrogate, blinding his eyes with floodlights in a 
cell in Luibyada, 

We met in Lubyada this time too, in one of &S basexnent labora- 

tories that smelled of b ed alcohol and noxious cfiedcals. 

"Welcome to my pharmacy," said E'agoda with a smile to break the 

tension. A late-night call meant a crisis of some sort, he knew. But 
smiles always seemed out of place on his hound-dog face with its 

postage-stamp mustache. 
"And you were a pharmacist before the Revolution, weren't you?" 25 1 



"A J e ~ s h  profession, " 
"It is." 
"But in Ihe new Russia Jews can. rise higher than that." 

"And Georgans too."" 
"Yes, and Georgians too. Perhaps even a certain Jew and a certain 

Georgian could work together and rise very high." 
@How high could that ce 

"That Jew could find himself not just employed in a building on 
Lubyanka Square but in charge of it." 

"mat  hi&?" 
"That hgh," 
"And how high could that certain Georgian rise?" 
"That Georgian could be in charge of another building, the one on 

Red Square." 
" h d  so how could that Jew help that Geoxgian?" 
"Menever some very tough, had to be d 

b d - a  ces~ain Russim leader would dways 
help. At one point that Russian suffered a stroke and was &&d he'd 
lose the power of speech and movement and would rather die than see 
that happen. So he asked that &organ to bring him poison to have at 

hand in case he felt himself slipping away into helplessness." 

"And so that Georgian wants that Jew to supply that poison for 
&at Russian l " 

C(Not exactly. " 
"Meaning? " 
"The Russian should be supplied with that poison, but not quite 

in the way he desires." 
"I see, f think f see.'? 

"It's a small difference, really. His request should of course be hon- 
ored, but in a way that best serves the interests of the cause be de- 

voted his life to, which is what 'Ite himself would wmt." 

2212 &Of cowse," 



"Now, since that Russian has become very particular about what 
he eats and always makes a point of eating with others, the question 
is: Is there any other way of granting his request?" 

"Well,n said Yagoda, "the body's largest organ is the skin. There 
are certain substances that can be absorbed through the skin, but 

they need time and repeated exposure. " 
"Would those substances work if they were applied to something 

like, say, the sweatband of a favorite cap?" 
"Should, And I have also head that that Russian leader is to be 

fitted for a special orthopedic shoe. But you should know that minute 
&aces could still be detected by an autopsy." 

"Let me worry about that." 

"hph ing  else?"" 
"NI the people who work in the house where that Russian is liv- 

ing--the gardeners, the cooks, the laundry women-those are all 

your people? " 
"of CQU~S~."  
" m e n  it$ all over, all those in any way involved should be con- 

victed at once of capital crimes." 
""As well hey should." 
Z h  not afraid h a t  libe aversation was recorded or &at Yagoda 

took notes on it and hid them away. If he had any such documents- 
hen, he woufd have used it as a barg chjp when I htemogated 

him in Lubyanka. But, conswed with the power struggle after Lenin's 
death, I had trusted Yagoda to dispose of all the people in~rolved. The 

lab people. Whoever brought the substance to the house where Lenin 

was living. Whoever was in charge of applying a daily dose to the 
sweatband of Lenin's cap or to the inside of his orthopedic shoe. Had 

they all in fact been executed? Did Yagoda overlook anyone, spare 

anyone? m e r e  is that person now? Could he even be in Mexico? 
According to the latest reports from Mexico, Trotsky has not re- 

ceived any unusual visitors recently. But that doesn't prove anything. 

Trotsky wouldn't want anyone who could testify about the death of 253 



Lenin a p p e ~ n g  at his compound in Mexico. kny  wimsses or par- 
ticipants were probably safely in New York. 

s are unusually quiet at Trotskyb residenc 

man is devoting himself full-steam to his anicle on my poisoning 
Lenin. The only recent visitor of note was RamGn, who brought Trot- 

sky's wife a box of chocolates on July 31, then returned with Sylvia 
Agelof on August 8 for tea with the Trotskys, where once again pol- 

itics were discussed. Now Ram6n is suppo g Trotsky even more W- 

dently. Tmtsky has taken a liking to Ramhn, but his erratic behavior 
has also begun to raise some eyebrows in the compound. 

I f  Ramhn cracks now; heads .will roXX from Mexico to Moscow. X 

'Lavren~, what's roday's date?" I ask, 

"%day? Aupst 9,1940." 
"And what day was the Siqueiros raid?" 
""May 23. '' 
"That's right. And how many days did I give you after that to 

f i ~ s h  up with Trotsky?" 
""One hunhed." 
"So, how mm? left?" 
"Thee weeks mid a day" 
'Is Ram6n losing his nerve?" 

"He'll be all right." 

"So you say." 
"Eitington's keeping watch on him. And so$ his mother." 

"I have an idea. Actually, two. One I got from something Tmtsky 
wrote on board ship while sailing to Mexico. He said, 'Stalin doesn't 

attack his opponent's ideas, he attacks his skull.'" 
Beria snoas -with appreciation. 

"I agree," 1 say, &not a bad line. But that got me to thinking. We 
know that Trotsky is against visitors being searched. Ram6n is a 

mourltairl climber. Why cautdn't be conceal an ice axe under a esat 

2 %i 4 or in a b~efcase? '' 



"It's an idea," says Beria. &Still, it calls for a lot of.  . . direct phys- 
ical involvement. The nice thing about a pistol is that you just pull a 

little piece of metal with one finger and, barn! the person's dead." 
"So let him bring a pistol too. M 

"And Rm6n could only use the ice axe if they were alone. The pis- 
tol he could pull out anywhere.n 

"True," I say. "Bat  that?^ where my ather idea comes in. m a t  does 
Trotsky like more than anphing in the world? More than anything in 

the world, Trotsky likes to irlsmct, He even said b a t  he was inter- 
ested in r e c ~ ~ n g  Rw6n for his organization, even though he con- 
siders Rm6n light-minded," 

-Tes? ') 
"Trotsky &beady thinks that Ram6n has been politicized by his as- 

sociation with him. So let Rm6n try his hand at writing something, 
l[ don't how, about the fall of Frmce to Gemany. Trotsky may even 
do him the honor of inviting him into his study to discuss the article. 
Once they're alone, I don't give a shit how Ram6n does it-axe, hul- 
let, k d + l  just wmt it over. Vou've seen the latest slander Trotsky's 
cooked up." 

"1 haw. Disgusting." 
"And dangerous. Lavrenty, even before your time, the organs used 

the code n m e  of 'Judas9or Trotsky. Let's shuffie h i n g s  around a lit- 
tle. Let Tmtsky be Jesus and let Ramhn play Judas for a while." 

"Your mother always said you should have been a priest." 
1 smile. " m e e  weeks and a day.'' 
lnstmctions are immediately cabled to Eitington concerning 

Ram6rr. Rm6n is ta Ufvrite" an article. on the &vision among the 
Trotskyites in France, good enough to interest Trotsky but with 
enough lapses and errors to rouse Trotsky7s instinct to instruct. 

Now things are moving. Trotsky took the bait. On August 17, 
Ram6n arrives for an appointment to show his article to Tmtsky. 
After the usual small talk by the rabbit hutch, the two of them go 
into Trotsky's study, where Trotsky sits down at his desk. 1?91$ 



It should have haypened then and there. I understand the need Eor 
preparation, dress rehearsal. But some opportunities only come once. 
Lately RamGn has been making indiscreet remarks that have put the 

Trotskys on their guard. He offered to invest money for the Trotskyite 

movement, which did not appeal at all ta Trotsky, h d  he also made 
the mistake of sitting on the edge of Trotsky's desk while Trotsky 
read the manuscript, which he later said he found boring and con- 

fused, Why eoulbk oaur people have ~ t t e n  something a little bet- 
ter? And Trotsky didn't like the disrespect implied by Ram6n7s sitting 
on his desk, though he was too polite to mention it. But I understand. 

Rm6n has his own needs. Some things you do for the soul. The im- 

portant thing is that Rm6n has arranged to see Troaky one mare 
time, on August 20, to show him the manuscript after Trotsky's sug- 
gestions have been incorporated. That Trotsky won't be able to resist. 

Ramhn will bring his ice axe concealed bp his raincoat, and .will 
a pistol, either to shoot Trotsky or to shoot his way uut of the 

compomd. Two c m  will  be waihg  fof Rambn, his mother in one, 
EiIcingon in the other. If everyr:bg goes accorhg to plan, Rambn 
will kill Trotsky with the a e  before Trotsky has the chance to g& 
the loaded pistol he keeps on his desk or even to press the a l am 
buzzer. Ram6a will be able ta calmly walk out the gate and drive 
away in his Buick, then switch to one of the two waiting cars, which 

will drive him to the airport where a private plane and a new pass- 
port will be waiting for him. But when does everything go according 
to plan? 

Of course I prefer that Rm6n escapes intact, but all that matters 
is that he kills Trotsky, who has now jiggled in the last key piece of 
the puzzle. 

Trotsky has now realized that the telegram I sent him that made 
him miss Lenin% funeral was not only intended to disgrace him po- 
litic&~. 

In the latest part of his article to reach me, Trotsky quotes that 
telegram: THE FUNERAL WILL TAKE P U C E  ON SATURDAY. YOU WILL NOT 



BE ABLE TO RETURN OM TIME. THE, POLITBURO TMXNIIZS THAT BECAUSE OF 

THE STATE OF YOUR HEALTH YOU MUST PROCEED TO THE SAMATORXUIM IN 

SIJKIltlM, STfiIN.  

It took him skteen years, but Tra~sky has haf ly  fathomed both 
why he was kept away fmm the f u e d  and the real mason Ledn 

Stalin . . . ~ g h t  have femed that f would comect Lexrin's dde& 
with. the conversation about poison, would ask the doctors 

whether poisohg was kvofved m$ demand a specid autopsy, 

It was, herefore, safer in d l  respe& to keep me a m y  undl, after 

the body had been emhabed and the viscera cremated, sa a 

ation inspked by such suspicions would no 

longer be kafjible. 



POLITELY, B U T  W I T H  A SLIGIIT FROWN OF I R R I T A T I O N ,  TROTSKY 
shoars Kmbn into his study. Trotsky has on the blue Fre~xcb peas- 

ant's jacket he favors for gardening. Wearing a rakish hat, Rambn 
holds a typed article in one hand and has a tan raincoat draped over 
his other a m ,  

Trotfiky sits down at his desk. On that desk is a large blotter, an 
ivory paper cutter, a gooseneck lamp, stacks of books and papers, a 
Dictaphone, and a .25-caliber automatic. Trotsky dears w a y  some 
of the books and pushes the pistol to one side, As he does, he tonks 
up at Rambn, a look of suspicion sharpening his gaze for a moment, 
but then he sh&es it off, 

Ramijn smiles deferentially and hands Trotsky the article. Raxnrin 
moves behind Trotsky, to his left, as if to laok wer his shoulder as he 
reads, but really to prevent him from reaching the alarm switch. 

Ram6n places his raincoat on the table, at the same time sliding out 
the ice axe by its s m - o f f  handle. 

Trotsky adjusts his glasses and begins reading, scowling slightly. 
Waiting until Trotsky is fully absorbed, R m b n  raises the axe above 

his OR% head with both hands and drives it into the back of Rotsky's 

skull. 
Blood sprays eve here as Trotsky howls in agony and ourrage. 

218 The scream paralyzes Rambn, axe still in hand. 



Trotsky jumps to his feet and begins hurling books at Rambn, 
inkwells, the Dictaphone. His flailing arms send blood-spattered pa- 
pers fifing from the desk. 

Tmtsky snatches the rtne away from Rambn, then like a nnad ani- 
mal sinks his teeth into Ramcin's hand. Ramhn screams, which snaps 
him out of his paralysis. He shoves Trotsky, who staggers away, 
blinded by blood. 

Trotsky almost collides with Natasha as she s in. "What hap- 
pened?" she cries, looking up at the ceiling for a second to see i f  
something fell. 

But then Trotsky points to Rm6n. 
She pmps Troaky by the , look@ back with t e d e d  hatred at 

Rm6n. His hand, reaching for his pistol in his coat, comes to a halt. 
Natasha guides Trotsky for a few steps. Rambn stands and stares 

at what he has made happen, as if watching that were a greater re- 
sponsibility than escaping. 

Tmtsky slumps to the floor. "Natasha, I love you.- 
She places a cushion under his head and begins swabbing the 

blood off his hrehead and cheeks, 
"Look what they've done to you," says Nataslna. 
"This is the end, Natasha," says Trotsky. 
Weeping, she begins kissing his face. 

in. They beat b m h n  with their revolver bum. 
He offers no resismce. "El1 me," he says. 

"Tell the boys not to kill him," says Trotsky weakly. "No, no, he 
must not be killed-he must be made: to talk," 

T h e y  made me do it,% pleads Rm6n. &They've got my mother. 
Sylvia had nothing to do with it. . . . I'm not Stalin's agent. . . . It was 
just me," 

Natasha covers Trotsky's chest and legs with a white shawl. She 
holds his bleeding head in both her hands and sobs incoasolabfy. 

Laughing, applauding, springing up from my chair, I call out: 
"Bravo f Brava! " Its% 



Trotsky Two rises to his feet and rakes a little professional how. 
The others, who are not actors but employees of Lobyartka, simply 
come to a stop and stand in expectation of orders. 

" R e  me?" X ask Trotsky Twa. 

ARtlbber.'7 
"And the blood% the s m e  kind they use in the movietil" I ask, 

"It is,'bays Trotsky Two. 

Shaking my head in appreciation, I say: "Art is great." 
The last few spattered pages are just fluttering to the floor like 

feathers after a pogrom. 

Xr is late when. I return to h e  Kredin and un&ess for bed. 

When I went to bed on the night Trotsky was killed and when I 
woke the next moming, I did not feel any of my famous "highest de- 
light." 1 did not feel triumph, or relief, not even the satisfactions of a 
tidy conclusion. And that was more than a week ago. 

Maybe, I thought, 1 feel nothing because the whole business hap- 
pened so far away. Coded cables, newspaper photos, all just paper. 

First, I considered doing a filmed reenactment, but there3 so much 
equipment and they're always starting and stopping. So I decided a 

play would be better, the action live, continuous. The script was 

based exclusively on police and press accounts. 

l pull the blanket up to my chin and t off the light. The room 

is so dark I don't even know if my eyes are open or closed. 

Still no surge of joy in my blood, no glow in the pit of my stomach. 
Why do I still feel nothing? I should at least feel a twinge of 

regret-after dl, I can never look forward to killing Trotsky again. 
Or is this Trotsky's final attempt to destroy me, his death guning 

my life of its meaning and drive? 

No, that's sot it either. 

It's simple. 
1Stt I feel nothing because nothing is all there is to feel. 



The same nothing into which everyone goes, my father, my 
mother, my wives. My Trotsky. My Lenin. 

The nothing in which I have always believed. 
In the dark I can smell my tobacco-stained mustache as it rises in 

a smile. 
Now I know what my name really means: Stalin is the strength to 

bear a world in which there is only nothing and yourself. 
At last 1 have defeated God at loneliness. 




